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ABSÏRACf,

Through the use of the maí I questionnaire survey, the

research obtained data from 145 trainees who graduated from the

TlALAWI I)iSTITUTE OF EDUCATION - BRANDON UNIVERSITY TEACHER IN-

SERVICE PROGRAMI{E in 1986 and 1987. The participants were School

Heads and Inspectors in the Malawian primary education system.

The primary purpose of the inquiry was to evaluate the trainees'

percept i ons of satisfaction wi th the training they had rece ived,

This research goal was also a weakness of the investigation

because feel ings of satisfaction may not be good indicators of

programme efectiveness. The construct "satisfaction" was defined

in the stud-v as achievement of knowledge and skj. I I s , job-

performance, acquisition of administrative skills' improved

col Iegial it-v in the workplace, recognition-support, feel ings of

personai growth, and economic advancement. These dimensions were

primarily obtained from the works of Herzberg, Maslow, and other

research studies, However, a further purpose of the research

activity was to determine whether any selected biographical

elements of the graduates were significant in influencing their

percept ions of the programme.

The scope of the study was defined within the framework of

this set of questions:

l. (a) To what degree are the graduates satisfied with

the in-service training programme that they received at the

Malawi Institute of Education at Domôsi? (b) What is the

ll



participants' ranking of satisfaction al.ong the fol Iowing

dimensions? ( i ) Achievement of academic knowledge and technica L

skills; (ii) Job-performance; (iii) Administrative; (iv)

Collegial; (v) Recognition-support; (vi) Personal; and (viÍ)

Economic. (c) For each dÍmension, which areas reveal d

relatively high and Iow degree of satisfaction?

2, Are there any differences in 1eve1s of satisfaction

between: (a) The first graduates who compl.eted the in-service

training programme in 1986 and the second graduates who finished

in 1987? (b) Heads and Inspectors? (c) Heads of urbatì, model,

and rural schools? (d) Heads of large schools and Heads of

smal l schools (e) Yale and female graduates? (f) Oider and

younger graduates?

3. To what extent are the graduates involved in operating

in-service training programmes for the teachers in the schoo I

system?

In addÍtion to the mail questionnaire which the above

research guestions suggest, an interview schedule was also used

to obtain data from a sample of I primary school teachers who

worked under the trained school Heads. They were included in the

study in order to obtain ônother perspective regardÍng the

performance of the trained Heads in the school system, The

sample of the teachers was acknowiedged as a further limitation

of the inguiry, The other weakness of the study \yas the

researcher's failure to obtain indirect data regarding the

r11



performance of the trained School Inspectors also,

0f the 145 trainees who were involved in the inguir-v-, ll4

completed and returned the questionnaires. This represented a

return rate of 79%, which was well above the recommended return

rate of 70? , The data were then analyzed according to the

questions the research addressed and they were reported in the

form of tables known as descriptive statistics.

On the basis of thefindings of the case study, the

fol lowingconclusions seemed warranted: (1) The graduates of the

IIE-BU Teacher Programme reported that they were híghly satisfied

with the in-service; (2) The participants were most satisfied

with al l the pre-determined elements of satisfaction' except the

economic dimension; (3) The clie¡rts were happy wi.th al1 the sub-

variables of satisfaction, except thefol lowing: coverage of

academic content related to primary education in Malawi,

relations with their supervisors in the school system, their

personal comfort, their 1eve1 of involvement in general pol icy-

making, relations with the community, and everything under the

economic dimension; (4) There were no notable differences in

levels of satisfaction between the various categories of the

research participants; (5) There was evidence of horizontal

transfer of in-service ideas to the participants' home

environment, a point which is consistent with the goals of the

training programme; (ó) Finally, it was also concluded that the

implementation strategy of the MIE-BU Teacher Project, which

1V



continues to operate in Yalawi, is consistetìt with the research

I iterature on in-servi.ce education, The literature emphasizes

that staff development activities should cal I attention to

context, assessment, content , and process, The above programme

continues to give attention to these impôrtant factors.

In view of the major findings and conclusions of this study,

several recommendations were made in order to further improve the

impact of the in-service training programme in iïalawi.
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CIIÄPIR I

INIROÍXJCNOi¡

PURPOSE OF lHE STUDY

The newly-instituted Educatíonal Deve lopment Plan: I985-f995

for the Republic of Malawi cal ls for significant changes at al I

the 3levels of formal education, namely: prímary, secondary,

and tertiary level of education. The changes ôre focused on the

organization of the entire educational machinery, and the

development and uti I ization of both the human and physical

resources, This intention is clearly defined in the fol lowing

statement thôt covers the scope of the plan:

The second educational development plan is intended to
cover the period 1985 to 1995. Its overal I objective
is the consolidatíon of policy so that a proper balance
is maintained in the levels of physical and human
resources al located to al l 1eve1s of the education
system and with speciai attention being given to: (i)
the equalization of educational opportunity; (ii) the
promotion of efficiency in the system; (iii) the
improvement of physical and human resources i (iv) the
judicious use of limited resources (Halawi iïinistry of
Education and Culture. 1985; p. 2).

Thus, one of the significant implementation strategÍes of the

above plan was the installation of the MALAWI INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATIoN - BRANDoN UNIVERSITY TEACHER IN-SERVICE PROJECT in

1984. Although the project commenced a year earlier thån the

official date of the impiementation of the ptan, it can be argued



that plans have a past, a present, and a future. Thus, the

project was established during the planning period.

The MIE-BU project has been operational since 1984 and it
continues to operate to the present day. The programme is given

to selected primary school administrators and educational

supervisors partÍcípating in the educational process of the

children ot Malawi. In the above year, 90 trainees consisting of

School Heads and Inspectors of primary schools enrolled in the

in-service programme. In the following year, 1985, óO more

candidates, simí lar in positions as the above group, were

admitted to the training programme, thereby bringing the total
number of participants to 150. The trainÍng lasts for 24 weeks

spread over a period of 3 years. There are 3 residential

sessions held ôt the Malawi Instítute of Education at Domasi.

Each residential session has a duration of I weeks. Thus, there

is one resÍdential session at the beginning of the programme;

there is a second one in the middle; and a third at the end, The

first group of trainees graduated in 198ó, and the second in

1987, Thus, the primary purpose of this study was, through

gathering data from the 1986 and 1987 graduates ¡ to analyse and

evaluate the level of participants' satisfaction with their in-
service training. A further purpose was to determíne whether any

selected biographical or demographic charâcteristÍcs of the in-

service graduates were signifícant factors ín their perceptions

of the programme,



A BRIEF BACKGROUNÐ OF THE STUDY

It should be mentioned that terms that êre specific to

Malawian education and have been used in this research, have been

defined in Appendix A,

Malawi was the one-tÍme British Protectorate of Nyâsaiand

from 1891-1953, when it became a part of the Federation of

Northern Rhodesia (Zambia), Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), and

Nyasaland. The federation was dissolved in 19ó3 and in 1964,

ì{alawi gôined independence from Great Britain. Two years later'

Malawi became a Republic within the Commonìvealth.

The country's attainment of independence meant, among other

things, that Maiawi had to address itself to the challenges of

both old and new problems of educatíonal development. Some of

these problems have become more seríous over the years since the

country'6 ôchievement of independence in 1964. However ' the

Government of Malawi, like many other governments of new nations

in Africa, has played an active role in addressing problems of

educational development. For example, Malawi's Educational

Development PlcDj l9?!'19qq expressed the foliowing edueational

intentions (Malewezi ' 1988; p. 458):

2.)

To bôse educational
the primary level,
social and economic

To make the sys t em
needs.

deve l opment ' particularly beyond
on the personnel requirements of
deve l opment .

more re I evant to socioeconomic

3



3. )

4, )

To ensure the maximum and efficient utilization ofexisting faci I ities and resource inputs.

To secure a more equitable distribution of educational
facilities and resources in order to realize the
greatest possible cost effectiveness in the education
sector,

The present ten-year educational plan for the period l9B5-

1995 has similar goals (Malawi Hinistry of Education and Culture,

1985a: p,4):

1' ) To support and serve the precepts and cornerstones of
the Republic of Malawi Ín a spirit of unswerving
loyalty and dedÍcation,

2.) To uphold the ethical integrities and socio-cultural
traditions accepted in the nation.

3.) To support with utmost vigor the maintenance of
national self-sufficiency in food production and the
increase of agricultural productivity for export
purposes,

4,) To provide a broadly based weI l-rounded education
programme for personal advancement as well ôs the
development of the nation's human resources.

5,) To provide the opportunity for the present generation
of children to achieve permanent literacy, numeracy,
ethical and social-economic knowiedge as well as
ski l1s,

These policy statements have guided Malarí in making some

practicai achievements in its educational development. The

educational system in existence at independence ra6 not

adequately suited to meet Malawi's developmental goals (B8nya,

1988; Ma1ôwi Institute of Educ6tion, et al., 1988). The colonial



educational system suited the needs of the colonial government

and was geared to preparing students to become church leaders or

preachers, prímary school teaehers' clerks and other types of

occupati.ons that the coLonial civi I service thought necessary

(Banya, f988i MaIawi Institute of Education' et al, 1987). Since

only a smal1 percentage of the population was required for these

purposes ' there were very few primary and secondôry schools to

accommodate the many who wanted that type of education (Banya,

1988). The following report provides further evidence of the

situation as it existed:

The missions came to Malawi to spread the gospel and
the benefits of civilized western life. The first
schools therefore taught reading in the vernacular as a
means of access to the scriptures and salvation;
writing as an art complementary to reading; simple
computational ski I 1s as a necessity for modern
civilized lÍvíng; and physical educatÍon, usually in
the form of drill' to foster a senÊe of discipline.
The Phe lps-Stokes Commission (1924) commented¡ "The
main object of their school6 is to inetil å thorough
knowledge of the word of God into the minds of scholars
old and young, and to raise a Bible-reading people.
This fact \rill explain some of the procedures ðdopted
in the mission 6chools. " Pupils who ehoreed intereet
and academic promi6e might be trained to set up
denominational schools of their own, while the less
promising were taught pråcticai subjects, As long as
the missions financed the bulk of education they called
the tune, with government seeking to co-ordinate
educational effort and encourôge better standôrds of
building' eguipment and teaching: ônd stôndôrda were
often abysmai ly low when mi6siona competing with each
other for influence in ê localíty spreôd their
resources thinly (Cameron ônd Hurst, 1983; p' 235).



The attainment of independence in l9ó4 fueled the demand for
people who could participate in the country,s economic

development. This charged the demands for schooling. ¡jore

prÍmary schools were constructed and student enrol lment increased

rapidly during 1964-1987 by 184% (Malawi Ministry of Education

and Culture, 1987). Kurian (1987) reports that by 1984, there

were 2340 primary schoois in the country. It would be

interesting to compare the number of primary schools in 1984 with

those at independence in 19ó4, but the figures are not available,

However, the number of primary schools in MalawÍ is now estimated

at 2500 (Palmer, 1989).

The number of secondary schools also increased since

independence. At independence, there were only 4 secondary

schools in the whole country as opposed to 58 in 1984 (Kurian,

1987). Although figures are not available, this number has

increased since then, with increased support from the World Bank.

In the L986/87 ôcêdemic yeôr, it was reported that secondary

school enrol lments had Íncreased by 332% since independence

(MaIawi Ministry ot Ëducation and Culture, 1987).

The year' l9ó6' saw the establishment of the Malawi College

of Distance Education with its associated night secondary schools

in order to cater to the aspirations of those who could not be

seiected into day secondary schools (Agnew and Stubbs, L972),

Another mÍlestone in Maiawi's educational develoPment was

the creation of the University of Malawi in 19ó5 (Agnew and



Stubbs, I972), The University awards degrees and diplomas in
teaching, engineering' business studÍes, agrícu1ture, nursing,

law and the social sciences. The University enrol lments have

íncreased by over 1109% since independence (rYalawi Ministry of

Educat i on and Cu l ture ' f 987 ) ,

Curriculum reform was also a post-independence priority, As

already pointed out by Cameron ônd Hurst (1983), the educational

process during the colonial era was dominated by missionaries

whose primary interests were to teach the gospel and to introduce

aspects of western civilizatÍon. Therefore, they taught readinS,

writing, counting, and physical education skills' The

academically oriented students were provÍded with some form of

teacher preparation so that they could start their oìrn mission

schools. The ultÍmate motive wa6 to spread the l{ord of God.

This type of education was not adeguate to meet the socio-

economic needs of a young nation. Therefore, along with the

expansion of the educational system ôfter independence in 1964'

the foiiowing curricular changes were made: Chichewa and

agriculture teere introduced ô6 compulsory subjects in the

primary, secondary, and teacher training coI leges; science was

introduced in both the primary and teacher training colleges;

English, which was previously taught from standard 5 above ' had

to be taught from standard 1; the content of arithmetic in the

primary schools and the teachers' col leges underwent revision;



technica I subj ects were introduced in se l ected primary and

secondary schoois, and in ô11 the teachers' coIleges.

Other educational developments that have taken place in
Malawi during the post-independence period include: the

establ ishment of a Planning Unit within the Mínistry of Education

Headguôrters to facilitate systematic development of education

(Brimer and Pauii, 1971); the development of the Malawi Institute
of Education in 1982 in order to carry out and co-ordinate

curriculum development activities, conduct research, and in-
service training for the professionals in the education system;

the construction of more primary teacher training colleges to

cope with increased student enrol lments in the primary schools

(Setídisho, f988) ; and the introduction of radio programmes to

support primary teacher upgrading, These âre some of the

examples of the educatÍonal changes that have taken place since

the country's independence in 1964.

However, despite these impressive educational achievements,

there remaln many educational problems, somê of them serious,

especially in the primary school system, Unless something is

done about these problems soon, they may well retard educational

de ve I opment .

Malawí's maín problem in the primary schooi system relates

to curriculum implementation. The reader is advised that the

following list of problems affecting curriculum implementation in



Malawi receives detailed treatment in the next chapter of

the study, First, gualified and trained teachers are in short

supply (Malawi Mínistry of Education and Culture' 1987) i and thus

a significant proportion of al1 the teachers participating in the

primary school system are underqual ified' under-trained or

untrained according to the definitions of the MaIawi Ministry of

Education. The characteristics of the teachers Ín the primary

schools are well reported by PaImer (1989) who states:

The meteoric expansÍon of the Primary Education System
and the shortfall in the annual outputs of the existing
Teachers' Colleges have forced the Government to employ
temporary underqualified teachers, l{ith almost 1800
underqualified and undertrained prímary teachers and a
further 1800 teachers whose basic education is itsel f
only at the primary Ievel ,,. (Palmer, 1989; p' 2)'

Second, classrooms to contain the rising pupÍl enrol Iments are

Ínadeguate and therefore, over-crowding in the lower classes as

well as in the exômination classes is not uncommon (Setidisho'

1988; Malawi Ministry of Education and CuIture, 1987) ' Third'

the curriculum is also known to be problematic, in part because

it is not relevant to Malawi's developmental goals (MaIawi

lnstitute of Education, et al. , 1987) ' Fourth' school

resources Ín the form of text-books ' guides or handbooks and

teachíng-Iearning aids to ensure the effective implementation of

the officially prescribed curriculum are lacking or inadequate

(Heyneman, 1980; I'lôlawi Ministry ot Education and Culture, 1987).

Fifth, the primary school administrators and superviaors are iÌ1-



equipped to perform their expected functions since they have not

had any prior traì.ning in school administration, inspection and

supervision and, therefore, both the leadership and the advisory

functions have not been conducted effectively (Halamandaris, et

al,, 1983). These factors are known to contribute to low

educational achÍevement in the countries of the developing world

(Fu1ier, 1987; FuIler, 1986; Kogoe, 1986; Heyneman and LoxIey,

1983; Côrnoy, et al . , 1982; Dubbeldams, 1982; Inkeles , L982i

Postlethwaite, 1982; The World Bank, 1980i Levy, 1971i and

Tibbetts, et ai. , f968). Although these studies and especial ly

those reported by the staff of the World Bank (Heyneman I L976i

1980a; 1980b, Moock and Horn, 1983) focus on the view that the

in-school factors are the chief determinants of student

achievement in the developing nations of the world, it should be

kept in mind that the factor of student social background is

equally important in influencing iearning performance êmong the

chiidren in the developing countrÍes. For exômple, Ezewu (1983)

notes that the students from well-to-do families in Africa are at

a greater advantage over their counterparts from the Poor African

families Ín such areas that affect formai schooling as: early

school attendance, attendance at the best schools availêble' and

provision of a psychologicai Iy supportive home environment.

These observations are further supported by research findings

obtained from both Nigeriå and Kenya,
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gbanya and Ezewu (1981) undertook a study in Nigeria which

disclosed that students from the 6ocio-economical ly wel l-to-do

backgrounds finished theÍr primary education much earlier than

those from the poor families, The students from the better

family settings, in terms of socio-economic status, completed

their primary schooling between the ages of 10 and 11, whereas

those from the less well-to-do finished betlveen the ages of 12,

l3 and even 14. The former students finished earlÍer than the

latter category because their families attached great vêIue to

education and, therefore, they sent their wards to primary

institutions at an earlier aBe, they bought books and other

school-related materials for their chiidren' and they encouraged

their children to develop interest in school-related activities.

On the other hand, the children from the poor families received

Iess support in these essential. areas (Obanya and Ezewu, f98l).

Therefore, they completed primary schooling 1ôter than their

colleagues,

In Kenya ' Prewítt (1980) noted that wealthier and better

educated Kenyans sent their children to private nursery schools

in order to prepare them for formal primary schooiing which the

poor Kenyans could not ôfford. What this means is that children

from fami 1íes with a high socio-economic status are more

adequately prepared for formal schooling than those from families

that are Iow on the socio-economic status scale. Consequently'

such children who are provided with early learning experiences
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are more ready to learn when brought into a formal school setti.ng

than those who missed such experiences.

The above findings can be generalized to many developing

countries in Africa' including Halarvi, Therefore, in discussing

issues that affect student progres6 in the developing areas of

the world, it is important to include in such discussions both

the internal and external infiuences of schooling. In fact, the

external factors, such as a student's social background, work

complementary with the Ínternal factors of schooling. Therefore,

the combined effect of both the external and internal conditions

of schooling has ôn impact on chiidrens' Iearning in the primary

schools of Malawi. Education officials in Halawi have expressed

considerable concern over the quality of primary schooling in the

country (Setidisho, 1988; Maiawi Institute of Education' et ôi, ,

1987). For example, at one of the closing ceremonies of the MIE-

BU Teacher Project' the top-most civil servant in the Halawi

Ministry of Education and Culture hôd this to say:

The importance of thi6 course, or indeed of any course
ot this type, cannot be over emphasized. The cry for
all of us is the total improvement of the quôIÍty of
education in this country. We say improvement of
quality because there ís something lacking; the
standards are low and they need to be uplifted. ..
(Malawi Institute of Education, 1985; p. f4) '

Standards of student learning performance are low' This is

knorvn, among other things, to cause high repetition and drop-out
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rates. It is estimated that 55% of the pupils drop-out by the

beginning of standard 4 (Halamandaris, et aI . , 1983) . This Ieads

to wastage of talent and financial resources, Wastage of talent
in the form of high repetition and drop-out rates reduces the

number of youth participatÍng in the school system, High

repetition especial ly in the Standard I examination classes,

further causes crowded classrooms which make effective
teaching/learning performance difficult. It also creates wide

age differences among the students with the result that the older

pupils victímize the younger students since advanced age claims

respect for authority in Africa (Jones, 1988). These experíences

lead children to either repeat classes or drop-out of the system.

The process is cycl ical , Thus, chi ldren in Malawi's primary

schools attain Iess knowledge and skil1s (Heyneman, 1980) to

enable them to partícipate fu11y in national development after
their primary education thån their counterparts in the First
World, These educational conditions, which prevail in Malawi

primary schools are incompatible with the country's

developmental goals. This is a cause of concern and

dissatisfaction among educators in the country as already shown

above,

The educationô1 conditions in the primary education sector,

coupled with financial constraínts, caused the Government of

Malawi to seek external-donor assistance for the re-training of

selected primary school administrators, They would, upon the
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completion of their training, also train others in the school

system, Thus, in 1983 the Malawi Government, through the Malawi

Institute of Education, and the Canadian Government, in
cooperation wÍth Brandon UnÍversity of Hanitoba, signed an

agreement aimed at establ ishing and conducting an in-service
training programme for the educational leaders in the primary

school system of MaIawi. The programme agreement is officially
known as the MALAWI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION - BRANDON UNMRSITy

I N-SERV ICE TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT,

In April 1984, 90 School Heads and Inspectors of primary

schools in Malawi reported for training at the Malawi Institute
of Education, In the following year, 60 other School Heads and

Inspectors enrolled in the same teacher programme. Both the

first group and the second graduated from the in-service training
j.n 198ó and 1987, Therefore, the present investigation, whose

primary aim was to assess the participants' degree of

satisfaction with the MIE-BU Teacher Programme, was designed to

answer thê questlon6 be 1ow.

THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The study addressed the following questions:

1, (a) To what degree are the graduates sôtisfied or

dissatísfied with the in-service trainÍng programme that they

received at the Malawi Institute of Educatlon at Domasi?
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(b) What is the participants' rônking of satisfaction along

the fol lowing dimensions?

( i ) Achievement of academic knowledge and technical skills
d i mens ion,

( ii) Job-performance dimension.

(iii) Administrative dimension,

( iv) Collegial dimension.

( v ) Recognition-support dimension,

1 vi ) Personal dimension,

(vii) Economic dimensíon 
Lr

(c) For each dimension, which areas reveal a relative/high/
and low degree of satisfaction?

2. Are there any differences in Levels of satisfaction between:

(a) The first graduôtes who completed the in-service

training programme in 1986 and the second graduates who fínished

in 1987?

(b) Heads and Inspectors?

(c) Heads of urban, model, and rural schools?

(d) Heads of large schools and Heads of smali schools?

(e) Male and femaie graduates?

(f) Older and younger graduates?

3. To what extent are the graduates involved in operating in-

service training programnes for teachers in the schooi system?

15



RESEARCH HETHODOLOGY

SubJ ect e

The research was conducted in Halawi during the period May-

August, 1988, The study participants consisted of all the SchooI

Heads and Inspectors who had graduated from the MIE-BU programme

in 198ó and 1987. A total of 150 trainees enroi led in the

programme in 1984 and 1985, However, 145 graduated and 5 others

dropped-out while the traini.ng was in operation (Malawi Institute
of Education, 1985), Thus, the 145 graduates constituted the

population of the study. 0f this population, 74 ìrere School

Inspectors and the remaining 7l were School Heads, Among the 145

participants , 115 were males and 30 were females,

The study also involved a sample of 15 primary school

teachers who had worked under some of the trained School Heads in

the districts of Blantrye, Chiradzulu, Machinga, and Zomba. The

reason for the inclusion of the teachers in the study wa6 to

obtain another perspective regarding the performance of the

graduates in the school system. It is acknowledged that both the

sample Êi.ze and the non-random selection of the subjects were

some of the limitations of the research,

I nB t rum€ntåt I on

To investigate the research questÍons stated above, a 2-part

survey questionnaíre was developed and validated, The first pôrt
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of the research instrument focused on the assessment of the

participants' perceptions of satisfaction with the training
programme along Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory and Mas low,s )ieed

Theory. Thus, the degree of the trainees' satisfaction with the

MIE-BU Teacher Project yras measured along the 7 dimensions of

satisfaction listed as follows: (i) achíevement of academic

knowledge and technical skiÌls, (ii) job-performance dimension,

(iii) administrative dimension, (iv) collegial dimension, (v)

recognition-support dimension, (vi) personal dimension, and

lvii) economic dimension, Each of the 7 dimensions was further
divided into sub-dimensions which were rated on a ó-point scale,

where: l=disagree strongly, 2=disagree, 3=tend to disagree,

4=tend to agree, 5=agree, and ó=ôgree strongly.

The final section of the questionnaire centred on

demographic characteristics and schooi background, The intent
was to determine whether any of the demographic and school

factors were significant in influencing the participants'
perceptions of their in-service training. The 2-part survey

instrument applied to obtaining evaluation data trom the School

Heads and Inspectors only,

To obtain further evaluation Ínformation from the sample of

the l5 teachers as previously mentioned, an interview schedule

containing I questíons wô6 prepôred and also validated.
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Data Col lectlon

The research data were col lected in 2 stages. Questionnaire

data were obtained first, followed by the interview data. This

was done to ensure that the interviews couid not interfere with

the completíon of the questionnaires.

Data Ana 1ya I e and PreEentatlon

Data anðlysis involved coding of guestionnaires, computer

data entry, and summarizing for interpretation, These summaries

were presented in table form known as descriptive statistics,

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

A number of points can be raised regarding both the

practical and theoretical importance of this case study.

L The study was ôimed at determining the level of the

trainees' satisfaction with the CIDA-funded ín-service teacher

training programme in Malawi. Thus, such a goôi is consistent

with one of the principles of behaviourist learning theory which

recommends the provision of feedback in the act of learning. In

teacher education, pre-service students are taught that feedback

enables both the instructor and the learner to gain knowledge of

learning development. If, for exåmple, student learning

performance is not satisfactory' the teacher then seeks ways to

promote it. On the other hand, if it is discovered that the
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students are successful at given tasks, then the teacher Leads

the class to the next set o¡ learning activities. Therefore, by

conducting a foliow-up evaluation of the MIE-BU Programme, it was

hoped that both the programme instructors and the participants

would be aware of some of the strengths and weaknesses of the in-
service programme. The knowledge of the deficit areas would

enable the staff to review their courses and teaching procedures,

since the programme is ongoing,

2, It \vas also hoped that knowiedge of the research findings

would be useful to a different level of decision-makers.

Programme administrators might use the results and conclusions of

this investigation to improve future training programmes in

MaIawi,

3. Operating a follow-up evaluation of a programme signals good

public relations, since it demonstrates an attitude of caring,

The programme participants then begin to realize that the

training that they had attended was of great importance. The

result of this ie that the trainees become re-charged (Sadler,

1984). The follow-up evaluation reminds them of what they were

expected to do and they do it.

4, In research, it is ô standard that concluding renarks

identify areas that need further investigation. By implÍcation,
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this throws light on what to

Programmes.

5. The present investigation

service teacher education. It was

study would make a contribution to

servi ce education activities.

look for when evatuating future

falis within the area of in-
therefore be 1íeved that the

the growÍng literature on in-

6, There is also the factor of dissemination (Hamilton, 1980).

Other people might wish to know the goåIs of the MIE-BU Project

and the processes thôt were employed to êchieve the intended

proj ect outcomes .

SUMMARY OF THESIS

The research has been organized as follows:

Chapter I is an introductionr åimed ôt orienting the reader

to the purpose and background of the study, the kinds of

questions that the study attempted to anÊwer, the research

methodology, and the significance of the investigation.

Chôpt€r II provides a detailed account of the background of

the MIE-BU In-service Teacher Training Programme that was

evaluated. Thus ' the chapter provides a detailed descrÍptíon of

educational problem6 encountered in the HaIawi primary school

system that moved the Government of Malawi to seek externôi-donor

support for purposes of re-training primary school ôdministrators

and educational supervisors, This chapter also presents a
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detailed account of a1l the processes that were undertaken in

installing the project. Thus, there is discussion about how the

needs assessment was conducted; about both the goals and specific

objectives of the programme; and about how the programme was

actua I1y de I ivered.

Châpt€r III reviews the relevant research, It is in 2

parts. The first part reviews pertinent literature on in-service

teacher training and staff development. The second section deals

with methodologies for evaluation.

Chapter IV describes the research methodology used in this
study, ft describes the characteristics of the subjects involved

in the study. It provides the justificatÍon of the research

methods used and describes the development of the research

instruments. It also pre6ents procedures for data collection and

analysis,

Chapter V presents a discussion of research findings in

relation to the questions that the study addressed,

Chapter VI reviews the purpose of the study, the questions

that the research had raised, the research methodology, the

result6 of the investigation, and then discusaes the research

implications,
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CI{ÀPTR u

ilPLÐÐ.{TATION

OF TIE UIE-K' PRO'EC'I

BACKGROUND

This chapter deals with basic data on Halawi, in order to
enable the reader to understand the educational issues that led

to the operation of the Ín-service training programme for Heads

of primary schools and Inspectors in the Repubiic of MaIawi.

Malawi is a smal l land-locked country Ín Eastern Central

Africa, with an area of 117050 sguare kilometres (Môlewezi,

1988), Its next-door neighbours are Mozambique to the East and

South, Tanzania to the North, and Zambia to the West.

In 1988, Malawi had a population of 7.7 million people,

with an annual growth rate of 3.2% (Population Reference Bureau,

1988). Thi.s rate of increase is one of the hÍghest in Afríca.

Various factors (including educational, cultural., social and

economic) aIl combine to explain Malawi's high fertility rate

which, in turn, affects its continuing rapid population growth

(Goliber, 1985). To explain in detail how each of the above

factors affects Halawi's high fertility rate is certainly beyond

the scope of the present study. The Population Reference Bureau

(1988) reports that 47% of the country's population is under the

age of 15. Such a young population makes necessary educational

expansÍon to accommodate the Iarge numbers of children and young

people of Malawi, Equal ly' it imposes pressure on the
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improvement of quâ1ity and relevance of education in a country
(Coombs, 1985), The greater the number of school children ôs

suggested by Malawi's population, the greater the diversity of

childrens' individual Iearning needs which must be attended to,
Attention to individual learning needs is an aspect of relevance,

To achieve relevance of education, there must be improvements in
many areas, such as curricula, teacher preparation, educational

supervision and so on. These undertakÍngs are very costly.

THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Education in Malawi is not yet universal, compulsory and

free. Parents or guardians pay fees for their wards,

The educational system is founded on I - 4 - 4 model.

Children spend I years in primary education, then 4 years in

secondary education, and finally, 3 to 5 years in university
education, depending on the nôture of the course, Chi ldren begin

formal schooiing at the age of 6. Some students môy start formal

schooling at later ages than ó because not all the parents can

immediately afford the fees, There has been increased enrol Iment

of students in the 3 sectors of education since independence in

1964 (Malawi Ministry of Education and Culture, 1987). The tabie

below supports the view.
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TABLE I.
Malarl: Student Enrol lmente ln l9ó4 and 198ó
(Hi.gher education = University, Primary Teêcher
Training, and Vocational Technical Training)

Y6å,r
Pr j.ñary S6cond¿rJ
Schoo I School

ß Prop. ß Prop.
Highêr from Prim. from Sec
Educètion to 56c, to Highêr

1964 3S9841

r986 t022765

s95t

25681

1929

47 s6

1.6 32 .4

Malawf Mlniatry of Educatlon and Culture,
Plannlng Unlt, Lilongye, 1987, p, 3,

The following points may be made in connection with the

above tab1e. Between 19ó4 and 198ó, there has been a lôrge

increase of 184% in primary school attendance in Malawi. There

has a I so been increased student enro 1 lment (332'L) in the

secondary school sector of the educational system. Although the

proportÍon of students from the primary schools to the secondary

schools is low' it can be noted that it has increased

significantly from 1.ó% to 2,52 during the same period. The

enrol lment in the higher education sector has increased also by

1473 , At the same time, the proportion of students from

secondary to hÍgher education has fa11en. This reflects the

effort that Malawi has made in terms of its educational goals.

Emphasis is first on primôry education, fol lowed by secondary and

then higher education.

Administratively, the educationê1 system is highly

centralized, being characterized by common content ín all the
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schools, common publ ic examinations, and inspection.

Centralization reflects conservatism which the system inherited

from the colonial government. The figure below shorys the

administrative structure of the primary school system,

Flgure I
The Adrnlctråtlve Structure of the Prlmary
School Syatem

Mini stry
tleadgualters ( 1)

Re gYona I
Education Offices (3)

I

D i slr i ct
Education Offices (28)

I

Primary scf¡ott s (over 3oo0)



The Ministry of. Education and Culture (Head 0ffice) is
located Ín the Capital City of Li longwe. The Minístry is further

represented by 3 Regional Education Offices since llalawi has 3

political-administrative regions: the Northern, the Central, and

the Southern Regions. Each regional office is headed by a

Regional Education Officer, who is charged with the

responsibi I ities of administering and monitoring primary

education at the regional level. Each Regional Education Otficer

is further assisted by 2 Assistant Regional Educôtion 0fficers:
one being responsible for general educational administration and

the other for professionô1 educational supervision, Both

officers report directly to the Regional Education 0fficer who,

in turn, reports to the appropriate officer at the Ministry,

Each of the three regions of the county is further divided

into districts. There are altogether 24 administrative districts
Ín Malawi, There is one education office in each district exceÞt

Ín districts with totíns and cities. In the latter case, the

Ministry of Education and Culture has establ ished two district
education offices: one for the rural and the other for the urban

section of the district, Altogether' there are 28 District
Education Offices in the country. Each of these offices is under

the charge of a District Education Officer, This officer is in

charge of ali primary education at diBtrict 1eve1, The District
Education Officer is further assisted by School Inspectors, who

are chôrged with the responsibilities of primary school

inspection, supervision and professional staff development.
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There may be tìyo or more School Inspectors in a district
depending on its size, The SchooI lnspectors report directty to

the District Education Officer who, in turn, reports to the

Regional Education Officer through the appropriate Assistant

Regiona I Education 0f f icer.

The last leve1 in the hierarchy, though the most important

of them al I , consists of the primary schools, Each primary

school is headed by a Headmaster or Headmistress. There are

about 3000 Primary School Heads in Malawi (Kurian, I987). This

means, the DÍstrict Inspector of Schools is responsible for a

iarge number of Headmasters/Headmistresses in a district,
Similarly, the School Head is responsíble for many teachers and

many students Ín the primary schools, especially ín the urban

areas, The School Heôd reports to the District Education 0fficer
directly or indirectly through the District School Inspector.

CentralizatÍon implies that curricula, textbooks, inspection

of teachers, and examinations are ô11 control led from the

Ministry of Education ônd Culture, This type of controi makes it
difficult to introduce change into the educational system' since

decisions affecting educational innovations must be approved by

the central authority - the Ministry,

QUALITY OF PRIMARY EDUCATION

Setidisho (1988) notes the following regarding the quaiity

of primary education in the country:
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A great deal of concern has been expressed about the
quality of education, and it has been repeatedly stated
that the guality of primary education is of paramount
importance since it is the only form of education which
over 80% of the populati.on can hope to get for many a
year to come if not ad infinitum (Setidísho, 1988; p.
2).

Setidisho believes that the many problems that affect the

quality of primary schooling in Malawi are a direct consequence

of a rapidly expanding educational system and the effects of

inflation whose effects êre felt especial ly by young nations in
the developÍng world. The issues that affect the standards of

primary education are: the nature of the curriculum, inadequate

number of qualifÍed and trained teachers, inadeguate classrooms,

non-availability of school resources, examinations and selection

leading to high repetition and drop-out rates, unsatisfactory

teaching, educational provision, inadequateiy prepared School

Heads and Inspectors, and ineffective administration of the

schooi system (Heyneman, 1980; Setidisho, 1988),

(a) Currl cu I um:

The Ministry of Education and Cuiture is the central

authority that prescribes curriculum for all schools in the

country, Table 2 shows the recommended currÍculum and teaching

period allocation to be followed by ôIl the primary schools in

the country (l'lalawi Ministry of Education and Culture, 1982).
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Tâble 2
Malawl: Prlmôry schooi curriculum andAllocatlon of SubJecta 1n Perlode per t{eek

STANDARDS

Li.st of Subj€cts ! 2 3 4 5

Coírpulsory !'ubj.ots:
' l. AgriculturÉ
'Z. Àrithmêtic

3. 
^rts 

ênd Crêfts

'5. English
' 6. Ceogr¿phy

His tory ¿nd Civics
' S. Heê1th Educêtion

S. Music
10. Phys j.cê1 Educôtion
11. Rê1igióus Educ¿ t ion

'12. Sciencê
TotEl No. of Per iods p6r wéêk
for rêgular sctlool

Subj.ct¡ lôr É'p.di¡l S6hoo 1.
13. Hôndicraft (Boys ) or

' Hor¡gecrsft ènd ¡¡6êdl€
work (Oirls) or Croft
¿nd T6chno logy (Boys )

;
2

10
5

2

2
2

2

2

3

2

5
2

I
7
2

2

2

2

.
5

I
I
I
2

3
z
L

z
3
2

I
I
9

3

2

I
2

3

2

.
5

1

I
9

2

3

2

1

2

3

2

4

6

1

4
I
2

2

t
a

3

2

4
6

1

4
9

z

2

r
2

3

2

4

6
I
4

I
2

3

I
2

2

39393938383837

Tot¿1 No. of Periods pêr wêek
for specj.al school.
' Ex êminob 16 subjEct

434340404037

Source r I'la 1âwl Mlnletry Educôtlon ând Culture (f 982):
, Ll longwe, Malawl :

Culture' p, 13,

of

o on

The data in the table above show that the curriculum is

subjects to be handled by oneproblematíc, There are too many

class teacher, Hany people believe that the such a curriculum

breadth leads to teôcher overload (Malawi Institute of Education,

et al, 1988). This reduces the quðl ity of teaching and

learning and therefore the pupil performance in the primary
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schools. As alreèdy poÍnted out, a significant proportion of

teôchers in the country are professional ly untrained. Thus, it
can be suspected that the prímary curriculum is not effectively
delivered since the untrained teachers are not competent to

handle the prescribed subjects (MaIawi Institute of Education, et

a1 , , 1988) . Smal l scale unpubl i.shed research studies conducted

by students at the University of Malawi confirm that primary

school teachers teach only those subjects that they feel they are

comfortable with, For example, Ín standards I - 4, primary

teachers teach only 4 subjects I Engl ish, Chichewa, arithmetic

and scíence (Malawi Institute of Education, et al. , 1988). The

teaching of only 4 subjects could be an expression of teacher

over l oad ,

The researcher's experience with the primary educationa I

system in Malawi ieads him to the conciusion that the curriculum

content is highly academÍc wíth very little practical orientation

to cater to the learning needs of the majority of the pupils.

Lack of relevance in curricular content is general in Africa as

shown in the quotation below:

, . . in many African countries ' the structures and
content of education still suffer from having been
conceived and developed outside Africa with no real
ties to the cultural traditions, urgent economic
requirements or specific aspírations of African
peoples,

Primary educatíon ín Africa, ' '. ' ís too speculative
and, conseguently, tends to draw chi ldren away from the
reôl itie6 of their own countries. Since it is not
sufficiently adapted to a specificai ly African
psychology' it too often neglects the links between the
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individual and his civilizatÍon, Ít gives too tittle
attention to the relationshíps between individuals and
groups , and ' worst of al I ' it ignores national
development problems ônd gives young Africans no
motivation to contribute their talents and energies to
African soci.al and economic progress (Rajaona, I9ó9; p.
ls).

Much of what is taught in the primôry schoois of Malawi is not

sufficiently adapted to the practical realities of the situation

in the country as supported by the following statement made at a

curriculum conference at the Malawi Institute of education:

Primary education should achieve permanent functional
literacy and numeracy, It should prepare pupils for
life. Emphasis should be on practical skills reiating
to the socio-economic structure of the country, (Maiawi
Institute of EducatÍon, et a1i p. 23.)

The Malawian primary educationai system needs to address such

issues as the need for increased food production, resource use,

planning, management and conservation, population and family

planning studies, health and nutrition, and skills training, to

mention only a few of the areas. Further, it would also be

necessary for the Ministry to provide teachíng/learning support

materials in all areas of study. Such materials would have to be

written in Chichewa' the national language ' pôrticulariy for the

lower classes (that is, Standards 1-5), At this level of

development, it is more effective to use the lônguage of the

learner. In so doing' the system can achieve educational

relevance. These suggestions are even recommended by Yoloye

(f98ó; p, r49) who states that the relevance of educationai

content should take account of:
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the Afr i can envi.ronment,
deve I opment, the African cul
demands o f techno l ogi ca I
deve I opme n t .

the African chi ld,s
tura t heritage r and the

progress and economic

Rajaona (19ó9) suggests that such an education be addressed to

African rural life, Rajaona's view is shared by the World Bank

(1980), Tibbetts' et a1. ' (1968) and Postlethwaite (1982), who

al1 emphasize that if a curriculum is to be relevant, it should

consider the background of students as well as their language.

These aspects should be reflected in al l the instructionai
content and processes, Relevant education côn take the form of

practical agriculture, nutrition education, famiiy education

studies, technical education and skil1 trôining projects, and

other non-formal human resource development programmes. These

aspects of education should lead the Afrícan child to live a

productive I ife after school (Dubbeidam, 1982) . But the reai

problem is that such areas of study are often regarded by people

in the developing countries as a second rate form of education

(Johnston and McNab, 1985). To overcome such a problem' Malawí

could môke two distinctions in the content of primary education:

a common core and various options (Rasseka and Vaibeanu, 1987),

The common core is a compulsory minimum for aIl the students in

the schools. It would include knowledge ' skillsr ônd values

which the Malawian society con6iders neces6ary for a1l its

members. 0n the other hand, the options are specific contents
of

determined in the light/the students' aspiratÍons ' interests' and
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aptitudes and also in the r ight of cultural and socio-economic
needs. According to Rassekh and Vaideanu (1982; p, 1óZ):

This approach maintains the fundamental unity of the
educat ion system and hence preserves equa I ity ofopportunity while at the såme time making í{ possibleto provide a better response to indívidual expectations
and to development demands (Rassekh and Vaideànu, LggTjp, 1ó7).

Thus, if Malawi made an attempt to re-organize its curricular
content consistent wi.th the above formula, education would

a chi eve re I evance,

Table 2 above also shows that some subjects are examined at
the end of Standard 8 while others are not. The hidden message

is that the examinable subjects are more important that the non_

examinable ones. Thus, the primary school teachers concentrate
their teaching efforts only on the examÍnable subjects. The same

may apply to the pupils, It may be possible to suspect that
little learning is occurring in the non-examinable areas of
study since success is often reiated to effort.

A glance at the same table also confirm6 the presence of
inequal ities ômong educational opportunities in the primary

curriculum. Certain subjects (for example, handÍcrafts, craft
and technology, housecraft and needlework) are offered only in
special primary educational ínstitutions, It is only those

students attending such schools who have a chðnce to study these

subjects, Thus, primary school students in MaIawi develop

different knowledge and skills because of differences in what

they study in the school system.
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The al location of periods is unequal ly distributed as wel l.
Some subjects have more teaching periods than others. Again,

this informs both teachers and students that those content areas

with a higher ailocation of time are more important than those

with a lower allocation, Ali other things being egual, students

are more likely to do better in those subjects with a higher

period allocatÍon than in those with a lower aliocation since the

former presumably al lows more time on learning tasks, This

conclusion is further supported by Coomber and Keeves (1923) who

indicate that the more hours allocated to instruction time in a

subject, the higher the likelihood that learning goals can be

achieved.

(b) Inådeguâte Number of Quêllfied and lrafned TeacherE

It is reasonable to assume that teachers make a difference
to student learning. Research studies carried out in the

developing countries indicate that a relationship exists between

teacher training variables (such as number of years spent in

teacher training and qualÍfication obtained) and student learning
(Husen, Saha and Noonan, 1978; Coomber and Keeves, 1973),

In Malawi, the annual increase in the number of

professionally treined primary school teachers has not kept pôce

with the increase in school enroI ImentE. This problem ís also

general in the developing world (Kaluba, 1986; Dubbeldam, 1982;

Unesco' 1970; and Tibbetts, et al., 1968). As in other
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countries ' the Marawi educational decision-makers have had to
make do with the recruitment of untrained teachers for teaching
positions in the primary schools (Setidisho, lgBg),

Thus, there are 4 sorts of categorÍes of primary school

teachers i.n Malawi according to the definitions of the Ministr-"-
of Education and culture. The crassificatÍons of the teachers
are, namely: gualified and trained, qualified and untrained,
gual ified and undertrained, and final ly, underqualified and

undertrained, The duration of primary teacher training is 2

years and the requirement for admission to such programmes is 2

or 4 years of a student,s succe6sfui completion of secondary

education. Therefore, a student who meets the above entrv
reguirements and training is cal led a qual ified and trained
teacher when he or she has successfully completed the pre-service
programme. As already noted above, increased student enrolLments

in the primary schools moved the Ministry to recruit for teaching
purposes students who have had 2 or 4 years of secondary

schooling. In Malawi, such teachers are referred to as qualified
and untraÍned teachers, since they have the appropriate academic

gualifications with no traíning provided, As indicated in

Chapter I, the Government is aware that the participation of this
category of teacherg is one of the contributory factors of low

student performance in the schools of Malawi, since this group of

teachers would face difficulties in teaching, especial ly the

lower primary cla6ses. Thus, 2 new teachers, col leges (Domas i

and Karonga Teachers' CoIIeges) have been established to train
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this group of teachers. This traíning lasts I year and not 2

years. Since the duration of the training i.s shorter than

normal, the candídates whô complete the training are addressed as

qua l ified and undertrained.

There are also some teachers in the educational system who

trained. during the early post-independence period. These

teachers had only 5 or 8 years of primary schooling as their
basic qual ification for teacher training, The pre-service

curriculum that they studied at the time reflected the content of

primary education of the day. However, the content of primary

education in Malawi has undergone significant changes since l9ó4.

Therefore, such teachers are cal ied underqual ified and

undertrained in the I ight of present day circumstances. In

Malawi, all the teachers who have had no training and al1 who are

considered undertrained are categorical ly referred to as

ungualified teachers. Those who have met the present admission

requirements and have, therefore, been trained for 2 years are

categorically qualified teachers. Table 3 shows the proportions

of both qualifÍed and ungualified teachers partícipating in the

s choo I sys tem,
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TABLE 3
Malawli Proportfons of Quallfled and Unquallfled
Teachere In Prlmary Schools t 19A6/A7
(Q=QuaI i fied; UQ=Unqua1i f ied )

g
UQ

ß Total
UQ

R,EG IOrl

Northern
Mèlawi 2625

Cen t rð, I
Mê I ôwi 47 93

South€rn
M¿ 1¿wi 5903

TotÃ1s f3321

35 r

68S

764

180{

ll.I

L2 .6

r!

1t

L4

57

Êa

16.7

16,0

L7 .6

16.9

t ? í're ót t

226 94.2

05

s

511 90

913 91

sourcel c6lculated From.Malawi Minretry of Educatron and culture
Íi:?l[" iffåffi#ffiïi"":i' ;:;Í;:,i;' ;;;, 

""'

The above data índícate obvious differences in the

proportions of the ungualified teachers in the unassisted schools

as compared to the assisted. The unassisted have higher
proportions of the unqualified teachers than the assisted. The

expianation is that the former have not met the ministry,s
prescribed standards of school buildings. Therefore, such

schools do not receive ôny support from Government either by way

of funding or teacher supply (MaIewegi, 1988), Thus, in the

absence of thÍs type of support, the schools employ the

ungualified teachers since they are cheaper to pay. Further, the
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majority of the unassisted schools are owned by missionary groups

whose goals are focused on teaching and spreading the Gospel.

Thus' it ma-v be suspected that they do not mind the participation
of the unqual ified teachers in theÍr schools,

The unqualified teachers constitute about l6% of al I the

teachers participating in the school system. The participation
of such teachers seriously affects the quaiity of Ínstruction as

wel l as that of the product since such teachers rsould face

difficulties in teaching both the advanced classes and the more

difficult subjects (Cohn and RossmilIer, 1987).

(c) Inâdequate ClaEeroome

Malawi's financial resources have not made it possible for
the provision of enough classrooms. Hence, the primary

classrooms are over-crowded. Setidisho ( f9B8 i p. 4) reports:
The average class size is 65 but it is known that this
number varies from 45 to 150 (Setidisho, lggg; p.4).

Over-crowding is pronounced especial ly in the lower primary

classes as rsel1 as in the examination classes where repetition
rates are high (Halawi Plinistry of Education and Culture, 1987),

Large ciass sizes, inadeguate numbers of trained teachers, and

inadeguate facilities and materials all contribute to poor

learning envíronments in many Malawian school.s.
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(d) Non Avêllabfitty of School ResourceB

Heyneman ( 1980; p, 15 ) has observed

characteristics of primary schools in Malawi:

the following

, . . classrooms are dark and stuffy; pupils are forced
to squat on the ground and write by baiancing an
exercise book or slate on their knees, . . .many schools
have no maps; no student in any school surveyed
possessed a geography book; or history book; or
agriculture booki , . . not a single book avai lab1e inhealth education or religion or general science;.,.no
primary school had a library. (Heyneman, 19gO; p, 15).

One of the defining criteria of an acceptable school

according to Heyneman ís that it provides students with desks and

chairs as opposed to a school where children sit on the floor and

write on their knees as Ís the sÍtuation in the Malawian schools.

Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda ( !.987 ) describe such I earning

conditions as physiological ly tiring, physical ly cumbersome and

educatÍonal ly less productÍve. Empirical investigations
conducted Ín Botswana conclude that students who have access to
desks and seats perform better than those in schools without such

faci l ities (Mwamwenda and Hwamwenda, 1987 ) ,

According to Setidisho (1988), another necessary requirement

for a school system to be effective is that there must be

adeguate text-books , guides or handbooks and, teaching and

learning aids, In the Malawian primary schools, books and visual

aids of various kinds are either not avôilable or are in short

suppiy as disclosed by the data below,
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ÎABLE 4
Malawi ! Avaitabilfty of Textbooke
( in ThouEande ) ,

ln the Prlmâry Schoo 1e

STAND
123

ARDS

Student enrollmênt
(,ooo)

Chichewa têx tbooks
EnqI ish têx lbooks

266 r90 145 104 7e 79 63

zzL !30 86 67 56 5{ 38
2S3 115 e5 7

^rithmêtic 
textbooks 257 152 103 83 66 57 46

98

64
74

ourcei caleulated From llalawl Mlnletry of Education and culture(1997)r E4ucôtlon Stattstics. L11ongwe, Malawi:Mlnlstry of Education and Cultute¡ p,62_70

The above statistics show that in the Malawian schools books

are available oniy in the 3 subjects of arithmetic, Chichewa, and

English, There are no books for the other subjects taught in the

schools as exhíbited in Table 2. The above table also reveais

that the available texts are not adeguate for every learner,

Students share books, A lack of books inhibits learning

development since it is wel I known that text-books provide

learners with opportunities to obtain addÍtional information on

topics covered by a teacher in class, ln so doing, text-books

enable students to acquÍre additional cognitive knowledge and

skills, Further, they assist in the improvement of what has

been learned in class (Mwamwenda and lvlwamwendå, f987), A lack of

or an inadequate supply of them inhíbits Iearning achievement.

This has led Heyneman's Malawi study (1980) to the conclusion

that schools in Malawi produce lower achievement results than do

other schoois in selected developing and developed countries

where text-books are avaÍ1able, Heyneman's conclusions are
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further supported by the results of empirical research on the

effects of text-books on achievement, For example, studies on

the effects of text-books on achievement conducted in Nicaragua,

the PhiLippines, Thailand and in other developing countries have

pointed out that text materials affect student performance in the

developing world (Lockheed, et al,, 1987; Jômison, et al., f9B1;

Heyneman et al. ' 1983; Simmons and Alexander, 1978).

(b) ExaminatlonE, Repetltion ând Dropout

The col.onial government left not only foreign educationai

content in the educational systems in Africa, but al.o/iigl¿
examination structure, The Malawi educationaj system, like many

other systems in developing Africa, emphasizes examinations,

Examinations are inevitable in the educational system because of

the condÍtions of iimited economíc resources (Psacharopoulos and

Woodhali, 1985), It should be noted that the economy of ttaiawi

relies heavily on agriculture. Thus, the practice of

examinations in the school system is a practical consideration of

the country's economic realities. The economy cannot absorb

everyone who graduates from school.

There are examÍnations ali along the primary school grades,

And when students complete Standård I, which marks the end of the

primary school cycle, they write the Malawi Primary Schoot

Leaving Certificate Examinations. These examinations are

academic and rigid They focus on measuring knowledge ' and if a
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s tudènt does not do

the ent i re exam.

well in one area of study, he or she fails

They are also highly competitive since they

act as a passport to secondary education which is open to only a

smal l proportion of students as shown in Tabie 5 below.

TABLE 5
Malawl I Th6 Standard
and th€ Percentag€ of

8-Form I Trangttion Ratea
Pugh-out B I L977 /78-L9E6:87

Stêndard I
Enrollments

N umbê r of
Form 1

P1ôcé9

ß of std. I
Obt¿ining

Form 1 Pl3ces

ß of
Push-outg

r977l7A
rq7 a 179
r979/80
1980/81
198r/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
L9 A6 tA7

52047
54195
65007
7066 r
76457
79753
83966
85804

96867

4854
5210
5260
5408
55 /Èl
6068
6348
6906
7 LA4
7376

9.3
9,6
Ll
7,7

7.6
7.6
8,0
8.0
8.0

90 ,7
90.4
91.9
92.3
92.7
92.4
92,4
92.0
92.0
92 .0

Sourc€l Calculated From Malawl Mfnletry of
( 1987) : Educatlon StatlEtlce. Ll
Mlnfatry of Education and Culture,

Education and Cu I ture
l on$re ' Malawl I

p. 33

Form 1

educat i on.

is equivalent to Grade 9 in some systems of

The proportions of students entering Form 1 after

Standard 8 are determíned by the availability of Form I places in

the secondary schools. The table above reports small proportions

of students passing from Standard I to Form 1. The chart also

dispiays high rates of push-outs. The latter are the students

who are left wíthout places in secondôry educat i on.

Consequently, they either repeat Standard I or drop-out
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completely, This has serious educational consequences, First,
repetition is very wasteful of educational talent since the

particÍpation of repeaters reduces a school,s intake (Loxley,

1987). Second, repetition is also wastefuj ín economic terms

since it means that the educational system continues paying for
the same service twice or three times. ThÍs is exact ly what

educational economists mean when they say repetition increases

unit costs (Loxley, 1987), Third, repetítion leads to low

student achievement which, in turn, Leads to either further
repetition or complete drop-out. Repeating a class reduces a

learner's motivatÍon via his or her self-image. It is a common

basic understanding that a relationship exists between

motivation and achievement. The higher the motivation, the

better the achievement and the reverse is equally true. poor

school achievement is a cause of drop-out (Psacharopoulos and

Woodhal 1 , 1985 i Cômeron and Hurst, 1983) .

The hidden curriculum delivered by a repeater' s presence in
a classroom is that non-repeaters leho pôrticipate in the same

class become convinced that the act of learning is difficult, 0f

course, there will be a small number of students who will accept

the presence of repeaters as a challenge, But the majority of

students are more likely to experience enhanced levels of

anxÍety. This may lead to reduced student interest as weli as

motivation. Repetition also creates wide age differences among

members of a cIass. This does not only contribute to teaching

problems for a teacher, it also causes learning problems among
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the students themselves. The behaviour of the ',oIder', repeaters
may affect the "younger" students sìnce advanced age claims

authoríty and respect in African societi.es (Jones, lgSB). These

combine to affect learning performance, This is what

examinations do in Malawi, There is repetition across al l the

standards in the school system, Figure 2 provides evidence.

Figure 2
Mâ¡awfr Enrolment and Percentage8 of ReÞeaterein the Prlmary School Systeml t984/Bj

Sourcet Adâpted From Malawi Mlnietry of Education ônd Culture
!1987) r Education StatlEttòE. Lilongwe, Mâ1ôwi:
Mlnletry of Educdtion and Culture, p, 5,

What becomes obvious in this graph is that repeater rates

are highest in Standards 1, 2, and 8, and lowest in Ståndard 5.

The lower classes are over-crowded, a condition which contributes

to poor learning performance. At the same time¡ there is no
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poiicy for automatic promotion in Malawian schools. Thus, a high

proportion of students ín Standards l and 2 fail to pass teacher-

set promotional examinations which they write at the end of each

school year, The majority of the students repeat the clas6es.

As aLready stated, in Standard I students wrÍte a secondary

school selection examination, This is a public examination which

is standardized and adminÍstered by a separate examination board.

The majority of students who are not selected for secondary

education back up in attempt to gain a pass to secondary school.

This explains the high repetition rates in Standard L On the

other hand, there is a significant drop in repeater rates in

Standard 5 in part because of the effects of drop-out, Those who

do not qualify for promotion to Standard 6 just drop-out of the

schoo I system.

Figure 2 also confirms the fact that student enrol lments

decrease across the standards, except in Standard L A

contributory factor to student drop-out ís the practice of

examinations in the schooi system (Psacharopoulos and l/oodhal l,

1985) since examinations become the curricula in the schools,

Teaching to examinations leads to deadening lessons and this

affects performance, The relationship between examinations and

achievement has been discussed already. There are other causes

of drop-out, They include poverty leading to môlnutrition and

high rates ot student absenteeism; a feeling of irrelevance; Poor

classroom conditione; an expectation for eariy marriage on the

part of the girls; a lack of text materials; and Poorly trained
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teachers (Psacharopoulos and Woodhal I , 1985; Cameron and Hurst,

1983).

The issues of repetition and drop-out are serious

mêtters, and are not compatible wÍth the goals of development,

In their book, EducatÍon for Develooment, Psacharopoulos and

Woodhal l (f985) offer some practical suggestions that would

contríbute to student progress in the primary schools in the

developing worid. They recommend: automatic promotion from one

grade to the next; a reduction in the number of examinable

subjectsi improvement in the curriculum so that it takes account

of the students' interests and their background; provÍsion of

learning materials of various kinds; introduction of school

meals; and several more measures, If these measures were to be

implemented, incidents of repetition and dropout wouid certaÍnly

be reduced in the Malawi primary school system,

(f) UneatlEfactory Toâching

Such school characteristics a6 shortage of qual ified
teachers, over-crowding in some classes, a lack of instructional
resources in the form of text materials and all types of visual

aids, unsatisfactory curricula and an emphasis on examinations

al l lead to the traditional "chalk and ta1k" and "dril I ing"

teaching methods in Malawi primary schools (Cameron and Hurst'

1983) . "chatk and tô1k" and "dri I1ing" teaching methods are

pas6ive forms of teaching which do not encourage 1eêrners to

think. If chi ldren are to derive benefit from learning
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situations ' they must be al rowed to engage in inquiry activities.

(S) Educatlonal Provigion

There are marked variations ín school characteristics
between urban schools and rural schools as wel l ês between

assisted and unassísted schools, The urban primary schools are

usually better served in terms of buildings, eguipment and staff
than the rural schools. The contrast between assisted and

unassisted schools is even more marked (Cameron and Hurst, 19g3).

The average assisted schooL retains a much hígher proportion of

its pupils from Standards I to I than the average unassÍsted

(llalawi Ministry of Education and Culture, l9BZ, ) . The chart
that follows below provides concrete evidence,

TAELE ó
Malawl: A Comprrison of Student Enrol lmente
In AeEieted ånd UnêåslBted Prlmary Schools, L9g6/e7

STANDARD S Ass i sted Schoo 1s Unass i sted Schoo 1s

I
z
3

4

6
7

I

240ezL
175054
1355r6

97 484
74311
78646
62069
96867

25r69
r5304

9928
6257
3779

56S
4 L2
583

of Educatfon ônd Culturc, Plônnfng Unlt, Lllongve,
1987i p.7-8,
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The statistics show that there is a general decline of

student populations across the standards for both categories of

schools, However, the fal l in student enrol lment is greater in
the unassisted than in the assisted schools. There is a steep

drop in the number of students retained in the unassisted schools

in Standard ó, Further, unassisted schools have poor facilities.
About I in 16 has a desk, and I in 35 has a chair to sit on in

the unassisted schools, By contrast, I in 12 students writes on

a desk in the assisted schools and I in 14 has a chair to sit on

(Malawi Ministry of Education and Culture, 1987) , It has already

been mentioned that the non-aided primary schools have high

proportíons of ungual ified teachers. Al l these factors combine

to reduce student enrol lments and affect both the amount and

qual ity of what is learned in the unassisted schools.

(h) Inadeguately Prepared School HeadE

In Malawi, as in many other developing countries in Africa,
teachers are promoted to school headship positions on the basis

of their teaching performance which is judged by the number of

students they pass to secondary schools. The School Heads do not

have any appropriate background training in such areas as

educational administration, ieadership and supervision, Hence,

they are not able to provide ôdequåte professionai supervision,

appropriate management, organization and administration of

schools which, in turn, would facilitate teaching and learning
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development (setidisho' 19e8). setÍdisho further states that the
school heads are not able to provÍde sound professional
leadership. Applied to learning performance, thís means student
achievement has been affected since studies on school

effectiveness report a positive relationship between student
performance and school leadership (Mortimore and Sammons, 19g7;

Srveeney, 1982).

(i) Inadeguate ly Prepared School Insp€ctorB

Both trained and untrained teachers within the system need

professional assistance al l the time, Their teaching ski l1s must

be upgraded periodicaily, Such a need is even greater in times

of curricular reform (Setidisho, lgBB). Símilarly, School Heads

also need help in such areas of their professional
responsibilities as personnel management and administration,
leadership, and supervision, This caI Is for the services ot an

Inspector who is professíonaily and technically well eguÍpped to
support the functions and responsibi l ities of the Heads. Like
the School Heads, the Inspectors also come into post on the basis

of promotion from the post of a teacher or Head. With them also

the críterion for promotion is the number of students passed to
Form I places in secondary schools. No School Inspectors have

been trained for their functions of educationai supervision and

professional development of teachers in the school system. Thus,

the Inspectors are inadequately prepared for the effective
performance of their professional duties and functions,
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Consequently, both teachers and School Heads have largely been

operating without the Inspector,s effective professional

assistance. In the absence of such assistance, student

performônce can be affected since a lack of effective
professional supervision can lead teachers to perpetuate their
o1d ways of teaching. Such old, poor methods of teaching

contribute to ineffective learning on the part of the students,

(J) Ineffectlve AdminlEtratlon of the SchooI Syst€m

Setidisho ( 1988) feeis that the primary education system is

administered ineffectively. Sometimes schools begin a term

without basic supplies in the form of chô1k and exercise books

for students' use. It is also known that these basic learning

resources could wel l be avaiiable at a District Education Office

or at a Regional Education 0ffíce. The administration of the

system appears to show ô Iack of initiative of those responsible

for the operation of the school system. The following statement,

made by the Principal of Malawi Institute of Education, provides

further evidence:

An education system cannot function efficientiy and
effectively unless: it has committed and dedicated
admínistrators; the administrators begin to real ize
that administration is as much a professÍon as any
other; they develop a sense of duty and responsíbíIity;
they develop a positive attitude to theÍr work; become
innovative in their administration, take positively
good initiatives and act promptly. (Setidisho, f988;
p.6)
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0ne wonders whether ineffective administration of a school

system does not have an effect on student performance.

The researcher,s experience with the educational. system

appears to suggest that there i.s high staff turnover among the

administrators. The admini.strators are frequently transferred
between posts across districts, regions or even across sectÍons

within the educational system. According to Mosha ( lgBB)

frequent staff transfers give bírth to psychological feelÍngs of
denia I and insecurity of opportunity for bureaucrats to
participate ful ly in the school system. Feel ings of denial and

insecurity may cause administrators to lack ini.tiative in making

practical decisions affecting schools. Secondly, high staff
turnover rates block continuity with the result that important

events affecting teaching and learning are lost during the

process.

SUMMARY

The preceding sections have examined the nature and

magnitude of educational problems encountered in the Malawi

primary school system, These problems Ínclude unsatisfactory

curriculum; Ínadequate numbers of trained teachers i inadequate

numbers of classrooms 1eêding to large class sizes and high pupil-
teacher ratios; high repetition and drop-out rates; non-

avai labi I ity of learning resources ; unsatisfactory teachingi

unegual provision of school facil ities between urban and :uraI

schools as well as between assisted and unassisted schools;
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inadequately prepared Heads of Schools and Inspectors; and an

ineffectíve administration of the primary schooi system. These

problems sígnal a crisis in education since they contribute to

low educationê1 achievement in the primary schools as revealed

by the results of a study on academic achievement conducted by

the St ff of the World Bank in Malawi (Heyneman, 1980), The

World Bank selected achievement test items from the International

Evaluation of Education Achievement ( IEA) in the areas of science

and reading, These tests were given to Malawian Standard I
students ' aged l6 on the average. The investigation tvas

conducted with students in the 2 districts of i'lalawi, namely,

ì'lulanje and Nsanje districts, The results of the achievement

tests were then compared to the responses of 10-year olds

(usuaLIy 4th grade students) Ín 16 other countries. TabIe 7

presents a summary of the findings,
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TABLE 7

Academ ic Àch i evême nt rn
ônd l6 other Countrle3

Prrmary Schoo ls: In ltal¿wr(1 of rtems correct)

R,eðd I ng
C o mp r e h e n s r o n

Gener¿ I Sentence
Sc t ence Compr9hens Icnc,/aountrv

|'{ ô law I ð,/
Tha i land
Ch i ie
lndra
Irôn

AVera9e

England
u.5.À.
Swecíen
Scotlènci
Nether iônds
F I em r sh Be ì g ¡ um
JaDèn
Germôny
Hungary
F l n I a ncí
F rencn Be lg r um

I r-ð .l y..... . .. . ..

4.vefâge

gy9,ri.1...1. 4y.,6- r g.s.-c-.. ..

3 d 4?
6./ 47
61 36
)J 36
39 32

d5. d 38.6

7l 56
67 6l
72 60
70 5l
69 a8
65 53
o/ 61
b/ 5l
70 t3
? 4 57
74 48
Þ5 ss

69.7 54.5

" "" " -q5- _ """"""""- _Þ"-s

5l
al'

27
39

4i ,3

82
?7
È6
79
82
85
6/
Þ-i
60
74
88
84 ..

?P.7
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a/ Àverage ôge i n I'{ a lôw i among those who responded to lhe
ôchievement items wðs l6 years ; in all other counrrtes
the respondents were 10 year oids.

6/ ì0 yeðr olds did not take this test in these countrres.

c/ Percentège missing one or none of nine ltems. In I'lè lêivl
the f rrst two items were glven ês examp les; there fore, the
percentage represents seven, r¿ther tha n n ine items. Thrs
const I tutes à 221 advantage.

Sourca r Adopted from Heynômôn, S.P. ( .l980) : The Eva lurt i on of
Humcn Capitrl in l{àlâwi, l,lashinEton, D.C.: ThB llorld
Bank, p. 73.



The score for reading comprehension obtained by the Malaw!an

students in Mulanje and Nsanje districts was 34%. That was the

lowest score among a1l the country scores. In the area of

general science, the Standard I students in the 2 districts of

lvlalawi got 42% of the science achievement items correct. This

performance was better than what the 1O-year olds obtaíned in

Iran (32%), Chile, and India (36%). However, the percentage of

correct responses in l'lalawi was lower than that of Thaiiand (47%)

and the rest of the countries in the developed world. In

sentence comprehension, the Malawi score was not as severe (61%).

In fact, the students in Mulanje and Nsanje districts of Malawi

outperformed the l0-year 4th graders in Indía (27%), Iran (39%),

Chi le (42%) , and Hungary (60%) , Nevertheless, the score was

significantly below that of England (82%), French Belgium (88%),

Italy (84%) and the rest of the industrial ized countries.

Although the Malawi data are not representative of the nation as

a whole, they do suggest an important trend: that by the time

students are in Standard 8, they have learned less scíence and

cannot read as well as 4th graders from other developing and

developed countries involved in the sample, As mentioned

earlier, it is this factor of low achievement which has caused

considerable concern and dissatisfaction among educators, parents

and educational policy makers. Educational standards hôve been
to be

reported/declining steadily (Malawi Institute of Education, et

a1., 1987). Of course, there is reason to be concerned about the

gual ity of education received in schools since a low gual ity



education is not compatibte wíth national deveropmentar goars

of eradicati.ng i l l iteracy, disease and hunger.

TOWARD IMPROVIN6 THE QUALITY OF SCHOOLING IN }IALAWI

It is clear that, in order to improve the guality of
learnÍng in the schools in terms of môtching the educational

content with the socio-economic values of the country, and in
terms of both the amount of what is learned and by how many,

immediate attention should be given to reforming the whoLe

educational process, The educatÍonal reform process should be

directed at re-evaluating the educational goals, structures,
processes, contents, and methods of primary education. It is
these aspects which are problematic in the system, However, it
should be pointed out that the newly launched educational plan

for MaIawi has provided for a1l the above suggestions (Malawi

Iïinistry of Education and Culture, 1985), Thus, one of the most

significant approaches to improving the standards of education in

the country, under the present education development pIan, is

staff development of the professionals participating in the

school s.ystem. To improve schools, Ít is very important that
chief consideration be given to the human dimension of the

problem, After ail, it is the people who can further support

school improvement proceases in the system through initiating
and supporting innovative educational pol icies. Ful lan ( 1987 )

emphas i zes that :
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. . . staff development is central to virtual ly every
approach to educat i ona I improvement : p I anned chênge ,effective schools, . . , school improvement, curriculum
implementation ... (Ful1an, 1987; p. 2f3).

Further, Schubert (1986) points out that staff development causes

people to change their perceptions. PeopIe change ín their
understôndings ' behaviours, attitudes, pedagogical value systems

and beliefs. Such changed perceptions cause them to support and

implement educational innovations (Schubert, 1986) since the

changed perceptions represent changes in thinking and doing

(Fu11an, 1987).

If school improvement is to take place through staff
development, then the Latter must be addressed to the school unit
1evel. This argument is supported by Goodlad (1975; p, ll0) who

stresses that :

The sÍng1e school is the proper unit for
educationai change (Goodlad, 1975; p, 110),

Change must be focused on those who are close to the problem,

that is, those who face the problem every day. In the case of

lvlalawí, this implies staff deveiopment for the teachers, the

school heads and the school inspectors. There are about 24000

primary school teachers in Malawi (Malawi Hinistry of Education

and Culture, 1985). Stôff development for all the teachers in

the schools is almost impossible due to costs, the number of

persons that would be reguired to operate staff development
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activities for 24000 teachers and the amount of time required to
reach the target audience. A more practical alternative is to
conduct staff development for the school heads and inspectors.
Heads and Inspectors are not only fewer in number (3000 and g0

respectively) but they also are instructionai Ieaders, As

pointed out earlier, research studies on school effectiveness

indicate a strong, positive relationship between leadership and

student Iearning in classrooms (Mortimore and Sammons, 19gZ)

since instructional Ieaders not only promote educational policies
and processes in the schools, but they also influence what a

teacher can or cannot do. Snyder (1983) reports that:

The principal can make a fundamental difference in the
performance of a school by involving staff members in
schoo I improvement p I anning, speci fi c teacher and
program development, and in careful assessment.
Schools can produce the levels and the kinds of
learning that society expects as principals become
increasingly more ski i led at organizing teachers in
various permanent and temporary arrangements to work
toward specific goa1s. Raising achievement norms
depends on knowiedgeable leadership and planned
col lective action (Snyder, 1983 i p. 37) .

What this means in practical terms, is that implementation of

staff development for Schooi Heads and Inspectors, who are both

instructional leaders, should contribute to achievement in the

primôry schoo 1s of Malawi,

THE MIE.BU TEACHER PROJECT MODEL

Staff development

entails great expense.

for identified ínstructional leaders

The economic conditions in deveioping
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countries are not favourable to this kind of activity. Although

the effects of inflation are felt everywhere, they are especially

severe in developing countries. Such financial constraints,

coupled with the need to improve the learning process in the

iltalawi primary school system moved the Government of Malawi to
seek external-donor assÍstance. In l98lr discussions with the

Government of Canada were initiated (Halamandaris, 1988;

Setidisho ' 1988b. ) , These discussions were fol lowed up by a team

of four Canadian Assessors who went to Malawi in 1983 to conduct

a needs assessment, The team met and held discussions with

various people participating in the educational system,

Discussions were also extended to involve people in the

University of MaIawi. Appendix B which indicates a programme of

the team's visits whiie in Malawi is seif explanatory

(Halamandaris, et al, , 1983), The Canadian team identified the

educational problems as already discussed, The team also further

supported the concept that the target population for the training
should be the School Heads and Inspectors (Halamandaris, et a1.,

1983 ) .

In the same year, f983, the Malawi Government and the

Canadian International Ðeveiopment Agency (CIDA) signed an aid

ôgreement aimed at installing and operating a staff development

programme for educational leaders in the primary school system.

This aid agreement waa to operate under an institutional link

between MôIarvi Institute of Educôtion and Brandon University of
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Manitoba. Hence, the project adopted the official title of
MALAWI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION - BRANDON UNIVERSITY IN-SERVICE

TEACHER EDUCATI0N PROJECT. The programme of training commenced

in May 1984 with 90 participants. In the following yeôrr 1985,

there was an additional enrolment of 60 participants, bringing

the total to 150, which is the accommodation capacity of the

Malawi Institute of Education, Both groups of participants

completed their traÍning in 1986 and 198?.

IMPLEÞIENTATION STRAÎEGY

(a) Programme Ratfonale ônd Phf losophy

The Malawi Institute of Education - Brandon University In-

Service Teacher Education Project whích continues to be in

operation in MaLawi involves School Heads and Inspectors in the

primary education sector of the educational system, The decision

to involve this particular group of professionals was influenced

by the fact that these persons are more closely associated with

the primary schools on a daÍIy or regular basis. The School

Inspector, as a professional worker, is in direct contact with

schools on a regular basis. The School Head too is in direct

contact wíth teachers in his or her school on a daily basís. If

schools are to change' these professionals are the best target

group ( Set idi sho ' 1988c).

The process to improve the gualÍty of primary education
in Malawi begins with those who are in direct contact
with teachers on a dôÍ1y or regular basis. District
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Inspectors of Schools and Headmasters we¡e identified
as the init j.aI group with whom this responsi.bi l ity

The District Inspectors of Schools are concerned with
ensuring that gual ity education is môintained by
primary schools in each dÍstrict throughout the
country. The work of the District Inspector of Schools
is largely professional, although it may include some
admini strat ive responsibilities. The professional
aspect of the work of the District Inspector of Schools
involves, for the most part, guiding and assisting
primary school headmasters and teachers in the field;
supervising, conferring with and advising teachers; and
participating in curriculum development and in-servíce
training programmes. As a representative of the
Ministry of Education and Culture, the District
Inspector of Schools also assists headmasters and
others in the field in interpreting and implementing
education pol icies and programmes,

The Headmaster of a primary s choo I

organization, administration' and instructíon within
the school. It is his/her responsibility to Provide
professional supervÍsion and assistance to the teachers
within his/her own school and it also is the
expectation that helshe will organize and conduct in-
service courses for teachers who are, in the main, not
only ungualified but also underqualified' (Malawi
Institute of Education' 1986; p, r).

This constitutes the rationale for focusing the MIE-BU In-Service

Teacher Project on SchooI Heads and Inspectors. The guiding

philosophy has been to train a cadre of professionals who would'

ín turn, train others.

(b) The Programm€- I n-Pract i c€

respons ib I e for the day-to-day
is essential ly

management,

is to ensure that the course

ski I 1s in school administration

supervision in order to imProve

A major goal of the programme

participants deve I op appropriate

and leadership, inspection and
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curriculum processes in the primary education sector (l'laiawi

Insti.tute of Education, 1986). The general objectives are that
the participants who enrol and complete the programme should:

(a) Provide effective inspection, supervisíon and
assistance to al I professional personnel working within
the primary educat ion system,

(b) Become more familiar with the organization, management
and administration of primary education in Malawi.

(c) Participate in and contribute to curriculum development
activities,

(d) Design, prepare and use educational resource môterials
of vari ous kinds.

(e) Improve their knowledge of the content of primary
schoo I subjects,

(f) Acquire and strengthen their knowledge in the variety
of general teaching strategies which are relevant to
the primary school teacher in the education system of
MaIawi. (Malawi Institute of Education, 1986; p.2),

These project goals reflect the concerns of both the

organization and the individuals. The first three goals are

geared toward organizational changes, whereas the last three

correspond to the levels of individual concerns,

(c) Progrômm€ Deeign

The training programme Iasts for ê period of 24 weeks spread

over 3 years, There are three residential sessions held at the

Malawi rnstitute of Education at Domasi, with each residential

session lasting for a period of I weeks. Thus, there is one

residential session of I weeks at the beginning of the programme;
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there is a second one i.n the middlei and a third at the end.

Whi le in attendance at each residential session, participants

study specific courses, both half courses (20 contact hours) and

fu11 courses (40 contact hours). At the end of a particular

course, participants write an examination in that area of study.

The examinations are set by individual course instructors. At

the end of each residential session, participants return to their
work piaces to apply the newly acquired knowledge and skills.

In between any two residential sessions tuition is provided

by way of correspondence and field assignments to be written and

submitted for assessment. Further, when the primary schools are

in session, the Course Co-ordinator and Institute Staff conduct

cl inical field supervision of the course participants in their
respective work environments. CIinical supervision is a support

service aimed at assisting the participants in carrying out their
job responsibi. lities in accordance with the programme objectives

(MalawÍ Institute of EducatÍon, 1986), The other function of the

field supervision is to monitor and provide feedback on progress

made ín the writing of field assignments (Malawi Institute of

Education, 198ó), The rationale of the programme design is best

summarized in the words of Halamandaris (1989):

The programme was divided into three sessions for one
purpose - to give headmasters and inspectors a chance
to be on campus for eight weeks to receive the
instruction that ìeôs planned for them. At the same
time, being awây from their families, schools, and
their dutÍes for more than eight weeks would have been
somewhat of a hardship for most of these people, For
this reason, eight weeks wôs considered to be the
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maximum training peri.od. Another objective of the
project was that, at the completion of the programme,
these people should have an equi.valent of one year
univers i ty, Therefore, it was cal cul ated that I ecture
hours per indivídual , for al l courses, during the three
sessions, should add up to approximately one year of
university training, either at Brandon University or at
the University of Malawi (Halamandaris, i989) ,

(d) The Structure of the Content of the Progrômne

Various courses rtb?" offered as indicated in the tabie

be1ow,
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TAELE 8
Ma l awi Inetltute ot,

leecher ProJect: cour E e
Educ qt I on

Offerlnga
Brandon Untvereity

Y€èr Coursê Contðct
Hours

Educationô1 Adminis trêtion
Ingp6ction ¿nd Sup6rvis ion
Educa,t ionêl Psychology
Tr€nds in Primèry Educ¿tion
Study SkiLls

Curriculum DevêloÞftent

^úd 
i o -V i s u.,l Ed ucê t i on

In-S€rvicð Tè¿cl'r6r Education
AnJ¡ tro of th. follorln¡ Priñary
Cu.rIoulurn StudI..:
Arithm€tic
Cl. i. ch €c/¿
English
Sc i 6nce and H€êlth Education

^gricultur6Histo.y ênd Cj.v.i,cs
Cêography
Hoftê Econor¡ics

Contemporêry I39uss in Educûtion
Me¿9 u rêñ€nt ¿nd Evsluètion

III Sctrool orgênization, I{èriêg6m.nt
¿nd Le¿d€rs'.ip
REs6Êrch Proi€ct in Pr j.rnaty
Educêtion

20
40
40
20
20

40
20
20

40
40
,10

40
40

40

i:

zo

40

40

Source I Målåri Inatltut6 of Educatlon (198ó)l fíIE-DU TeÀch€r
ProJect Cour¡e Handbook, p. 4-ó.

Each of the above courses is structured according to the

format of the Objectives-modei, Thus, each course structure



exÀibaÇ€*åìåi-te* the fol lowing eIements

(a) Course title
(b) Time al location

( c ) Genera I obj ect ives

Specific objectives

Course content

(f) Teaching strategies
(g) Assignments: residential

and field
(h) Assessment

(i) References i text and
other read i n gs

(d)

(e)

A typical example of how courses are structured is exhibited in

Appendix C.

It should also be mentioned that there are adequate supplies

of course books and guides or handbooks to ensure effective
delivery of the courses. A1so, the newly developed Library and

Resource Centre at Malawi Institute of Education creates further

opportuniti.es of sources for additÍona1 reading materials and

ref erences.

(e) Organfzatlon of Teâchlng and Learnlng

(f)ThePartfclpanta

P6rticipants of the programme include the Schooi Heads and

Inspectors in the primary education system. lçlost participants

have done 4 yeårs of secondary education and a further 2 years of

primôry teacher training. This researcher believes that there

are a few individuais ômong the particÍpants who have had only 2

years of secondary education followed by 2 years of teacher

training. Participants are organized in classes of 30 to 35.

Heads and Inspectors are placed in the same cl.ôsses although such
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mixing wôs initiô11y opposed by the Inspectors who emphasized

I earning in separate classes.

(1i) The Cour6e Tutore

It has already been mentioned that this partÍcu1ar project

operates under an institutional co-operation iink between Maiawi

Institute of Education and Brandon University, Therefore, Coursè

Instructors are drawn from both institutions. In subject areas

where both institutions are not able to offer tutors, the Project

recruits staff from the MaIawi MinÍstry of Education and Culture,

University of Maiawi, the University of Manitoba and the Manitoba

Teachers' Society. Al l instructors are qual ified for the

effective implementation of the programme as shown in the

fol lowing quotation on assessment of staff strength.

Any project is restricted by its operating budget 'Staff strength from Brandon University team members and
from the Malawi Institute of Education staff rYas
adeguate to meet the needs of the Training for
Leadership Program/Project. It must be noted that' in
any project, there is a period of adjustment. That is,
you start and as the project progresses' very often the
need for modi fying things that did not work the
previous year becomes apparent. Thus , You make
adjustments and proceed acòordingly' What happened in
the Brandon/Maiawi Project was that faculty members
brought with them experiences and suggestions that
enabled difficulties that were encountered the year
before, to be overcome (Halamandaris' 1989).

( i 1i ) Teachfng Strategles UBed

A variety of teaching approaches are used. They include use

of lectures, team-teaching, demonstrations ' class discussions,

participants' worksheets, workshops, individual reading
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assignments, excursions, group work and pair work, It should

also be pointed out that the use of specitic strategies also

depends on the nôture of the field of study.

( 1v) Couree Ageeeement

Both written assignments and tests constitute the bases for
course assessment. Each is weighted at a value of 50% (Malawi

Institute of Education, 198ó). Course assignments are of tìyo

types, namely, residential and field assignments, Residentiai

assignments are done while the course partÍcipants attend a

residential session. 0n the other hand, field assignments are

written while participants are in their work environments, The

rationale for assigníng participants take-home assígnments owes

to the fact that the assignments are of a practical nature. They

require the course participants to put to use the knowledge,

skills and valu-es which they have developed foliowing attendance

of a particular residential session. At the completion of each

field assignment, each participant mails his or her assignment to

the Course Tutor for assessment, Each Tutor, in turn, submits

grades of the marked assignments to the Course Co-ordinator who,

in turn, inf orris individuals of their progress.

(f) Fleld SupervlBlon

The supervísion of

intervening period between

Inst itute of Educ at i on ,

participants ie conducted during the

any two residential courses (Malawi

1e86)
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supervision relies on the use of motor vehicles to get from one

place to the next. Both fuel costs and car hire charges are

exceedingly high in the nations of the Southern Hemisphere.

Thus, it is not possible for the Tutors to supervise al l the

course participants. Thus field supervision is focused only on

those .participants who have just compieted their first

residential session '

As already emphasized in the preceding sections, a major

purpose of the field supervision is to provide support service to

the course participants in supervisíng teaching and learning,

conducting staff meetings and running one-day in-service

programmes for teachers in the schools. The supervision model

that the Malawi Institute/Brandon University Teacher Project has

adopted for use is clinical supervísion' as described by Acheson

( f980) and Goldhammer ( 1980) , The model works on three

prÍncip1es, namely: pre-conferencing, observation and post-

conference, The pre-conferencing phase is basically a planning

conference wherein plans are consÍdered and/or jointly developed

by both the supervisor and supervisee before implementation of

the plan. The process involves detailed discussion of the plan

as weIl as reaching consensus on focus points (Goldhammer, 1980).

The next phase of observatíon involves data collection based on

actual implementation of the agreed PIan, During this phase' the

supervisor jots down specific examples of strengths and

weaknesses arising from the plan's implementation. This is
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foi lowed by the post-conference phase whj.ch is essential Ly a

feedback phase. Thís is a most crucial phase in that both the

supervisor and supervisee co-operatively and col laboratively

identÍfy strengths and weaknesses of the area under observation.

Following this, they develop an improvement plan which will help

the supervisee in future when working on the same professional

target. In brief, this is the approach that the Tutors use in

supervi s i ng participants.

Before a team of Tutors goes out on field supervision, the

Course Coordinator prepares a programme ot school visits ahead of

time, sometimes two or three months in advance. Thia is to

ensure that the participants receive the information in good

t ime , The other reason i s to ensure that the Proj ect

Administration at the Malawi Institute of Education can make

advanced arrangements regarding transportation and accommodation

for the supervision team.

The problems encountered during the supervisory vísits are

mainly of a physical nature. Many of the schools in which the

participants work are widely spaced, This makes it difficult to

work with more than one participant in a day' In some areas

road conditions make it difficult to get to the schools on time.

It is even worse to conduct supervision during the rainy season

because, in certaÍn areas' bridges are wôshed away by the rains.
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(g) Formôtlve Evaluationa

Formative evaluation is ongoing evaluation which takes place

when the programme is in operation. Formative evaluation seeks

answers to the guestion, "Are we doing it right?" (Gephart and

Ayers, 1988; p, 27), Answers to this type of guestion provide

useful information to decision makers ' leading them to make

appropriate programme adjustments. In this respect, formative

evaluation is necessary for programme success.

There are three forms of formative evaluations that are

conducted duríng the de l-ivery of the Malawi/Brandon Teacher

Programme. The first form consists of bi-weekly meetings at

which moment the teaching staff review what transpired

during the previous weeks, Areas of need are identified and

cor¡ect i ons made .

A second type of formative evaluation is conducted

índividually by each Tutor. At the end of each course, each

Tutor collects data on the partícipants' reactions to the course.

Then, there is a third type of formative evaluation' This type

is much more comprehensive both in breadth and in depth. It

occurs during the last week of each session, The purpose is to

obtain participants' reactions both on the individual courses and

the entire operation of the programme' A typicai example of a

measurement tool that is used is given in Appendix D.
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(h) Informal Interactione

Instructor-student interactions do not end with the formal

c Iassroom meetings. A great deal of interaction occurs outside

of these formal structures. The Tutors interact with the

participants during tea/coffee or Iunch time, in the Instructors,

rooms, Ín the corridors, in student-faculty sports competitions.

In so doine, the Tutors share in the immediacy of participants'

concerns, involve themselves in idea sharing and ad hoc planning,

develop a wide range of reiationships, and gather information and

perspectives that influence their more formal staff development

activities.

(1) Certlflcâtlon

At the end of the three res ident ia I sess ions , the

MaLarvi/Brandon Teacher Project issues an award to all successful

candidates. The award is designated as a Certificate in the

Supervision, Manôgement, organization, and Administration of

Primary Education (Malawi Institute of Education, f98ó).

PROBLEMS FACED IN PNOGRAMME OPERATION

This writer believes that, while a programme or project may

be addressed to resolvíng partieular socÍal issues, its operation

cannot occur without facing other problems, Thus, this section

highl ights some of the problems encountered during the

implementation of the in-service teacher progra¡nme in MaIawi,
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(ô) The Selectlon of Partlclpante:

The selection of the participants is entirely undertaken by

the Ministry of Education and Culture. It has come to the notice

of the project staff that some of the participants are too

advanced i- age to benefit from the programme, since the retiring

age for public servants in Malawi varies between 50 and 55 years.

Thus, the people who are close to retiring have shown a lack of

interest in the in-service programme.

(b) Coureee

Some courses have been considered difficult by many

participants. For exampie' educational psychology was rated very

difficult by the majority of the participants.

Table 9r Ratlng of Level of Dffflculty for CourEeE
(Scalei lrEasy, 2rAvêrâg€, 3r lilost Dlfffcult)

.ÔIINSE

Study skills
Educational 

^dministr¿tionEdu6¿tiondl Prycholôgy

^r-¡dio-visuê1 
EducÊt ion

Inspection ènd Sup.rvision

25U
20

3

38
I

ll{
ll4

60
53
5{

72ß 3ß
73 5

33 6{
51 11
s2 39

Source:
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The participants did not have appropriate pre-reguisite knowledge

and skills ín the area of study. Although all the students have

had 2 years of teacher education, the educational psychology

component of their programme was very sketchy and diluted,
The course on In-service Teacher Education whÍch focuses on

planning, conducting and evaluating in-service training
programmes is considered to be too theoretical in its approaches.

It requires that the participants be thoroughly coached in these

ski I Is, especiaJ. 1y since they are going to conduct their own

programmes in their work environments. However, transportation
costs make it difficult for the Project Administrators to provide

transport to ferry the participants into the local schools where

they can conduct needs assessments in order thôt they can produce

prototype plans for in-service education, The participants
undertake this practicôl activity only once. Even then, the

activity is hurriedly done because transport is shared among the

various groups of participants who go into the local schools.

The course, Projects in Primary Education, causes confusion,

both among instructors and students, Projects in Primary

EducatÍon is not a têught course, rather it is done through

independent study. As such, it ryas expected that a student,

along with his/her supervisor, both agree on ô topic of study to

be pursued by the student. Some in6tructors feel strongiy that

the notion of a teacher as a reseêrcher be emphasized ônd

therefore they recommend that the participants should first of

all be introduced to elementary research skills, such as hore to
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design a simple questionnaire. This is one point of view.

0thers feel that the material covered under Study Ski I ls is

adequate to enable the participants to attack their projects.

Such differences in staff perceptions reveal themselves through

differences in emphasis that the students receive. Some students

have more opportunities tor discussion meetings with their
project supervisors than others. Al l this contributes to

confus ion of the participants.

Expertise is short in the areas of Educational

Administration, 0rganization and Management, and Inspection and

Supervi s ion (Setidisho, r988c),

Team-teaching is one of the approaches that the programme

has adopted. Instructors share topÍcs and deliver the topics to

the same classes. But when instructors handle different classes

and teach si.mi lar topics, the students often compare their
notes. If the students observe any differences in what they are

taught, that causés them concern and confusion because they have

to take the same examinôtion at the end o1. the course, The

courses that generate a great deal of confusion as a result of

team-teaching are Curriculum Development and Contemporary Issues

in Educ at i on ,

(c) Fleld Supervi e l on

The field supervision component is inadequate since it is

only addressed to the first year participants. Both the second
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and third year course participants do not have the opportunity of

being supervised. Both staffing and fÍnances cannot allow the

supervision of all the participants.

l{hen staff go out to supervise the participants, they

identify some general or common problems that the students

encounter Ín their work environments. For example, sôfrì€ of the

School Heads are not able to supervise their own staff in the

schools because of hígh over-1oad. Problems of this nature can

be discussed at fo1low-up meetings when the participants have

returned to the Institute for their next session. The time-table

does not cater to the needs of such fol low-up discussions (Malawi

Inst itute of Education, 1985).

(d) The Award

The duration of the in-service is 24 weeks, equally spread

over a period of 3 years, Thus ' the period of training is

equivalent to one year of university study. This has triggered

off much talk over the nature of the award that is received at

the end of the training. The participants would like to receive

a certificate with a diploma status. They have argued thôt if

such training were to be obtaíned in the United Kingdom' it would

have Ied them to securing a diploma certificate in education.

The above are the kinds of problems that are encountered

during the operation of the teacher project. However, it should

be emphasized that, wherever possible, ôdjustments have been made

in order to ensure smooth running of the project.
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PROGRAMME SUCCES SES

A number of importènt points can be raised in favour of the

MIE-BU Teacher Project. For example:

There ís consensus that the project has brought about a
change of attitude to the role of inspection and
instilled confídence in the Headteachers, Prior to the
period of training, Inspectors adopted a fault-finding
style and punitive attitude to the inspection function.
The headteacher ryas ôpprehensive of receiving a visit
from the Inspector, This feeling of anxiety ônd
trepidation has been eliminated and replaced with an
open and honest attempt at helping the Headteacher
improve his administration of the school and the
supervi s ion of teachers . The too 1s the Inspector now
uses are dialogue, conferences and a genuine attempt to
help the subordinate do a better job (Palmer, 1989;
p. 39) '

By implication, the project has improved the

skiils and values of the Schooi Inspectors which, in

performance

turn, have

positively affected the relations betlyeen the Inspectors and

School Heads, The same can be claimed for the relations between

the trained Heads and theír teaching staff. These aspects have a

potential to affect learning in the primary schools,

The project has also assisted educational pol icy makers

recognize the value of in-service programmes, For example, the

Ministry of Educatíon and Culture is now very keen to have all

the School Heads and Inspectors undergo re-traíning of this kind

(Palmer, 1989),

The stôff of the Malawi Institute of Education are

principal ly curricuium developers and writers. They develop

instructional materials for use in the prímary education system'
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In terms of training, the staff were not trained in primary

school methods. Therefore, the appropriateness of the materiais

that they produce depends very much on the cooperation of their

curriculum working committees. The project has made it possibLe

for the staff to know some Heads and Inspectors who can assist in

evaluating their instructional materials, In this sense, the

programme continues to support the curriculum development

functions of the Institute. Further' the involvement of the

Institute staff in teaching responsibilities is itse 1f an

opportunity of in-service for the staff, Also under the project,

two )lIE staff have received graduate training in Canadian

Universities. This training should make significant

contributions to the Malawi educational system.

Last, but not the least, the programme is a medium for

internatlonal cooperation between the people of Malawi and the

people of Canada. Both the Malawians and the Canadians who. have

visited each of the countries through the project have met and

made new acguaintances,

SUMMARY

In conclusion' this chapter has focused on a discussíon of

the factors that contríbuted to the establÍshment of the I'1IE-BU

Teacher In-service Programme under the asupíces of CIDA.

Further, the chðpter has included also a description of the

implementation plans of the in-service progrômme, Since the
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project's establ ishment in 1984 ' two groups of participðnts have

graduðted from the programme. one group completed the programme

in 1986 and the other in 1987. This study, therefore, is aimed

at assessing the degree of the participants' satisfaction with

the in-service programme that they received. A second objective

was to find out whether the participants' background factors were

significant in determining their perceptions of satisfaction.
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CHAPIR rII
LTTBATJRE RETIET

The research review has

sections, The first part of

aspects of staff development and

the final section gives attention

educ at i ona 1 programmes ,

been organized into two main

the review addresses important

in-servi ce activities, whereas

to evaluation methodologies for

I. STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND IN.SERVICE EDUCATION

The literature on staff development and in-service education

is too voluminous to deal with exhaustively. At least two

impl ications are possible. It is possible that the two processes

of teacher educatíon have not been properly conducted in the past

and, therefore, both educators and researchers have been

interested to write on the topics in an effort to put things

right. It is also possible that the two topics are complex since

they are both living in the sense that they deôt with the lives

of people, namely' teachers and their clients in the classrooms.

Consequentiy, there is increased attention in these areas in

order to improve teacher performance in the classrooms (Smylie,

1988). This has often been stated in the literature as one of

the primary functions of staff development and in-service

education (Miller ônd Wolf, 1978; Champðgne, 1980; Fenstermachèr

and Berliner, 1983; Korinck, et, a1. , 1985; Smylie, 1988), Thus

in this review of literôture on staff development and in-service
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education, only fÍve areas attract the attention of the

researcher, They include, the meanings of the concepts "staff
development" and "in-service education", and their four important

elements ¡ context, assessment, content, and process. Decision

to focus only on the four aspects of staff development and in-

service education owes much to the fact that these areas have

been extensively researched (Griffin, 1983).

MEANINGS OF CONCEPTS

There Ís a fair degree of confusion over the meanings of the

two terms "stêff development" and "in-service education" (Harris,

1989). Some writers feel that the two concepts share similar

meanings; hence, they have used the terms interchangeably in the

literature. Others believe that a distinction must be made when

using the terms. In plain language, the tvro terms are different.

To illustrate the first point, Griffin (1983i p. 414) defines

staff development as: "Any systematic attempt to change school

personnel". Smylie (1988; p. 1) describes the same term asi "'..
a systematic attempt to bring about change tolvard an articulated

end". Fenstermacher and Berliner (1983; p. 4) both state that

staff development is:

. . , the provisíon of activities designed to advance
knowledge, skiils, and understanding of teachers in
ways that I ead to changes in their thinking and
classroom behavior (Fenstermacher and Berliner' 1983;
p. 4).
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It is difficuit to detect any grain of evidence regarding

differences in meanings between staff development, as stated

above, and the fol lowing definition of in-service education:

any planned programme of learning opportuniti.es
afforded staff members of schools, colleges, or other
educational agencÍes for purposes of improving the
performance of the individual in already assigned
positions (Harris, 1989 i p. t8),

The above definition of in-service educatìon is most closely

associated in meaning with the definitions of staff development

as suggested by Griffin (1983) ' Smylie (1988) ' and Fenstermacher

and Berl iner (f983), Both sets of definitions stress planning of

content or activities in order to attain the goal of improving

teaching performance, Such common definitional characteristics

have caused some educators to use the terms interchangeably.

As already pointed out, others maintain that there ís a

distinction in the meanings of the two concepts. For example'

some hold the view that staff development is focused on the whole

school or some portion of it (such as the primary schooi) rather

than individuals (Goodlad' 1983; Wideen' 1987) ' Thís implies

that when the activity is focused on individuals ' then it is

described aa ín-service education' But this investigator argues

that since the ryhole eguals the sum of its parts¡ then the two

terms should be egual in their meanings. However, according to

Lieberman (1978; p. t) staff development:

suggests a different approach to improvement' one
that considers the effects of the whole school (the
staff) on the individual (the teacher) and the
necessity for long-term Srowth possibilities
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(development) (Lieberman' 1978; p. l).

Thus, staff development activities are more comprehensive in

nature than in-service activj.ties. They also require staff

members of a school to collaborate in order to bring about change

at the local school site. Further' the concept of staff

development suggests yrorking wÍth school staff or a portion of

it over a long period of time with the necessary supportive

conditions (Lieberman, f978), By implication, in-service

education is more specÍfic and short-term. But what is irnportant

to recognize is that traini.ng' whether initial or in-service 
'

constitutes a part of the process of staff development as

exhibited in Fi gure 3.



Figure 3
In-Servlce Educatlon ae a Part of Staff Development

School Opcrsrions
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Source I Extrôcted from Harrle, B.M, (1989) | In-Service
Educatlon for Staff Development. Toronto,
AIlyn and Bâcon' Inc. ' p. 22.

The flow chart in Figure 3 shows that the schooi has two

important operational functions, namely' a maintenance function

and a change function. The maintenance function is an attempt to

ensure that school personnel comply with preferred administrative

routines. It is also an effort to enable school staff to support

the modes of operation of school organizations (Harris, 1989;
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Smyl ie ' 1988). On the other hand, the school's change function is
aimed at improving the lnstructional process (Harris, 1989) .

Harris argues that change côn be either plônned or

unplanned. According to him, planned changes result in

development programmes, whereas unplanned chônges take the form

of protective arrangements, reactions, coping mechanisms, and

even organizational resistance. The latter type of changes

cannot be relíed on for school improvement for obvious reasons.

The outcomes of such unplanned changes are difficult to predict

and they are general ly negative also (Harris, f989) . Of course,

planned changes offer no guarantees as a solution to school

improvement. But what is clear is that planning involves a

careful identifieatíon and selection of change goals and

appropriate strategies to ôssure minimum negative effects. Such

a procedure maximízes the chances of improving student learning

opportunities.

From the diagram in the figure above ' it is evident that,

within the context of planned change, there are five possible

approaches to instructional improvement for enhancing student

iearnÍng. These include the improvement of instructionai goals

and object.ives, instructÍonal resources that are provided' the

tools for instruction, the working conditions within which

teaching and I earning occur, and staff performance (Harris 
'

1989) . Whi te the first four approaches are essential for

ínstructional improvement r the improvement in staff performance

(which is synonymous with staff development) is a key fêctor in
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promoting student learning,

Further, the framework suggests that staff development has

two components. One aspect of it is referred to as staffing,

which according to Harris (1989; p. 21) "involves an array of

endeavors that determines who serves , where , and when. " Thi s

implies providing the best person in the right assignment at the

appropriate time for school organizational development. It also

involves the supervision and evaluation of the instructional
process in order to enable teachers to grow so that they can

interact with clients most effectively. It involves building

norms of collegiality among the school staff so that they can all

work towards a common goal of school improvement (Harris' 1987;

1983),

The other component of stêff development involves two kinds

of training: in-service education and advanced preparation. The

latter is commonly referred to as pre-service training' In-

service education is aimed at improving the performance of

individual teachers already in teaching assignments. On the

other hand, advanced preparation reiates to preparation for new

job assignments. Thus, advanced preparation is closely

assoc iated with manpower planning.

The above paragraphs have focused on the nature of and

relationship between ståff deveiopment and in-service education'

Staff development ís therefore a term or concept which

encompasses in-service education as well. Thus, in dealing with
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the I iterature review on staff deve lopment and i.n-service

education, it is adeguate to use the term "staff development',

only, since the latter also includes in-service education. As

pointed out previously, the rest of this section of the research

1íterature review pays attention to the four important elements

of staff development, These include context, assessment,

content, and process,

CONTEXT

Griffin (1987; p. 19) states that: "Any activity, personal

or professional, Ís affected' in some measure by the context in

which it takes place, " This means the design of staff

development programmes should careful ly consider contextual

factors in order to contribute to the success of such programmes.

Simply stated, context refers to the characteristics of the

setting in which staff development occurs. These characteristics

môy be physical and/or organizational properties of the setting.

Context may also inciude the influence operating in a setting

(Griffin, 1983), A great deal of research evídence suggests the

central roie of contextual factors in infiuencing and determining

staff development activities. However, before citing the

relevant literature on contextual factors that either promote or

impede staff development efforts, it is necessary to clarify the

meanings of two terms which are often used in discussions of

context as it relates to staff development. The two terms are

" innovation" and "implementation"' In this research, innovation
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refers to a change eftort I ikel,v to contribute to schooi

improvement which staff development implies, Implementation is

the interaction between a change effort ( innovation) and its

setting (Berman, l98l ). In other words, implementation refers to

the diffusion of innovative ideas deveioped through staff

deve l opment '

The literature suggests that there are two main groups of

contextual factors which affect the educational change process

through staff development. These include the larger social-

context factors and those factors operating in the institutional

setting (Berman, I981; Fullan, l98l; Griffin, 1987i 1983) ' The

larger social-context factors are factors in society which bear

some direct relationship to staff development programmes since

there are interactions between the teaching and learning

processes in school organizations and the wider soci.ety. On the

other hand, the institutional factors imply school

characteristics that exert strong influence on staff development

ef f orts .

THE LARGER SOCIAL-CONTEXT FACTORS

Griffin's ( 1987) five social-contextual factors are

considered for this discussion. They ôre, namely, state or

government regulations, ideoiogical climate, available technical

knowledge, linkage with other systems' ônd reputation of teachers

ônd s choo 1s .
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Griffin reports that government expectations, expressed as

Pol icy statements or directives ' are powerful instruments for the

introduction and implementation of staff development activities

in schoo I sett ings . The state , through the department or

ministry of education, can pass Iegislation that requi res

teachers' involvement in specific staff development programmes.

For example, the government may introduce multi-culturôI studies

in the school system or it may recommend the incorporation of

handicapped students into regular classrooms. Both of these

examples are good reasons for schools to participate in staff
training programmes in order to meet government expectations.

But , at the same t ime , the government se ldom gives schoo I s

additional funds for the operatíon of staff development

progrômmes (Griffin, 1987), Thus, the school administrators plan

and deiiver such training programmes on thin budgets. This has

two possible consequences. Such programmes may not be conducted

effectively since ô lack of funding impl ies that material

resources (in the form of relevant instructionai materials)

cannot easiiy be obtained for use during staff development ' It

also implies that the school administrator is forced to move away

funds allocated for other competing staff development programmes

for purposes of implementíng government mandates. Thus ' other

well planned or established programmes suffer at the expense of

those programmes with mandates behínd them.

Ideology is another powerful influence on schools and staff

development, The term, ideology, refers to the way the Iarger
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society perceives the essential elements of schooling, such

as purposes, instructional systems and students' learning

outcomes (Goodland and Richter, 196ó). If the purposes

schooli.ng are to promote conservatism, then change efforts

through staff development may not be possible to put into

practice. For example, in discussing problems associated with

the transfer of educational innovation in the developÍng world,

Deines ( 1989) states that:

Another problem has to do with the attitudes of the
elites in most current developing nations' They
achieved their own positions as a result of working
inside the current educational system. To suggest that
this system should be altered is to attack their own
position and self-worth. This is a partial explanation
of why countríes far removed from the colonial powers
in space and substance continue to insist on European
educational curricula and standards (Deines, 1989;
p. 8).

Thus, if the prevailing attitudes of the authorities regarding

educational change are not favourable, then it is not possible

for such change efforts to occur. On the other hand ' if a

society is reform-oriented, it is then possible for staff

development programmes to be supported, For examPle, in North

America there has been and sti 1 i is a great concern for

íncreasing student performance in the school systems. This

public concern Ied to the "effective teaching" movement in the

early 70's (Griffin, f98?). According to Griffin 1p. 23) such a

movement .,, "is having a marked influence upon staff development

programs", The research results on teaching become the content
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of staff development activities. school districts provide funds

for these efforts because of their potential to make positive
differences in student learníng (Gríffin, 1987).

Another important factor affecting staff deve lopment

programmes, according to Griffin, is the availability and

accessibility of technical knowiedge. Technical knowledge has

two bases: scientific and non-scientific, The former refers to

research as source of technical knowledge. As already noted in
the above paragraph, increased interest in research on teaching

has contributed greatly toward staff development programmes.

Non-scientific technícal knowledge implies teachers,beliefs or

values regarding the process of teaching and learning. Thus,

teachers and others respond to staff development activities
because they are persuaded by their own value systems since the

lôtter represent proposals for action. This is how the

availability of technical knowledge is influential upon staff
deve I opment programmes (Griffin, 1987).

It is also ímportant to remember that educationai

establishments are linked with other systems as wel l. This

I inkage has the potential to influence change programmes in

school systems. For example, primary schools are I inked with

secondary schools which, in turn, ard connected to instítutions
of hígher iearning, such as universities. At the same time, it
is known that universities are knowledge production institutions,
whereas secondary and primary institutions are associated with
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knowledge utilization (Griffin, 1987), These interacti.ve

interests can heavily influence staff development programmes,

especidl ly in the secondary and primary educationai sectors.

Knowledge that is produced in the higher institutions of learning

can influence both secondary and primêry institutions to plan and

conduct training programmes for teachers to ensure that the newly

founded knowledge is effectively used to promote student

I earning.

It is also possible to look at the influence of the systems

approach on staff development in this ìvay. Changes in

technological development taking place in society can force

school organizations to reform their curricula. In turn,

curricular reforms can Iead schools to embark on staff

deve I opment programmes in order to ascertain that the new

educational contents are effectively delivered. There are mêny

other examples which can be cited to support the view that

I inkage with other systems can heavi ly inf luence staff

de ve I opment .

Last, Gríffin (1987) points out that the reputational status

of teachers and schools can affect staff development training

programmes for good or i1l. For example, if the public and other

educators share the view that schoois can make a difference ín

improvíng student Iearning outcomes, it is very possible for the

public to support school reform efforts through the provision of

adeguate financial resources, One aspect of the reform process

9l
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also suggests the contrary. Thus, a school's community may not

provide adequate funding to enable thè successful operation of

training programmes aimed at teacher growth or development,

"Teaching as a profession" has long been a topic of heated

debate among educators and even the genera I pub i i c . i.,Ian-v

educators share the feeling that teaching is not a profession,

Such perceptions greatly undermine the autonomy of teachers.

Thus, historical ly, a great deal of staff training programmes

have been planned and developed along the "deficit model"

(Griffin, 1987; Burrello and Orbaugh, 1982), The deficit model

of training is not oniy a make up for shortcomings during pre-

service training, it also emphasízes, rather indirectly' that

teachers are not knowledgeable enough to decide or select topics

that are appropriate for in-serivce education, Thus, key

advocates of the deficit perspective often select topics or

content to be delivered during a staff training programme. While

thÍs approach to programme development is dehumanizing' it is

also recognized as a possible barrier to effective training

(Burrel1s and Orbaugh, f982; Dawson, 1978). A lack of

involvement in decision-making regardíng the content of in-

service training can very wel i môke it difficult for transfer of

training to occur since it implies that the needs of the

participants have not been addressed.

The above are some of the societal forces more likeiy to

infiuence staff development activities, It Ís important thåt
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staff dev€lopers understand these societal factors so that, where

possible, they can manipulate them for the benefit of school

improvement. However, it is essenti.al that school leaders gain

an in-depth understanding of the school level. factors that

research has demonstrated to have an impact on staff development

programmes. In so doing, they can have direct interaction with

the variables in order to promote the change Process'

THE INSTITUTIONAL VAR I ABLES

Many writers agree that the school setting is the proper

site for operating staff development activities ' At the same

time, research has demonstrated that there are many variables

that appear to be instrumental in promoting or hindering the

success of staff deve iopment at the local school site. Four

factors are discussed. They include: history of innovative

attempts, organizational ethos, leadershiP of both the principal

and the central district administration, and teacher attributes,

(a) vat í

There is evidence in the literature that many projects aimed

at teacher growth and school ímprovement fail (Goodlad and Kiein'

L9?O; Charters and Pellegrin, I973i Gross, et al. ' I97 Ii

SÍIberman, 1970i Sarason, 1971). Experiences with project

failure impiy wasted resources (in the form of time, money, and

human talent), frustration on the part of those involved in the

project (both participants and project organizers alike), and
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growing disillusionment (FuIlan' 198I). Accordi.ng to Fullan, the

more the participants have had negative experiences with attempts

to change schools, the more negative they will be with the next

change effort they encounter, Teachers may participate in a

staff development programme as required by law' but it wi I I be

unlikely that they will implement the innovatíve ideas in their

classroom settings, For example' Barth (1972) carríed out a case

study in the United States of America aimed at changing the

school structure and the behaviour of the teaching staff of an

inner-city school from a traditional instructional and

organizatíonal approach to an open-educational approach. Barth

reports that the attempts failed, despite the strong commitment

and the goodwill of those invoived in the change process. This

failure was explained, in part' by acknowledging that the change

agents (who ryere university personnel and students) lacked

understanding of the history of the school organization with

respect to innovative projects. This demonstrates the need to

first understand the gu6lity of participants' experiences with

previous innovations before introducing new programmes for school

i mprovement .

(b) 0rgani zat ional Ethos

Staff development organizers need to understand that schools

are organizations with special characteristics which have

Ímplications for determining the success or failure of staff

development programmes. One of the chief elements to be
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described in this section is organizational ethos.

Every school has an ethos (Griffin, 1987). Some schools are

good wonking environments wherein col legiality or team-spirit is

encouraged by the leadership. Conseguently' teachers work

together, visit each other's classrooms, and hold professional

discussions aimed at improving student learning outcomes. 0ther

schools do just the oppositei they are harsh and punishing and

the teachers working in them are i so l ated from each other ,

(Coheri and )larch, L974; Weick, 197ó) and open communication

among the teaching staff is non-existent. The avai lable

literature (Griffin, 1987; Berman and McLaughlin, 1979; GaIanter,

1978) suggestå that schools which exhibit such organizational

ethos as col legiality, open communicòtion, support and help,

interactio¡r and morale among atl school staff , including the

principal, are more receptive and supportive of staff development

activities than schools without such properties. Thus ' the

planning of staff development programmes should careful ly

consider a school's culture so that plans for the intended change

are carr i ed out effectively.

( c ) Leadership

Two aspects of leadership that are related to staff

deveiopment activities are discussed here: the leadership of the

school principal and that of the central district administration.

The role of the principal is central in school-based staff
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development programmes (Berman, l98l; cri.f f in, f9g7), Research

has demonstrated that school principals who support staff
development activíties for school improvement display the

f ol lowing behaviours:

1, They create opportunities of dialogue among and with

staff (Mi 1 ler and Wo I f, 1978 ) , In so doing, they are able to

identify the teachers' present levels of concerns appropriate for
staff deve I opment .

2, They are famíIiar with advances in research knowiedge

on teaching (Griffin, 1987) and thus they are able to link
teachers with such knowledge. This enables teachers to grow.

3, They have a clear sense of a school's mission (Murphy

and Holiinger, 1985) which they are able to share with the entire

teaching staff, Goal clarity and consensus, which the above

impl ies, enôbles staff to co-operate in decisions regarding staff
de ve I opment .

4, They are wil ling to ínvolve staff partÍcipation in

school pol Ícies and pians (Lârkin' 1984), This aspect helps to

build a sense of community among staff (Murphy and Hollinger,

1985), This is an important pre-condition for staff development

since it ímplies shared values, and support and help,

5. When a staff deve lopment ôctivity has been adopted,

these principals involve teachers and resource persons in doing

staff development (Griffin, f987). Involvement of staff as

resources in operatÍng school change Progrðmmes enhances

collegiality and open communication among schooi staff. Support
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and help becomes the norm of the school, According to RosenhaLtz

(1985) such collaboration leads to school success.

6, Principals who support staff development programmes pay

careful attention to the recruitment of teachers (Rosenholtz,

f985) because school-leveI staff deveiopment depends ' in large

part, on the type of teachers that a principal has selected for

his or her schooi '

7, These principals show great interest in what goes on in

classrooms. Consequently, they are often available for the

supervision and facÍlitation of teachers' work. According to

Bossert et aI , , ( f982) , the process of supervision is a direct

source of pressure and direction for teacher change since it

impl ies assessment of teacher performance and suggestions for

improvement.

8, The principals who support teacher change encourage the

deve Iopment of interpersonal relationshiPs among teaching staff.

Cooperation and collegiaiity are encouraged. According to

Anderson (f982), these aspects provide sources of psychological

support for the teachers' efforts to improve.

9, These principais also encourage teacher experimentation

with new teaching strategies. Encouragement of experimentation

enables teachers to deve iop a spirit of continuous se I f-

improvement which, in turn, affects student learning outcomes '

The above iist is not meant to be exhaustive, What Ís

important to note is the fact that the schooi principa I ' s
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position is a key factor in school improvement efforts. At the

same time, it is important to understand that district or nation-

wide staff development activities wiIl have varying degrees of

success because school príncipals do not share the same

characteristics.

The other important aspect of leadership is the role of the

central district administration, A great deal of research

stresses the point that, all other things being equal ' the direct

support of the central district administrators is essential to

the successful implementation of school change programmes (Daft

and Becker, 1978; Emrick and Peterson, 1978i Rosenbium and Louis,

r979). However, Berman and McLaughlin (1977) argue that the

support of the centrai ôdministrators shouid not simply take the

form of general endorsement of the programme, but rather the

central administration should demonstrate active interest and

knowledge of the programme, They should also communícate the

goals of the intended teacher change programme so that everyone

is ciear, In so doing, they also communicate a sense of caring

which¡ in turn, may drive school staff to work toward the goals

of the progrômme ,

(d) Teacher Attri

Teacher attributes are an important set of fêctors which

determine the success or fai lure of change programmes in

educatíonal institutions, This section focuses on a discussion

of six teacher characteristics considered relevônt to staff
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deve I opment in schools.

First, stabi l ity of a teaching staff is considered an

Ímportant e l'ement for school success (Rosenholtz, 1985) , Thus,

it can be assumed that staff development would also benefit from

a teaching staff that is cohesive and stable. A staff that is

cohesive and stable i.mplies that the members share a common

purpose. This sense of community would make it possible for the

school staff to engage in staff deve lopment programmes at the

schooi leveL

Second, Fuller and Brown (f975) report that teachers undergo

three periods of professional development. During the first

period, teachers are concerned with theÍr entry into the new

school environment, particularly with how to adapt to the

environment. The next period is concerned with how they

discharge their duties as teachers and final ly' their concern is

with impact on teaching and learning. Thus, knowledge of the

various psychological states of teachers may considerably be

helpful to the staff developer in that appropriate plôns may be

developed for specific teacher groups.

Third, Lam (f979) points out that the degree of previous

knowledge of the concept that the staff development programme

intends to develop in the minds of participants, is an important

factor in determining the success or failure of transfer of

learning to the classroom setting, The ôrgument is simpie'

Previous knowledge implies that the in-service participant has
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necessary pre-reguisites which enable new or fresh ideas to
anchor - thus making it possible for meaningful learning to
occur. This emphasizes the need for ongoing staff deve lopment

pro gramme s .

Fourth, according to Joyce and Showers (1988), teachers fall

into three categories with respect to levels of activit-v. An

understanding of these categorÍes is useful in planning staff
development programmes. The first category consists of mature

high-activity people who, according to Joyce and Showers, ârê

"gourmet omnivores", The gourmet omnivores initiate ideas and

always find ways to influence the decisíon-makers. They have a

high Ievel of arvareness and they also strive to learn all they

can about their profession. Then there is a second category of

persons who Joyce and Showers describe as "passive consumers".

Passive consumers display a hígh degree of dependence on the

environment. Their level of activity depends on who they are

with, If they are in the company of other passive consumers,

they are relatively inactive. The third category consists of

"reticent consumers " (Joyce and Showers, 198) ' These are

reluctant to ínteract positively with the immediate social

context, Some extremists even reject opportunitíes that invol.ve

participatory decision-making. In the context of staff

development progrômmes ' the following implications may be noted:

1, Staff development activities' whether district-wide or

school-based, calnot be achieved wíth equal success because

individual teachers differ in their levels of activity. As
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already noted, some teachers are more active than others. Some

öre more cooperative and others are not. these characteristics

can contribute to success or fai lure of school improvement

programmes such as staff development.

2, The knowledge that teachers differ in their Ievel.s of

activity should help staff developers plan and conduct effective

staff development programmes. For example' a grasp of this

knowledge may assist school leaders to listen to both what the

reticent consumers and the passive consumers have to say during

programme pianning. Such knowledge may also influence staff

developers to adopt particular teaching strategies during

programme operation in order to promote partì.cipant learning'

Last, Smyl ie ( 1988) acknowiedges that the characteristics of

the classroom environment can influence teacher change through

staff development. Smylie believes that cLass size can have an

Ímpact on teacher behaviour and change. For example' it is

believed that large classes can limit teacher experimentation

with new ideas developed during an in-servíce workshop. Another

important variable which can act as a barrier to teacher change,

especial ly for schools in the developing world' is Iack of

instructional materials in classrooms, The absence of such

supportive teaching and learnÍng materials may also limit

opportunities for teacher experimentation with innovative ideas

learned during an in-service progrômme. Lastly, it is also known

from research that the concentration of iorv-achieving students in
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What is clear from the above is that in-service functions

have not been properly carried out, In-service activities have

been imposed on teachers without paying particular attention to

teachers' needs. Imposition of staff development activities,

such as in-service activities, only contributes to unsuccessful

programmes (Griffin' 1987) in that for peopie to learn and then

be able to transfer the learning to the workplace, it is

absolutely necessôry that they first find meaning in what is to

be Iearned, -This is the principle of meaningful learning. When

topics for in-service are specified by an outside group, i.t is

very un1íkely that the teachers' real needs will be met. Thus,

with such a procedure, it is reasonable to assume that the in-

service activity will not have any impact on the teachers,

To contribute to the success of in-service activities, the

staff developer should carefuily consider the needs or concerns

of participants. According to Burreilo and Orbaugh (1982),

consideration of participants' needs heips to develop in the

minds of the participants feelings of ownership of the activity.

This makes it eôsier for learning to occur since it implies that

participants will be dealing with topics of their concern during

the in-service activity. Thus, they wí11 be motivated to learn

and it is also possible that what they learn during the programme

will be applied ín the work setting.

Swenson (1981) suggests some useful guidelines for

conducting ef fect ive needs assessment:
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a c1êssroom can affect teacher change (Smylie, lggB) through

staff development efforts. there is a connection between student

achievement and teacher expectation, For example, low student

achievement is known to cause low teacher expectation, Thus, it
is reasonable to assume that if teachers believe that low-

achieving students will not improve, they may not attempt to

change their classroom practices.

In summary, the institutional variables that are related to
staff development and change efforts, for good or i1t, include:
( I ) the history of innovative attempts , (2 ) the school

organizational ethos, (3) Ieadership by the school principal and

the central district administration, and (4) teacher attributes.

ASSESSMENT

The second key component of staff development is needs

assessment. However, Dawson (f978; p, 50) makes this comment:

. . .In-service educatÍon activities which are imposed on
teachers from above, whether by wei 1-intentioned schooi
board offÍcials or through the auspices of a
university, are destined for failure if they do not
take Ínto account the teachers' perceptions of reality.
If some group external to the people for whom the in-

service training is designed decides a priori rvhat
teachers need, without taking account of the teachers'
own view of whðt is relevant to them, then the chances
are extremely good that teachers will ignore the in-
service activity, They may attend. They may even get
Ínvolved to a certain degree, but if the activities do
not deal directly with the teachers' perceived reality,
the activities wi I I have i ittle permanent effect on the
teachers. Yet that has been the nature of a great deal
of in-service functions (Dawson, 1978; p. 50).
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1. Use of Multiple Methods

Several measures should be used when conducting needs

assessment. They should include the analysis of existing

information such ôs budget documents, organizational goêls and

test scores. These three aspects provide Ímportant background

data that cên assist in planning the intended êctivity. For

example, consideration of the budget may help to determine the

scope of the activity, 0rganizational goals provide a yard-stick

for re-assessÍng participantsr needs, and the test scores can help

assess the abilities of the partici.pants. 0ther methods that can

be used ðre interviews ' .observations ' questionnaire surveys,

group discussions and evaluation conferences (Swenson' f98f).

The purpose is to obtain as much data as possible regarding what

they wi sh to learn.

2. Attent i on to Process

In addition to assessing what participants are interested to

learn, it is also important to obtain information on hoìY

participants best learn, Questionnaires môy be used for the

purpose. The staff developer may also do a research review on

adu 1t learníng.

3. Provision for Feedback

After the needs assessment data have been gathered ' they are

processed and, then reported to the respondents '

4, Use of Evaluation as Further Assessment

The evaluations that are gathered to judge the impact of an

in-service programme or other forms of staff development are used
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as assessment information for future programmes.

CONTENT

The stêff development literature does not include much

research related to corltent decision-making for a sound programme

(Griffin, 1983). Hence, this sectÍon is brief'

L. The content for a staff development programme should be

knowledge-based (Griffin, 1987) to be of real use in improving

teaching practices for promoting student learning outcomes.

This, therefore, suggests that the staff developers should select

content that is verified by research (De Roche, 1987).

2. (Burrel lo and Orbough, ( 1982) point out that the

content for staff development should be directed toward changing

teaching, not student behaviour. This suggestion is logicai

because, under special conditions, changing teaching practices

can produce improved student learning which' in turn, can lead to

change in teachers' beliefs and attitudes (Guskey' 198ó). The

latter t-vpe of change is an example of a support system for

greater interest in staff development activities at the local

schoo I site,

3. Holly and Blackman ( 1981) recommend that the programme

activities should be personal ly relevant. This is why every

staff development activity should be preceded by needs

assessment. The purpose is to assure personal relevance which,
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according to

learning.

Learning theory 
'

is associated wi th meaningfu I

4. Pratt ( 1980) suggests the use of the Concerns-Based

Adoption Iodel (CBAM) , developed b,v Hal i and associates at the

University of Texas, not only as a del ivery mechanism of staff

deveLopment activities, but also as arl aspect of the content of

such programmes. Central in CBAM is the concept of "concerns"

and motivations of teachers as they deal with an innovation.

Äccording to this model, people appear to move through 7 'stages

of concern" when they are involved in an innovative programme,

The first stage (stage O) is the awareness-concern stage which

indicates that the innovation or programme is not of concerll .

Perhaps people have heard very little about the innovation and do

not perceive that it has any important implications for them or

their work. The second stage (stage l) j's the information-

concerns stage. At this stage, people are concerned about

obtaining more information about the innovation. The interest is

focused on learning the general aspects of the innovation (Ha1l,

1979). Third, is the personal-concerns stage (stage 2). People

with these concerns perceive the innovation as a personal threat'

They are uncertain about the demands of the innovation' their

inadequacy to meet those demands, and their role with the change

effort. The fourth stage (stage 3) is the management-concerns

stage. At this stage, people are concerned about the processes

and tasks of using the innovation, The fifth stage (stage 4) is

referred to as the consequence-concerns stôge. These are the
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first of the impact concerns (Pratt, l9B0; Hal l, 1979).

Attention is focused on how the change efforts improve student

Learning oìrtcomes. The sixth stage (stage 5) is the

col laboration-concerns. Persons with these concerns ôre

concerned about coordination and cooperation with others

regarding tf" use of the innovative ídeas, Last ' is the

refocusing-concerns stage (stage ó). Persons with these concerlls

have already assessed the effectiveness of the innovation in

promoting student learning outcomes. They are convinced that

other approaches can yield better results in terms of improving

student Iearning achievement. Thus, at this stage the focus is

on expLoration of alternative strategies that can exert greater

impact on I earning.

At least two important benefits can be derived from us ing

the Concerns-Based Adoption Model as an aspect of content for

staff development, Learning about the various stages of concern

associated with CBAM may provide progrômme participants with ô

general psycho I ogi ca I ori entat i on to change efforts. This doe s

not only enhance awareness of the adoption process, but it also

builds up confidence in participants regarding effective

implementation of ô change programme, since discussion of each

stage of concern focuses on both problems and possible solutions '

Such knowledge should help reduce barriers to implementation'

Last, programme participants who are exposed to CBAM should be

able to understand that change is a process' not an event, (Hall'
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1979), Thus it is unreasonable to assume that people wi I i change

immediately fol lowing their interaction with an innovation.

PROCE S S

The term "process" refers to a core of activities or

deliver-v s-vstems (Griffin' f983) ' A great deal of research

evidence has shown that lhe fol lowíng processes are effective

means to successful staff development programmes. However, these

suggestions are not in a particular order.

!. Staff development programmes should take account of

deve lopmental theories of Learning (Berman and Friederwitzer 
'

l9S1). For example, according to the Piagetian Learning Theory'

Iearning takes place through the interaction of the learner with

the materials ' peers and the teacher. Further, learning is

described as a developmental process. Thus, each new concept

buí Ids upon previously ex i st ing concepts. This suggests that

staff developers should create opportunities that involve

teachers in activity-oriented experÍences which encourage Peer

interaction in order to learn relevant information and also

stimulate their growth (Ho1Iy and Blackman, 1981) .

2, Staff training programmes should include the fol lowing

important elements: (a) theory' (b) demonstration' (c) practice,

(d) feedback, and (e) coaching (Joyce and Showers ' 1980; Collins'

l98i; Ful lan, 1982). The trainer should first describe the skii I

or strategy to be learned, The purpose is to enable trainees to

understand why it is important to Iearn the ski 11 ' This is
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fol lowed b-v opportunities for individual skil t practi.ce under the

close supervision of th. trainer. Practice is a means to develop

confidence (11azzarella, 1980). During the practice sessions, the

trainer provides the trainee with feedback on performance. when

the participant is back to the work setting, he or she receives

further supervisory assístance from the trainer. Thís is

re fe rred to as coaching.

3 . Fo I I ow-up or fo I 1ow-through is also considered an

important element of successful staff development programmes

(Ful lan, 1982). A series of several fol low-up sessions with

intervals between should be planned and implemented. According

to Ful Ian, this is a much more powerful strategy which can

contribute to the effective implementatiou of a progrðmme,

4, The use of teachers to train other teachers has been

shown to be an effective means to successful staff training

programmes (Griffin, 1983). Thus, Ít is important that staff

development organizers plan to use teachers as resource persons

in the de 1 i ver_v of such programmes,

5. Teachers or participants should be provided with

release time in order to participate in training programmes.

According to Griffin, the provision of release time is closel-v

associated with effective staff development,
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ConcI'usion

This section of the I iterature review has focused on staff
der.'e lopment ( including in-service education). The subject is
wide and therefore it was considered appropriate to focus

attention on only four main aspects of the topic: context,
assessment, content, and process, As already pointed out in
previous discussions, staff development efforts can be enhanced

i f the staff developer pays careful attention to al I the above

aspects. the following section deals with evaluation
methodo I ogies for educational programmes.
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II. METHODOLOGIES FOR EVALUATION

The focus of the present section is on methodologies

for evaluation and deals especial ly with ways of col lecting data

for evaluation (Henderson' 1978). However, before this

objective is achieved' it is necessary to begin wíth a quick

over-view of the nature of evaluation, This author beiieves that

there are certain basic concepts of evaluation that are rorth

explaining before engaging in discussions of the many different

ways of evaluating educational .programmes '

THE NATURE AND APPROACHES TO EVALUATION

Evaluation has been described as "the systematic Process of

collecting and analyzíng data in order to make decisions" (Gay,

1987; p.7). Implicit in this definition are several important

elements which distinguish between evaluation and research' The

phrase ". , . systematic process of col Iecting and analyzing

data.,. " emphasizes both orderliness and application Ôf

scientific methods in data gathering. Both of these elements are

shared by conventional research as well (l{eiss, L972; Borg and

GaI l, 1983). The Process of data analysis leads to certain types

of findings, These findings are forms of knowledge, Knowledge

generatíon is a common element Ín both evaluation ônd research

studies. However, it should be underscored that evaluation goes

further than the mere construction of knowledge ' This is
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e\.ident in Ga5.'s definition of evaluation. Evaluation emphasizes

the appl ication of knowledge to make practical decisions i.n order

to improve an educational or other programme (wol f, 1984; Borg

and Gall, 1983; Rossi, et al.' 1979). This is consistent with

the orientations of some curriculum theorists who have argued

that knowledge should have a practical value (Schubert, 1986;

KIiebard, 1970; Grundy ' . '87; Stenhouse' 1975) ' In short'

evalrration is decision-oriented (Anderson and Ball ' r978; Borg

ancl Gall, I983; Worthen and Sanders ' f987). In this respect'

evaluation has a direct social utility (Worthen and Sanders,

1987). This element motivates the evaluator to engage in

evaluation studies (Anderson and Bal I 1978; Worthen and Sanders 
'

1987 ; 1973) , On the other hand, knowledge that is created b¡

conventiolraI research studies need not offer "immediate practical

pa}'of f " (Anderson and Ball ' r978; p. 9),

It has been noted that evaluation is decision-centred'

Decision-centredness carries the notion that evaluation is

specific both in time and geography. Evaluation must adhere to

time if it is to be of any use to the decision-makers (Worthen

and Sanders, 1987) . Therefore, the evaluator must quickl-v

provide data for decision-making. In this respect, the evaluator

has I imited autonomy (worthern and Sanders ' 1987; 1973 ) ' B-r'

contrast, the conventional researcher adheres to his/her own

time-table, The researcher enjoys more autonomy than his/her

counterpart because his/her objective is to satisfy curiosit-v'
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The researcher's interest is often in hypothesis testing.

Further, knowledge that is generated through evaluation studies

is situation-specific, It is focused at resolving issues

connected with a particular educatíonal programme involving a

particular set of participants ôt a Particular site. It cannot

be general ized to other sími 1ar situations. According to Wol f

( 1984) , one of the reasons why there are few journals that

publ icize evaluation studies is that evaluations do not yield

knowledge that is general in nature ".,,to warrant widespread

dissemination" (wolf, 1984i p.9). It is further claimed that

such knowiedge is short oE explanatory Power to enable

generalizations and predictions to be made (Anderson' et aI. ,

1973) because it is in the form of descriptions of specific

instances. This is what is meant by describing evaluation as

being specific in geography' 0n the other hand, research

produces knowledge which is often generalÍzab1e (WoIf' 1984; Borg

and Gali, 1983; Anderson and Ball' 1978; Anderson' et ai., f973).

Such knowledge ís widely appiicable' It has high expianatory

porYer.

This view of research has come under attack from such

writers as Bowers (1976; 1974), Appie and Weis (198ó)' Giroux' et

ai., (1981) and Schubert (1986). They argue that such research

does not create space for change in education. It is very much

responsible for the banking concept of education (Bovrert I L976)
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which I iteral ly means education for the reproduction of

knowledge. Moreover' Cronbach (in Patton, 1987) argues that

generalizations decay over a period of time. Nevertheless,

general izabi I ity is seen as being a major distinction between

evaluation and research (Anderson' et a1, ' I973; Wolf' 1984i Borg

and Gal l, 1983).

Accordi.ng to wríters such as Borg and Gall (1983)' the main

differences between evaluation and research are to be found in

their purposes as rve I I as the extent to which their results can

be generalized. These are the two chief distinctions between the

two forms of inquiry. But what should be emphasized is the fact

that evaluation, as a form of inquiry, has addressed itself to

" , . , better ways of knowing" (Diesing' f97l ; p. 291) ín order to

improve educational or other programmes. This intent is evident

from the different meanings and purposes attached to evaluation.

Many writers in the fieid of educational evaluation have

different perspectives regarding evaluation as a form of inquiry.

These differences do not represent confusion' but rather they

represent interest in exploring better ways of improving

educational programmes' The different positions that educators

have taken are in the form of models'

Tyler (1950) and Bloom, et al,, (I971) conceive evaluation

as the process of assessing client progress with respect to

programme objectives. In this view, student progress should be

compared with prescribed programme objective6, This approach to
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evaluation has been described as goal-oriented evaluation (Herman

et al., 1987). But it has been argued that the approach is

restrictive. Any learning situatÍon yÍelds unintended effects

also (Worthen and Sanders, 1987), This understanding convinced

Scriven (1972) to develop the model now known as goal-free

evaluation, .According to this evaluation modeI, the evaluative

inquiry goes beyond a narrow focus on achieving programme goals.

Evaluation assesses other unintended effects as wel l - hence, the

term, goal free. Worthen and Sanders (1987; p, 75) point out the

fol lowing characteristics of goal-free evaluation:

- The evaluator purposeful ly avoids becoming aware of the
programme goa 1s .

- Predetermined goals are not permitted to narrow the
focus of the evaluation study.

- Goal-free evaluatÍon focuses on actual outcomes rather
than intended program outcomes,

- The goal-free evaluation increases the likelihood that
unanticipated side effects will be noted (Worthen and
Saunders, 1987; p. 75),

There is yet a third evaluation position which emphasizes a

systems approôch to evaluation in order to aid decision. This

approach is variously known as decisíon-oriented evaluation

(Hermên, et a1, 1987) or management-oriented evaluation (I{orthen

and Sanders, 1987), The knowledge that is generated from this

approach is used to aid decisÍon regarding inputs, processes and

outputs of a programme. The names that are closely associated
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with the decision-oriented aPproach are Stufflebeam and AIkin

(Worthen and Sanders , f987 ) .

Such writers as Wolf (1975) have stated that the process of

evaluation should be based on the presentation of contrasting

views about a programme. l,,/olf believes that such an evaluation

process can produce the truth, This position has been labei led

advocacy-adversary eva luat ion.

Patton (198ó) and AlkÍn' et ai" (1979) emphasize that

evaluati.on should be careful ly conducted so that ít yields

knowledge which can be used by specific stakeholders and users,

Emphasis is on utilization. of evaluation findings. Accordingiy,

such an approach has given rise to what is now known as

utilization-focused model of evaluation (Herman et a1. , f987).

The use of professional expertise in evaluation has been

recognized for a long time (Worthen and Sanders ' 1987). In this

approach, experts are hired to judge the merit of an educational

programme, Such an approach to evaluation is cailed expertise-

oriented evaluation modei (Worthen and Sanders ' 1987) '

Some of the above approaches have been criticized as being

too mechanistic and insensitive (Worthen and Sanders ' 1987)' The

goal-oriented model is a Sood exômple of an evaluation approach

that is too mechanistic and insensitive. Adherence to goals

implies that no attention is given to the context of a programme'

Evaluations should take considerations of the values of the

programme participants as well as the total situation in which
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the programme is operated. This means that the evaluator should

step into the scene and become a part of it' When this occurs,

the evaluator really comprehends the operation of the programme

that he/she is evaluating. This approach to programme evaluation

is termed naturalistic and participant-oriented evaluation.

Stake is the name that is associated with this approach (worthen

and Sanders, 1987; Herman ' et al.. 1987).

Each of the above models has its particular strengths and

l imitations. t'/hat the foregoing suggests is the fact that

evaluation as a field of inquiry is dynamic, aimed at generating

practical knowledge to implement change in educational or other

social programmes.

USES OF EVALUATION

These models have influenced certain types of evaluatíons in

programme development. In turn, these evaluatíon types have

demanded certain types of evaluðtion procedures in terms of

methodologies, First, a look at the different types of

evaluation used as a programme develops.

There are different types of evaluation research suggested

in the Iiterature (Borg and Gall, 1983; Perkins, 1977, Rossi' et

al., 1979; Patton, 1982; I{orthen and Sanders, 1987; Pancer and

Westhues, 19S9). Alkin and Fitz-Gibbon (1975) have produced a

theoretical scheme that relates evaluation activities to stages
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of programme development. Such a scheme is given in TabIe 10.

These educators suggest that evaluation fal1s into three main

categories, namely: pre-formative, formative and summative

evaluation, Each major category is further divíded into specific

evaluation types as shown in Tabie 10 below'
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TAELE 10
The Relatlonghlpg
and The StâgeB of

Be tlre€n Evaluatlon Actlvttiee
A Developing ProgrÀmme

PR.OON,A¡¡I'E STACES

Ini. t iol Dêterminõ.t i.on
of P.oblem

Conceptua. 1i zrt ion of
Progf3mñê

Ear ly cycles of programme
- progr¿mme undêrgoing

cont inual modif i'cstion

Progromñê in lêtêr
cycles - stabilizBd

EVALUATlOIf STACES

PRE-FORMATIVE EVALUATION

N6€de
Ass€ssm6nt

P ! og rêmmê
P1ênning
evaluati.on

meêsurès of curaent
s t¿tus , goêl se!êct j.on,

"' l: I : l"o: "'
FORM,IT I vE Ev ALU AT I oN

Imp I èmentô t i on Pr og r es 5

evalu¿tion Ev¿lu¿!tion

ftl€rèsuf e9 of pfogr¿mm€
f j.d6lity, s tudênt p.ogr6ss
in individual units

SUMM,\T I V E EVALU AT I ON

Docum6ntèt ion Outcome
êval.r,¡êtron

unobt rus iv6, non_ interf êr ing
no fê6dbêck to progttmme

Source: Adapted fron M.C. Alkin ând c. T.
of

F 1t z-Gibbon 
'Eva l uat lng

I

Before programme implementatÍon takes place' tvro types

of evaluation are conducted. They are needs assessment and

programme planning evaluatíon, Both types are referred to as
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pre-formative evðIuation, emphasizing thêt evaluation of this
kind takes place before programme implementation, Needs

assessment is various 1y referred to as values analysis (Pancer

and Westhues ' 1989) or front-end analysis (Patton, 1982) ' The

purpose of needs assessment is to identify a social or

educational problem. In doing sor the process of needs

assessment provides valuable ínformation to decision-makers that

enables them to establ ish new social programmes (Borg and Gal I ,

1983; Alkin and Fitz-Gibbon, 1975). The purpose of programme

planning evaluation is two-fold. The fÍrst purpose is to provide

decision-makers and planners. with relevant data about competing

social or educational programmes that might be used for achieving

the desired goals. The second purpose is to develop a planning

document that depicts subseguent evaluation activities as weI I as

a description of the entire instructional system to be fol lowed

(Alkin and Fítz-Gibbon, 1975).

Once a programme has been installed for implementation' it

requires monitoring and modifying in order that it works as well

as possible. An evaluôtion at this time is necessary in order to

provide data about programme implementation and progress to those

in direct contact with the programme, These may we I I be

administrators, instructors or students who are Participating in

the programme. The purpose for conducting an evaluatÍon at this

Þoint in time is to ensure programme improvement (AIkin and Fítz-

Gibbon, 1975). This kind of evaluation has been ca1led course
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improvement through evaluation (cronbach, 1963) ' or formative

evaluation (Scri.ven, L967) ' The formative evaluation stage as

shown in Table 10 above, consists of two distinct evaluation

types, namely: implementation and progress evaluation. However,

the two forms of evaluation are interrelated' Implementation

evaluation seeks to know the level of compliance between

implementation and the establ ished programme goals (Rossi, et

aI. , 1979; Perkins ' 1977; Alkin and Fitz-Gibbon, i975) ' whíle

progress evaluation is interested to find out the extent to which

participants are making progress toward the desired ends'

After conducting several formative evaluations ' a programme

should be well adjusted and able to run on its own. This is the

time when summative evaiuation is cal led for. Again, it wi l1 be

noted from Table l0 that there are two types of summative

evaluation, namely: documentation evaluation and outcome

evaluation, Documentation evaluation seeks evidence about how

the programme was actualty delivered, whereas outcome evaluation

is an attempt to assess the achievement of goals' Ðocumentation

evaluatÍon data are essenti.al in heiping make accurate

interpretations of outcome evaluation information (Alkin and

F Í t z-Gibbon, r975 ) ,

According to A1kín and Fitz-GÍbbon ( f975 ) ' each of the

evaluation stages (thêt is, pre-formative ' formative and

summative evaluation) consísts of four phases:
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( 1) ascertaining the dec j.sion areas of concern

(2) selecting appropriate information

(3) col lecting and analyzing data in order to

(4) report summôry information to decision-makers
(Alkin and Fitz-Gibbon' 1975; p. 4).

The above theoretical scheme that has been advanced by AIkin

and Fitz-Gibbon is evident of the influence and applications Òf

the seven evaluation models discussed in the preceding

paragraphs. Table 1l provides further evidence of the

relationships between evaluation types and the evaluation models'

Têb1e ll
The Relatlonthlps Between Evaluatlon Reeearch
Types and Evaluatlon I'fode 1E

EVALUATION TYPE SOURCE OF I NFLUENCE

Neêds
,\ssessm€nt

D€ci.si,on-oaiêntEd
Advocêcy-êdvê¡!¡èry
Coa I -or i ent6d
Exp6rtisê-orientêd
Utilizètion-o.iêntBd

Deci.Eion-orientðd
P r og rêmme Co¿l-oriented
P I ênn i ng Adv o c¿ cY - ðdv a r 3 ¡! r Y
êvô L uê t j, on Ex pê t t i s e - o r i ên t 6d

"l:11::lt:: ::l:"::"
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TABLE 11 (continued

Implamêntation
èvaluð,tion

Decision-o.rentêd
Advocacy-e,dvers¿try
NatLJrô,list j.c ¿nd pêrticipant-

ofientêd
Coê I - or i ên t ed éva 1u¿ t i on
Expertise-oriented
ut i I i za t i,on-o¡ ientéd
t"1t:" ":"" ':::"::n

Dêcision-oriented
Coè t - o r i èn t ed € v a I ua t i on
,4dvocêcy-¿dvorÉt¿ry
Nèturêlistic ênd porticip¿nt
Expertj,se-oriented
Ut i, L i zêt ion-or i6nted
E v ê I 

: 
a 

I : : " : : : " " : : ^

Utilizotion-oriented
N¿turèlistic 8nd p3rt iciPênt
Dêcision-orientedr"it t:::

D€c i s i on - o a i en t êd
OoaI-oriênted
Advocêcy-odvêr3ary
Expertis€-ori6ntåd
Utilization-oriented
Evalu¿tion re9êÀrch

Progress

Documentôt ion
evalu¿tion

Outcome
êvê1uètion

Some explanation should certainly fol low in order to

clarify the relationships in Table 11 above. Needs assessment is

a process whích enables programme managers ' sponsors or planners

to identify the needs and/or problems that a programme should

address. Once this information has been coliected' it is made

availabie to decision-makers who, in turn, use it in decision
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making (decision-oriented evaluation model ). These needs or

problems become the organizing centres for programme goals (goal-

oriented evaluation model ). Sometimes where problems are highly

technical or specialized, an evaluator may seek the views of

experts in the field. This type of evaluation is informed by the

expertise-oriented evaluation model (Herman, et al. , 1987). When

information is suppl ied for decision taking, decision-makers

engage in serious discussions, wherein pros and cons of the

identified issues are weighed. This activity is informed by the

advocacy-adversary evaluation model . Simi lar arguments can be

developed for the rest of, the relationships in Table ll. Thus 
'

there is a high relationship between evaluation types and

eva I uat ion models,

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

The purposes of programme evaluation have been emphasized

under the discussions ôbout different types of evaluation' In

summary, programme evaluation is undertaken for programme

installation, improvement, and accountability (Alkin and Fitz-

Gibbon, 1975; Hamilton, 1980), Programme ímprovement is

especialiy good because it strengthens the programme (Hamilton'

l98O). It also goes far beyond strengthening the programme'

What programme improvement does as well is that it actualiy

improves the lives of the people participating in the programme'

Thus, evaluation should be conducted because it has good
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intentions. But for evaluation to be useful, it is important

that it meets certain qual ity standards. Thi.s interest led

important organizations in the field of education to form what is

now known as the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational

Evaluation (Borg and Gal I, 1983). Three reasons led to the

foundation of the Committee, namely: to upgrade the technical

gual ity of evaluations; to control bíases or personal interests

since evaluation is pol it j.cal ; to improve the profession of

evaluation through establ ishing guidel ines to be fol lowed by

those engaged in the evaluation process. The emphasis is on the

practical (Patton' f982). Thus, in 1981, the Committee pubiíshed

a handbook entitled Standards for Evaluations of Educational

Programs, Pro.jects, and Materials. According to the contents of

the handbook, a good evaluation study should satisfy four

important c¡iteria, namely: utility' feasibilityr propriety and

accuracy (Borg and GalI; 1983, Patton, 1982) ' To this list'

Worthen and Sanders ( 1987) have added a fifth criterion:

credibility, Utiiity as a quality of evaluatÍon means the extent

to which the findings will actualiy be used by the affected

persons (Borg and Gal I ' 1983; l'/orthen and Sanders ' 1987 ) .

Feasibi I ity refers to the extent to which the evaluation is

realistic in terms of time, cost ônd practicality. Propriety

refers to the extent to which the evaluation protects the rights

of the subjects invoived in the evaluation. Accuracy refers to

comprehensiveness of the evaluation in order to produce valid and
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reliable data (Borg and Gall, 1983; 1,lorthen and Sanders, 1987),

Finaliy, an evaluation has credibility if it is believable to the

decision-makers who need it (Worthen and Sanders, 198? ) . These

five gual ities must be met if an evaluation is to be considered

good. But it can be argued that satisfaction of evaluation

criteria such as utility, ôccuracy' and credibility depends on

the status and experience of the evaluator. It is imPortant to

recognize that there are two sorts of evaluators: the evaluator

as a student and as a professional, The eval.uatôr as a student

may command less respect among clients or decision-makers because

the single word student carries different meanings to dífferent

people. Many times the term student has been associated with

inexperience. Further, the term inexperience has many times been

taken to mean inaccuracy. It is such interpretations which may

jeopardize both the uti l ity and credibi l ity of the evaluatíon

data generated by the student evaluator.

THE COLLECTION OF DATA

There are many ways of collecting data for evaluation'

Table 12 shows the different approaches that can be used to meet

thi s objective,
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Tab 1e 12 :

Informåtion Col lection Proceduree

PROCEDURE

I Cèse studies LZ. Inter¿ction analysis
2 Interviews 13. Invantory checklist
3. PariêIs, heèrings 14, JudgmentêI ratrngs
4. RBcords ênèIysi6 15. Knowlêdge tests
S, Logs !6. Opinion survBy
6, Si.mulô,tions L7, PerfofmêncB tests
7 . Sys t6ms onèlys i9 ênd a¡rs1ys is
8, Adviso(y, é,dvocate t€ams 18. Delphi technique
9. Judici¿l r€view tg. SêIf-r¿tings
10. Obsêrvå'tio¡r chêckt j.st 20. Survey quest j.orinã,ire
1l. Soc j.ograms 2L. Timê sêries ênèIysis

22. Q-sort

Sourcei AdaPteal from D,L, Stu!f1€Þeôm, et aI. r (1985):
Conductlnt Educatlon Needs Aasessm€nt,
Bogtonl Kluwer NtJhoff PubllshêrB, p. 88-89.

What should be underscored ís that the choice of method of

col lectíng information for evaluatíon is determined by the type

of eval.uation' the purpose or the guestion that the evaluation

seeks to answer and the sources of data for evaluations

(Hamilton, f980; Posavac and Carey, 1980; Anderson and Bali,

1978; Reichardt and Cook, 1980). The analysis presented in Table

13 below assists in making method choices

PR
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Tab I e l3 |

Evô1uôtfon Type, Purpoeee ' Sourcee of Dâta
ônd Method8 of Programme Evaluatlon

EVALUAT I ON
IYPE

PURPOSES SOURCES OF
DATA

METHODS

Needs Problem

^ssBssmênt 
definition

Stud€nts,
tea,chers,
Pfogf¿mme
records,
experts ë,nd
widea
c ommun i ty

Studênts,
teacl'ìêrs,
expertst
dêcision-
mak€rs

Surveys,
invéntóry
chèck1iet,
exp€rt judgment
ca,s6 study,
¿dversèriê1
mêthods, pêne1
hêa r j. ng s , s o e i a 1
indic¿tors.

Survêys, êxpert
judBment,
adv e r s ¿ r i ã.1
methods,
pf€_post 16s1s

Progrêmm6 P1ènn j.ng
Plènning ProgrammB
Evaluation conception

3. ImpLemênt- Program
ation ¿nd improvemêñt
Progrêss
evaluations

Studênts,
têach6rs
¿dminis-
tf atc)rs,
exPef ts,
classfoom
m¿têriê1s

PÍogram

suf veys, expert
judgment. cèse
study
expêrimêntôI
s tr¡dy
investigètion
journè1ism,
te9ts, sttitude

' measûf e¡3

conl6nt
ên¿1Ysis,
unobtfusrvê
mê!,sufè3
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TABLE 13 lcontinued)

{. Dôcument- Account-
ð,tion 3nd èbiIrtY or
Ou tcome Ev idencé
evalu3tions

Students
teache¡s
¿dminis-
tra tof s,

Experime..!a.I
quê'si-
ex pef imènt6, I
study, surveys

wider casê study,
c ommu n r. ty

mètêriðLs

ð,nalysis

The various methods suggested in Table 13 above are

certainLy not meant to be exhaustivel The list is meant to show

the more common methodologies for evaluation. The rest of this

research review, therefore, describes the different methods of

conducting evaluation for summative decision-making. These

methods are relevant to the present study since this study is a

fol low-up summative evaluation study'

Experlmentâ I and Quael-Experlmental Methode

Experíments can be applied in the evaluation of educational

programmes, However, there are two major forms of experiments 
'

name 1y, true and quasi-experíments.

A true experiment consists of the use of a controi group and

an experimental group, Participants in both groups are randomly

selected. The purpoEe of randomization is to ôssure that both

groups of participants are eguÍvalent and therefore makÍng it

èdvêrsêrial
methods,
i 1 L uñ i. na t r v e
ev¿luation,
onobtrusivê
mèðsufê5,
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possible to explaín any casual reì.ationships (Borg and Gal I,
f983). In such an experiment, the experimental group receives

the programme while the control group does not receive any

treatment. Any observed dífferences between the experimental and

control groups after a particular programme has been delivered is

att: ruted to the programme.

True experimental designs may take the form of a pretest-

posttest design, posttest-on1y design or the Solomon four-group

design (Gôy, 1987i wolpert, 1981i Borg and Ga11' 1983). In the

pre-posttest design, a pretest is first administered to the two

randomly selected groups - that is, the experimental group and

the control group, Thereafter, the programme is gÍven to the

experimental group and not to the controi grouP, At the end of

the programme operation, a posttest is administered to both

groups , Any observed di fferences in test performance is

explained in terms of the programme.

The posttest-only design is exactly the same as the pre-

posttest design except that a pretest is not gÍven to both

groups, Again, pôrticiPants are randomly selected to both the

experimental and control groups. Any differences observed after

the programme has been presented to the experimental group are

attributed to the programme.

The Solomon four-group design consists of four groups

to which participants are randomly assigned (Gay, 1987; Borg and
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Gall, f983), Two of the four groups are pretested, while the

other two are not. The programme is deLivered to one of the

pretested groups and to one of the unpretested groups, After

programme delivery, all the four grouPs are posttested and the

resu I ts ana lyzed,

The shortcomings of experimental designs such ðs the

above are clear. First experimental studies are not feasible in

evaluation. Smith ( r980) gives the fol lowing reasons: (a)

ôdministratively, it is not feasible to randomly sample

individuals belonging to a group such as a classroom setting;

(b) there may be variability in programme implementation thereby

making experimental inferences suspect; (c) experiments take

too long to operate and therefore, may not faci l itate quick

decision making regarding a particular programme; (d) some

individuals may not wish to participate in their randomly

selected groups, Secondly, experimental studies are not

desirable in evaluatÍon (Smith' l98O), It is unethícal to offer

a programme to one group of people and not to the other'

especially where participants have been randomly selected to an

experimental and a control group. True experimental designs such

as the above inform one only about the effects of a programme '

They do not provide pol iey-makers wíth data on how to improve

programme processes ' conditions or inputs (Smith' 1980) '

Moreover, experimental conditions do not match well with natural
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conditions \yith the result that findings from such studies have

little validity in natural settings. Findings from experimental

studies misguide people because it is claimed that they are

generalizable. Because a programme has produced desirable

effects in a parti.cular situation, the tendency among people is

to apply such findings in their own situation. With these

l imítations, it may be useful to consÍder quasí-experimental

methods.

Quasi-experimental methods are used when it is not

possible to apply true experimental designs (Gay' 1987) ' Quasi-

experimental designs or methods are easier to conduct (smith'

1980) and they are more practical (Weiss, L972) than true

experimental designs. Only two commonly used methods wi l1 be

discussed under guasi-experimental designs. The first of the two

is the non-equivalent control group design which is in many ways

similar to the pre-posttest experimental design' The oniy major

distinction is that study participants are not randomiy selected

to both the experimental and control grouPs (Gay' 1987) ' A

pretest is given to two already existing groups, a programme is

then given to the experimental group and it is then followed by a

posttest which is administered to both the exPerimental and

control groups, This method minimizes possible effects from

reactive arrangements since it involves nôtural ly existing groups

of people, This means study participants may not even be aware
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of their participation in an experimental study (Gay, 1987).

There is also the other type of quasi-experimental study

design. It is referred to as the time-series design (Weiss,

1972i Gay, 1987; Borg and Gal I , 1983; Nachmias ' 1979) . In such a

design, the investigator works with a particular study group,

The group is repeatedly pretested (may be three or four times)

and then the group is given the programme. This is then followed

by repeated posttesti.ng. Repeated pretestÍng and posttesting

enables the investigator to gain confidence about the

effectiveness of the programme ' One of the weaknesses of this

type of design is that it has no control group for comparison and

therefore, the findings that would be generated from such a study

would represent on 1y part ia 1 evidence (Nachmias, 1979) '

When compared wíth experimental designs, quasi-

experimental designs are more feasible (Smith' 1980; Weiss ' L972)

and they are more commonly used in educational evaluations

(Worthen and Sanders, f987). The next section Iooks at other

possibi l ities of impact assessment of an educational programme.

gurv sy 8

Surveys have a long history (Borg and Gali' 1983)' and'

their use in evaluåtion research continues to be recognized to

the present day (BIacher, 1985; casley and Kumar, 1988; Fink and

Kosecoff, 1985; Anderson and Ballr 1978). The continued



appl ication of survey methods in evaluation research is due to

the fact that surveys alLow researchers to tap certain types of

information from respondents which cannot be obtained by such

methods as experiments (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987 ) .

There are two major types of surveys; the guestì.onnaire

survey and the interview survey' The fol lowing sections discuss

and evaluate both forms of survey'

The Quest i onnaí re Survey

The Encyc I opedia of Educat iona 1 Evaluation describes

quest ionna i re as:

a group of printed questions used to el icit
information from respondents by means of self-report.
The questions may be open-ended' requiring respondents
to answer in their own words, or fixed choice,
requiring respondents to select one or more answers
from among those provided. '. The respondents may also
be provided with checklists or rating scales.
Questions may be concerned with respondent's personal
background, factual knowledge, oF attitudes and
opinions (Anderson, et al., 1973; p. 311) '

Altschuld and Lower (f984) both indicate that questionnaires are

extensively applied in evaluation studies, The reasons for their

wide appl ication in evaluation studies are many. First, they can

easily be sent out by maii. This suggests that questionnaires are

cheaper to administer than interviews which require trained

intervíewers (Anderson, et a1., 1973; Nachmias and Nachmias,

198?; Fink and Kosecoff, 1985), According to Nachmias and
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Nachmias (1987; p, 228), all that questionnaires need "... is the

cost of planning, sampling, duplicating, mailingr and providing

stamped, self-addressed envelopes for the returns". Secondly,

mai I questionnaires reduce biasing errors which could be created

under the conditions of an interview' When an interviewer

questions a respondent during an interview, his/her personal

characteristics are more likely to affect the respondent. The

respondent may either be truthful or dishonest in his/her

responses. This can affect the qual ity of information received,

ThÍs is what is meant by the fact that mail guestionnaires reduce

biasing errors, ThirdIy, mail questionnaires ensure anonymity

(Anderson, et al. , L973; Nachmias and Nachmias' 1987) because

they are completed in the absence of an interviewer' Such

assurance of anonymity ai lows the investigator to ask questions

about sensitive issues such as a person's income, Assurance of

anonymity further impl Íes that responses are as frank as

poss ible. Fourthly, mai 1 questionnaires a1 low respondents

freedom to complete them at their own pace (Anderson' et aI',

1973). This element suggests that responses are well considered

since there is adequate time for item completion' It also

implies that respondents can consult wÍth personal documents or

with other people should need be (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987)'

Fifthly, questionnaires enable coverage of a large number of

research subjects sPreôd over a wide geographic area at minimal

cost.
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The above important characteristics or advantages of

questionnaires have contributed to their widespread use in

evaluation studies. However, mail guestionnaires have alI the

disadvantages of self-reporting measures, The responses may not

be accurate and it is difficult for the investigator to determine

their valídity. There is no control over who completes the

questionnaire. Any other individual apart from the intended

respondent may wel t fi 1 I it out (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987;

Anderson, et al. , L973; Udinsky' et a1. ' l'981). The fact that a

questionnaire can be maíled out and self-administered is itself a

built-in weakness (Ferman and Levin, 1975). The questionnaire

demands a level of educatíon which many research subjects môy not

have achieved. The mail questionnaire provides no opportunity

for probing beyond the responses that are given. Finaily' the

most serious I imitation of mai I questionnaires is their usual ly

1ow response rate. This results into a biased sample which' in

turn, affects the validity of the study results (Udinsky' et a1. 
'

1981; Anderson, et ai., 1973; Nachmiôs and Nachmias, 1987)'

However, this serious probiem of iow response rate can be

overcome by using specific techniques. These strategies include:

ensuring professionalism by making the questionnaire format look

attractive, by including a cover letter that ciearly states the

purpose of the study and that also assures respondents of

confidentiality, by enclosing a stamped self-ðddressed return
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envelope; applying follow-ups through the periodic use of

reminders; and ensuring that questionnaire content is significant
to respondents (nltschuld and Lower, 1984; Institute for Social

and Economic Research, 1984; Nachmias and Nachmias, f987).

The I ntervi ew Survey

An interview has been described as a face-to-face

confrontation between an interviewer and a S or a group of Ss.

It is an oral exchange between indÍviduals" (Wiersma' 19ó9i p.

274), Like the questionnaire, the interview is commonly used in

evaluation studies also (Anderson, qE-jLL, , 1973) ' Casley and

Kumar ( 1988) distinguish between individual and group interviews

and further identify three types of qual itative individual

interviews: "informai, conversational; topic-tocused; and semi-

s t ruc tu red ' ope n-ended " .

The informal, conversatíonal interview is chðracterized by

flexibility and informality. Both of these features enable the

investÍgator freedom to explore a broad area with the respondent

who is encouraged to contribute his/her views, experiences and

values on the issue. While this is going on' the ínterviewer

makes only a few notes so as to preserve the informal atmosphere '

This approach has several I imitations. First ' it is time-

consuming. The interviewer may not be ôble to interview as many

subjects as possible, Secondly, the information collected from

one respondent may not easily be comparable with data obtained
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from another subject. And i.t is even more di.f f icult to compare

the information if it has been col lected by two or more

interviewers. Thirdly, the technique is prone to biasing errors

(Castey and Kumar, 1988) influenced by the personôl

characteristics of the interviewer. Horyever ' the fol lowing

strengths may be claimed. This approach to interviewing may

generate a wíde range of issues and it may also be possible, if

handled skil lful ly, to reveal information that is considered

confidential

Then there is a second classification of qualitative

interviews This is the topic-focused interview. In

implementing this intervíew method, the investigator uses an

interview guide which I ists topics to be covered during the

interview, The topics help the interviewer to exercise

direction. All that the investigator needs to do is to phrase

guestions centred around the pre-set topícs' This approach has

two strengths. The use of the interview guide makes it possible

to compare data from different subjects since a1l data have a

common source - the topics contained in the guide. Time is saved

since discussions are guided by the topics'

Thirdly, there is the semi-structured, open-ended type of

interviews. According to Casley and Kumar (1988) ' this type

represents the most structured form of qualitative interviews.

This form of interview has three important characteristics ' It
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has open-ended questions - thus encouraging respondents to

express themselves ful ly. Question sequence is not

predetermined. It creates opportunity for asking additional
questions, The advantages of the method are that comparability

of information is possible; informatÍon that is obtained is

relevant to the specific questions asked.

The above three types of interviews apply to individual

interviews, But others point out that interviews can also be

close-ended wherein an interview schedule is used and there are

also possibilities of conducting personal interviews over the

telephone. The disadvantage of the latter approach is that they

result in the broken-off conversations (Nachmias and Nachmias'

1987 ) . Sometimes the respondents terminate interviews before

comp 1et i on.

Group interviews are an alternative to individual interviews

in which the research participants discuss issues among

themselves while the investigator records or takes notes of the

information. The justification of usinS group interviews is that

the process is rapid and economic and it is often Possible to get

access to private information from a group (Nachmias and

)lachmias, 1987).

A prob I em most associated

bias, This specific problem

training for interviewers. The

study me thod .

with interviews is interviewer

can be overcome by Providing

next section deals with the case
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The CaEe Study Method

The case study method is sometimes referred to as

participant observation (Nachmias and Nachmias ¡ 1987; Stenhouse,

1985). According to Stenhouse (1985; p. ó45) "case study methods

involve the col lection and recording of data about a case or

côses, and the preparation of a report or a presentation of the

case", Thus, the case study method can weli be adapted for use

in eva I uat ion studies.

Case studies can take several forms but the two major types

are complete participant and participant-as-observer. \'/hen the

investigator takes the role of the former' his/her study

intentions are not known to the research subjects. He or she

very much plays the role of a spy. The ínvestigator has the

advantage of observing events happening as naturally as possible.

Thus, the strength of the approach owes much to the fact that it

allows the study of information that cannot be obtained easily by

other methods of study (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987). The method

has serious limitations both ethically and methodoiogical iy.

Nachmias and Nachmias (1987) both consider the activities of the

researcher who takes the role of complete participant as

unethical since it suggests invasion of human privacy'

i'lethodologicai 1y, the researcher cannot ask guestions since this

can generate suspicions among the subjects. The researcher is

further handicapped by the fact that he/she cannot take notes of
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the observations on the spot. This activity has to be postponed

until such a time when the investigator is a1one. In so doing,

the investigator has to rely on memory which contaminates the

information as a result of selective bias and inaccuracy due to

distortions (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987).

By contrast, when the investigator plays the role of

participant-as-observer, he/she makes the study objectives known

to the observed, Membership and participation in the group

remain important dimensions ' This approach enables the

investigator to understand the group and its way of life better.

The use of questioning in the process of observing group dynamics

is illuminative, The next section gives consideration to yet

another novel evaluation technigue - the adversarial method.

The Adversarfol Method

The adversarial method has developed from the legal

profession. As Braithwêite, et al. (1982) note' this procedure

for formative and summative evaluations is widely supported by

educators, including research professionals' The guiding

phi losophy of the adversarial method is generating the truth for

evaluation purposes (Anderson, et al., f973) ' The method

emphasizes the use of an oPen clarification procedure aimed at

illuminating issues to inform decision. Moreover, this approach
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ôl Ions expression of human subjective feel ings (Braithwaite, et

a1. , 1982).

The adversarial method has different vari.ations aimed at

fact f indi.ng and cross-examining. There is the Iegal profession

approach wherein pros and cons are presented by two teams of

programme evaluators. In this approach' the programme

administrators act the role of a panel of judges.

Another vari.ation has been proposed by Levine ( 1973).

According to him, programme evaluations bôsed on this model

should create an opportunity for the Ínclusion of an adversary

who would cross-examine al I the col lected evidence.

Kourilsky (f973), Popham and Carlson (1981) suggest a

setting in which both teams of programme evaluators would each

examine both the pros and cons of the programme being evaluated,

In this way, both biases and hidden assumptions should emerge

(Kouriisky, r973),

While the adversarial method is notv widely used in

educational evaluations (Popham and Carlson, 1981) ' it has some

short-comings, Some evaluators may not have the appropriate

skills to enabie them to participate fully in such a setting' It

is also difficult for an evaluator to present positive facts

about a progrêmme that has produced negative effects. There is

also a cost factor involved in hiring two panels of evaluators

who must plan, evaluate, prepare for the presentation, and then
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f inal ly pre s ent ,

method.

according to the reguirements of the adversary

I i luminative Evâlu6tlon

Although evidence shows that illuminative evaluation

methodology has been much applied in formative evaluation (Miles,

1981), the technique can be used in summative decision-makíng ôs

wei 1. This methodology was developed in the early seventies by

Parlett and Hamitton (Mi1es' 1981). Illuminative evaluation works

toward two major objectives: describing and understanding.

These two e I ement s make illuminative evaluation firmly grounded

in sociological and anthropological methods of social inquiry

(Mi les ' 1981).

when illuminative evaluation is undertaken' the evaluator

gathers information through meetings, interviews with various

levels of people connected with the programme' surve-Y"

questionnaires, and examination of programme documents, The

object is to look at both the intended and the unintended

programme effects. But a weakness oi the method is that it is

time-consuming (MiIes, 1981) and therefore costiyi otherwise it

is a useful methodology since it examines the total context in

which an educational programme was operated,
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Secondary lf ethodB

The evaluator can also use secondary data col lection methods

to support the data generated by the primary methods discussed

above. The three commonly used secondary data collection methods

include: the use of social indicators as a measure, unobtrusive

measures, and content analysis. These methods are brief ly

discussed as fol lows:

icators

The use of social indicators in programme impact assessment

is currentJ.y receiving increased attention among evaluation

researchers (Bertrand, et al , ' 1981) . The concept of a social

indicator has been borrowed from economics where social

conditions are studied using social indicators as measures of

judgment, Thus, when evidence of programme effectiveness is

needed by sponsors or administrators, the evaluator may look at

social indicators, for example data on student progress with

respect to a particular educational prograotme.

One of the major limitations of the approach is that any one

social indicator is affected by many other social forces

(Anderson, et ai. , Lg73). This difficulty makes it almost

impossible to explain causal relationships with confidence.
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Unobtrus i ve I'leasures

When programme effectiveness is assessed through the use of

questionnaires or interviews, it is difficult to ascertain the

truthfulness of data obtained by these means, because respondents

are capable of changing their behaviour' particularly when they

know information is being col Iected from them. Thís has

necessitated evaluators to use indirect measures. These meèsures

are termed unobtrusive to emphasize that they are not direct

measures. The evaluator, using this technique, looks for

phys j.cal clues of programme activities, for example, the number

of library books signed out by course participants during course

delivery. Other important unobtrusive indicators include records

of attendance, number ot assignments completed by participants,

course grades and number of drop-outs from the programme.

However, Worthen and Sanders ( f987 ) report that a ì{eakness

associated with this method is that it tends to be unreliable.

To get around this problem, it is advisable to cross-check the

observed data.

Content AnaLysis

Content analysis is both an observation technique as well as

a technigue of data anålysis (Nachmias and Nachmias ' 1987) '

Content analysis has been described by Holsti (in Nachmias and

Nachmias ' 1987; P. 333) as êny technique for making
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inferences by systematical ly and objectively identifying
specified characteristics of messages". Its use in evaluation

research is gaining momentum (Ferman and Levin, 1975) because, as

a general technigue, it can be adapted for many uses in

evaluation research (Anderson, et al. , L973), The technique can

be used to anôlyse programme records, responses to open-ended

questions in a questionnaire, speeches made by key persons during

programme implementation and conversations among programme

participants.

l{hen using the technique, the evaluation researcher first

specifies the characteristics of the content to be measured,

These characteristics are referred to as recordÍng units (Ferman

and Levin, 1975; Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987) , The recording

units are in five forms: "words/or terms, themes, characters 
'

paragraphs, and items" (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987: p. 337).

Many studies use theme as the recording unit because themes can

be found in many contexts such as i I iustrations ' paragraphs 
'

sentences and clauses. However, it is important to emphasize

that the recording categories or units must reflect the study

purpose.

As soon as the appropriate recording units have been

identified, the evaluator carefully Iooks at each document and

notes the freguencies of occurrence of particular themes, words

or items. The freguencies of occurrence of Particular recording

units constitute the data to be reported' Thus ' the technigue of
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content analysís is a he lpful one in evaluation research.

CONCLUS I ON

The section has examined the differences and similarities

between evaluation research and conventional research which is

really another way of looking at the two major evaluation camps:

qual itative and quantitative evaluation paradigms. It has

highlighted the common evaluation models available in the

evaluation literature. A purpose of the inclusion of evaluation

models is to show how different educators define evaluation'

Another more important purpose, especial ly relevant to this

research, is to illustrate how evaluation models influence

evaiuation research types which, in turn, infiuence evaluation

methodologies. These connections have been shown ín the

appropriate tables. The rest of the chapter has dwelled heavily

on evaluation methodologies with emphasis on summatÍve evaluation

techniques. It must be stressed that al I summative evaluation

techniques are equalty applicable to formative evaluation as well

because the difference between these two types of evaiuation is

fine and arbÍtrary'
Different types of evaluation methods have been reviewed'

The variation in evaluation methodologies i.ndicates that

evaluation is very much a dynamic fÍeid of inquiry. This

dynamism is consistent with the practical purposes of evaluation'
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Educators are interested to improve educational conditions

through the appl ication of good, practical decisions.

TheEe man,v variations in evaluation methods also imply that

the evaluator has the freedom to make method choices for

evaluation, However, the investigator's purpose is the chief

guide,as emphasized in the following quote: "The important thing

is to suit the method to the motive..." (Anderson and Ball' 1978;

p. ó5) . Thus, any method is important, provided it relates to

one's purpose. It is also important to consider the cost factor

when planning an evaluation study. This cost factor and other

considerations have persuaded the researcher to undertake a

questionnaire survey in evaluating an in-service programme in

Malawi.
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CHAFTR IV

RESEARCH IÆTT{OMI¡GY

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY REVISITED

Se I ected educational leaders in the Malawi pr imary

educational system received in-servíce training one to two yeôrs

ago, The present investigation was an attempt to assess the

level of participants' satisfaction with their in-service

training programme. A further purPose was to determine whether

any selected biographical or demographic characteristics of the

in-service graduates were significant factors in their

percept ions of the Programme.

THE SUBJECTS

The subjects of the study were atl the Schooi Heads and

Inspectors who graduated from the MIE-BU Teacher In-service

Project in 1986 and 1987. There were 150 participants i 90

enrolled in 1.984 and a further 60 enrolled in 1985. The total

number of course graduates was 145 because some of the

participants dropped-out whi. Ie the programme was in operation

(Malawi Institute of Education, 1985). Some of the participants

retired from the teachÍng service and others joined the AduIt

Diploma in Education Programme at Chancel lor Col lege of the

University of Malawi, Thus, this study involved aIl the 145

participants who graduated from the programme in 198ó and 1987'
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Patton (I980) poi.nts out that there are two arguments which

justify the inclusion of the entire popu).ation when conducting

research. The first argument is psychological or politícal. If

some of the subjects are ieft out as ô result of random sampling,

it is possible that they may reel discriminated against and thus

offended. ln this study, the people who would have been left out

would probably have thought that they were not performing as

well as those who would have been chosen for participation in the

research. This would have been a cause of feel ings of

discrimi.nation. The second reason for involving everybody is

methodological, If a sample ís too smaL l, there is a great

danger of disregarding true Programme effects as statistical ly

insignificant'

The 145 subjects consisted of 74 School Inspectors and 7l

School Heads, There were 115 males and 30 females (MaIawi

Institute of Education, 1985). They came from al I the 24

Administrative Districts of MaIawí '

In addition, the study also involved ô sampie of 15 primary

school teachers yforking under the school Heads who partici.pated

in the re-training Programme, The reason for including these

teachers in this research was to obtain another PersPective

regardíng the performance of the in-service graduates in the

school system. As already pointed out in Chapter 1, the above

sample was considered too smal l to al low any useful

interpretations of the results. Thus, this was one of the

l imitations of the studY.
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Since they were not the main focus of the inquiry, the

sample of the teachers was drawn from only 4 districts, al I of

which rvere within easy reach of the the Malawi Institute of

Education. The 4 districts were Blant yre, Chiradzulu, Machinga,

and Zomba,

THE DESIGN

The l iterature review has shown that there are many

di fferent methods that an evaluator can use in seeking

information for programme evaluation, These methods have both

their strengths and I imitations. What is important is that the

researcher relates the preferred method to the purpose of the

study. This view is supported by Anderson and Ball (1978;

p. 65) who state: "The important thing is to suit the method to

the mot íve. . , "

This study used the mail questionnaire survey in seeking

ans\{ers to the questions that the researcher addressed. The

questionnaire survey method has some 1ímitations. For example'

it does not provide the opportunity for probing beyond the

responses that are given and it is also prone to low response

rates (Nachmias and Nachmias, !987; Babbie, 198ó; Udinsky, et

al. , 1981; Anderson, et al. ' 1973). However ' its use in

evaluation studies is extensive (Altschuld and Lower, 1984). The

reasons for its widespread application in evaluation studÍes are

many.
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First, the reader should be reminded that the Þresent

investigation was a fol low-up study of School Heads and

Inspectors who attended an in-service programme one to two years

ago in llalawi, After participating in the training programme at

the i,lalawi Institute of Education, the Heads and Inspectors

returned to their workplaces. This emphasizes that the

participants were widely distributed geographical ly, since the-v

were drawn from a1t the 24 Administrative Districts of the

country. The mai I questionnaire survey was therefore ' in this

case, the cheapest and quickest meôns of col lecting data from

these subjects who were widely spread (Babbie' 1986; Fink and

Kosecoff, 1985; Anderson et al ' ' 1973) .

Second, the mai I questionnaire ensures that al l the

respondents answer the sôme questions ' thus al lowing the

investigator to compare findings from different subjects more

Third, the mail questionnaire reduces biasing errors which

coul.d result under the conditions of an interview (Nachmias and

Nachmias, 1987) . In mai I questionnaire surveys, the researcher's

personal characteristics do not interfere with those of the

respondents,

Fourth, because information is gathered by mail, this

quality ensures both anonymity and confidentiaiity (Nachmias and

Nachmias, 1987; Babbie, 198ó; Anderson, et a1 , ' 1973) ' Both

qualities imply that responses can be made as frank as possible'
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The final strength of the mai 1 questionnaire survey is that

it al ìows respondents adequate time to compLete the questionnaire

items. This is an important advantage. lt creates opportunities

for respondents lo careful ly consider the questíonnaire items

either by consulting other people or appropriate documents,

depending upon the nature of the inquj.ry. These important

properties of the mai 1 questionnaire have greatly contríbuted to

its widespread use in evaluation studies.

The foregoing essential characteristics of the mai I

questionnaire influenced the Ínvestigator's decísion to adopt

this particular methodology for use Ín this research because it

suited the motive of the inquirY.

This study also involved the use of interviews aimed at

assessing the opinions of t5 selected primary school teachers

working under the School Heads who compieted the training. As

previously stated, this was done to obtain another view regarding

whether the graduates had changed in their job performance. This

assessment was undertaken through structured interviews '

Structured interview schedules are faster to work with and also'

they are focused and to the point, unlike unstructured interviews

(Borg and Gal I , 1983; Nachmias and Nachmias, 1987 ) . The

technique is inexpensive when used with a small sample such as

the one described above. Since the investigation sought in-depth

data, the structured interview is the most convenient method to

obtain the reguired information (Jackson, 1988; Brink and Wood'

1983),
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QUESTIONNAIRE BACKGROUND

The goal of the inquiry was to measure the degree of

satisfaction of in-service trainees in i'lalawi. However, Guba

( 1958-59) points out that satisfaction is an arbitrary concept '

This impl ies that both the definition and measurement of

satisfaction depend upon the purposes of the investigator'

Therefore, the present study examined the issue of participants'

satisfaction with the in-service training from the perspectives

of the measures of job-satisfaction/dissatisfaction based on

Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory (Herzberg' llausner and Snyderman,

L95c). i'leasures of job-satisfaction/dissatisfaction apply to the

stud-v of reaction to a trainíng programme because training and

the wolkplace are inseparable. Further, training is a support

structure for organizational development (Joyce and Showere,

f988; t98O; Smylie, 1988). As a result of training' people

develop attitudes, knowledge and skills which they transfer to

the workplace. Therefore, this assumptíon makes it possible to

appl-v indices of job-satisfaction to studies of reaction to

training. The measures of job-satisfaction/dissatisfaction are

based on Herzberg's Two-Factor Theory (Herzberg, Mausner and

Snyderman, 1959).

The Two-Factor Theory' also known as the "Motivôtion-

Hygiene Theory" (Pastor and Erlandson, f982; Sergiovanni and

Carver, 1980), maintains that there are two sets of factors which

contribute to iob satisfaction/dissatisfaction, The first of
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these set,s of factors are termed satisfiers (Sergiovanni ànd

Carver, 1980; Herzberg, Yausner and Snyderman, 1959 ) or job

content factors (Hi I I, 1986-87). These factors are intrinsic

motivators rel'ated to the actual content of the job itself.

According to Herzberg and his col leagues ' these factors

contribute to job satisfaction' if Present, but not to

dissatisfaction when absent. The other factors are referred to

as dissatisfíers or job context factors (Hill ' 198ó-87; Herzberg'

Mausner and Snyderman, 1959). These elements are described as

extrinsic factors or hygienes (Hill' 1986-87). The extrinsic

factors are directly related to the working conditions' The

absence of these factors in the work environment leads to

dissatisfaction (Hill, 198ó-87; Sergiovanni and Carver, 1980;

Herzberg, Yausner and Snyderman, (1959), Table l4 below Iists

the factors that are considered satisfiers and dissatisfiers'

TABLE 14
Herzberg's gat l8 f ierB ând DtEÉatiefiere

STTISrIERS- DISSATISFIERS

,{chiBvêmen!
RÊcognition

Wo! k rtself

Rêspons ib i t i ty
Advancêment

SêIary
Possrbility of
growth
Interpêrsonol
rêlat.i.ons
Status
Supervision

Policy ðnd
Adm i, n i s t r a, t i o n

wo.king conditìons
Job securi tY
P6rsonêt I if ê

(19¡9) | The Mottvatlon to Work, N'Y': John Wllevr
p, 81.
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Herzberg and his col leagues emphasize that satisfiers produce

high attitudes and high performance whi le dissatisfiers produce

low attitudes and low performance.

Herzberg's theory has been tested by other researchers

working in business administration and industry. For example,

)lyers (19ó4) applied the theory at Texas Instruments Corporation

in the United States of America where he used scientists,

supervisors, engineers and other types of workers as his research

subjects. Myers' research concluded that achievement,

recognition, and advancement were the most frequently reported

motivators (job satisfiers), whereas thin pay, poor policy and

administration, and a lack of supervision \{ere the greatest

dissat isf iers '

Educational researchers also have applied the theory to the

study of educational organizations. Sergiovanni ( l9ó7) used the

Herzberg technique in the study of teachers in school s ' His

research reported that achievement of knowledge ' recognition of

teachers' work by admínistrators and responsibi l ity were the

principle motivators for teachers. These factors produce high

attitude and high performance for teachers, Sergiovanni's study

also revealed that poor interpersonal relationships (that is 
'

among teaching staff, between teaching staff and students ' and

between teaching staff and the locai school community) ' Poor

administration (such as a lack of recognition of teachers) ' poor

supervision of teachers by supervisors, and teachers' personal

matters (such as thin salary or pay) caused dissatisfaction for
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teachers, Accord j.ng to Sergiovanni (1967) these factors have the

potentiai to lower a teacher's job performance.

Schmidt ( 1976) appl ied the technígue to secondary school

príncipals in the Chicago area in the United States of America.

Schmidt's study has reported símilar results. School principals

rated achievement, advancement and recognition as the chief

determínants of their overal I satisfaction. 0n the other hand,

they identified saiary, interpersonal relations ' policy and

administration and supervision as the sources of iob

dissatisfaction.
Hi 1l ( 1986-87) assessed the issue of job

satisfaction/dissatisfaction of coi iege faculty using Herzberg's

approach. His findings pointed out that col lege faculty obtained

satisfaction from teaching and from working in their fields of

special ization. Hi I I's study atso reported that such matters as

recognition, salary or fringe benefits, administrative features

and col legíal associations were sources of dissatisfaction among

coI Lege facu I ty.

The results reported by the above studies suggest that the

various factors which cause teacher-job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction represent teachers' valued needs in their

workplace. (Ndu and Ohikhena, f983), These needs ciosely

correspond with Mas Iow's higher-order and lower-order needs

associated with human motivation, According to Abraham Maslow'

people are motivated to work because of the desire to satisfy
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human needs, These needs exist in a hierarchy as shown be1ow.

Figure 4
Maelon's Hierêrchy of Ne eda

/s"l¡-\

/ .rurno",'y \

Self-esæern

Social

/ Sec'riry \

Sour ce i Adapted from Serglovânni ' T.J. and Cârver, F,D, (1980):
tha Nêr¡r Q¡lran l E*anut{va - Ä Theôrv of Admlnietration
(2nd Ed. ). sôn Franclscoi Hôrper and Row, p. 93,

Maslow's need hierarchy as shown above emphasizes the fact

that the various levels of human needs are interdependent, To

move from one need level to the next requires the satisfaction ot

the preceding needs. For example, moving from the security needs

leveL to the social needs requires satisfaction of the security

needs such as money and employment benefits (Sergiovanni and

Carver, 1980). Also, moving from the social needs ievel to self-

esteem, demands the satisfaction of social needs such as the need

for belonging, friendship and organizationô1 membership' The

needs for autonomy such a6 the need for pôrticipating in

decision-making and the need for authority cannot be achieved
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unless the needs for self-esteem such as self-respect, confidence

and recognition have been achieved. Lastly, the need for self-

actualization which is represented by the achievement of

knowledge, and pergonôl professional success cannot be satísfied

unless autonomy' needs have been met (Sergiovanni and carver,

1980).

Maslow's needs can be separated into two categories: the

lower-order and the higher-order needs. The lower-order needs

include security, social and self-esteem needs' whereas the

higher-order needs refer to autonomy and self-actualization

needs, Maslow's lower-order needs correspond with Herzberg's

factors of job dissatisfaction such as salary or pay and

interpersonal retationships' whereas the higher-order needs are

closely related to Herzberg's factors of job satisfaction such as

the recognition of a teacher's work by his or her supervisor' a

teacher's opPortunity for responsibility and a teacher's

achievement of knowledge and skills.

It is reasonable to consider Maslow's theory as a further

development of Herzberg's work, While the latter focuses on the

importance of recognizing the job-contextual factors for

organi zational improvement, the former emphasizes the human - or

the individuat - contextual factors for organizational

development. In practice, these tìvo sets of factors interact to

enable organizations to achieve their purPoses (Argyris' 1957)).

It is also reasonable to expect the goals of training to reflect

both the needs of organizations and those of the participants in
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them. The needs of the organization consititute the individual -
contextual goôls for training (Grj.f f in, 1978). This is why

successful training and development programmes always consider

both the organizational and indívidual needs when undertaking a

need assessment before programme instal iation. Thus ' both

Herzberg and Maslow are appropriate to research into a training

pro gramme ,

This investigation was an assessment of particÍpants'

satisfaction wíth the MIE-BU Programme in Malawi using the

Herzberg technique, It was an attempt to ascertain from the

participants whether the in-service training programme had

assisted in meeting both their individual valued needs and those

of the organization to which they belonged, Through the

questionnaire survey technique the study addressed these sorts

of questions '

(a) To what degree are the graduates s,atísf ied with the in-
service training programme that they received at the
Malawi Institute of Education at Ðomasi?

(b) What is the participants' ranking of satisfaction along
the following dimensions' Achievement of acôdemic
knowledge and technical ski l1s ' Job-performance,
Administrative, Col legial , Recognition-support 

'PersonaI, and Economic dimensions?

(c) For each dimension, which areas reveal a relatively
high and low degree of satistactíon?

Are there any differences in ievels of satisfaction
be twe en :

(a) The first graduates who completed the in-service
progrômme in 1986 and the second graduates who came out
of the programme in 1987?
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(b) Heads and InsPectors?

(c) Heads of urban, model ' and rural schools?

(d) Heads of Iarge schools and Heads of smal I schools?

(e) Male and female graduates?

(f) 0lder and younger graduates?

3, To what extent are the graduates involved in operating
in-service training programmes for the teachers in the
s choo i sYs t em?

QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT

The survey questionnaire for use in the study was in two

parts. Part one was primarily concerned with the assessment of

participants' satisfaction with the in-servíce programme. It

should be pointed out that this part of the instrument was

deve loped using both Herzberg' s Two-Factor Theory and Mas low's

Need Theory. Thus, the participants' satisfaction with the

training they received was assessed according to the foliowing 7

d i mens i ons :

(a) Achievement of academic knowledge and technical skil1s
(b) Job-performance
( c ) Admini strat ive
(d) Col iegial
(e) RecognÍtion-suPPort
( f ) Personal
(g) Economí c

According to Griffin (f978), training and development has 3

important interactive elements, namely, conventional goals'

individual-contextual goals ' and structural properties for

manipulation, Thus, the above varÍables of satisfaction fal I
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within Griffin's categories. Both the achievement and the job-

performance dimensions represent the conventional goals for

training and development. Training and development is aimed at

advancing the knowledge, skills, and understanding of teachers in

ways that contrÍbute to changes in their thinking and classroom

practice (Smylie, 1988i Miller and Wolf' 1978); hence' the

inclusion of the achievement and job-performance dimensions. The

administrative, the col legial , and the personal dimensions are,

in the view of Griffin, the individual-contextual goaLs for

training and development. Training and development, under proPer

conditions, should contribute to more teacher pêrticipation in

school decision-making (the administrative dimension) ' greater

col legial ity and widespread peer-group interaction (the col legial

dimension), and the creatíon of opportunities for the educator's

self-actualization (the personal dimension). Finally' the

recognition-support and the economic dimensions are, according to

Griffin, the structurai properties of training and development

which should be manipulated in order to accomplish the above two

sets ot goals, namely, the conventional and the individual-

contextual goals, Thís implíes that programme admanistrators and

developers should provide, among other things, rewards for those

who participate in training progremmes (Griffin' 1978) ; hence 
'

the reason for including the recognition-support and the economic

dimensions, Thus, Herzberg' MasIow and the foregoing provided

the rationale for using the above specified dimensions in
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assessing the trainees' perceptions of satisfaction with the

llIE/BU Teacher Programme.

Each of the 7 dimensions of satisfaction rvas meôsured

according to the variables shown in the tabie below, However,

the reader should note that the foi lowing l ist of variables was

an adaptation from the relevant research that was reviewed, and

it was also a reflection of the programme content in Halawi.

TABLE 15
Sat 1e fact ion DimenElon VarlableE

I ACHIEVEMENT OF ACADEMIC KNOWLEDCE AND TECHNICAL sKILLS
1 Acêdem j.c contênt ( teôching a.r€ês )
2. Undêrstênding tl're Iê¿rning Process
3. Plônning
4. S taff DeveloPmênt
5. Evaluôti,on
6 - Communic¿tion
7. lntBrPersonal rêlêtionshiPs

: ':o"":':1""
II THE JOB PERFORMANCE DIMENSION

f . Incrêês6d creativitY
2. Improv€d relètionships with st¿ff
3. Improved ralètionships with supervisore
+. Incr eased confidénce
5. Imp.roved 8bi¡.ity in initi¿ting and mên¿ging cl'1¿nBB

6. Increê5ed ..bility in improv j.ng têêching and leérning
pe rformanc€

7. lmproved interPersonal ênd commÚnicat j'on skill9
9. Improv€d skill5 j.n conducting staff d6vêlopmênt
L Improvêd èbilit j.€3 in solving institutional problems

!0. ImProvêd ekj'l1e in êvêtuatir¡g t6èching ðnd learning
11. lmproved skills in nêgoti¿ting rlittì etêff in dêcision-

making
LZ. Iftp r oved scl'rool-community rBlètiong
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TABLE 15 (continuecl)

III THE ADMINISTR^TIVE DIMENSION
l' Incceased involvêment in genBr¿1 poLicy mèking
2. Increèsed ðbility in inf LìJenc j.ng subordinates
3. IncreasBd ability rn inftu€ncing 5up€rv j.sors
4. Inc¡e¿sed involvêñent in sPêciaI dutiês or assi gnments
5. Incte¿5êd ¿bilr.ty in deal'ing with the community
6. Increasêd involvement in iob-rê18ted committêes

IV THE COLLECIAL DIMENSION
l fncrêased assoc j.ation with othêr profession¿ls j'n thê

t ea ch ! ng f i e I d
?. Increased opportunity to soci¿liza wi th oth€r

professiona, Is outside thê teã,chi.ng profêssion
3 . Increa,sed col léêgues ' interBst in own work
4. lmproved working reLations with tê¿chers

V THE RECOCNITION-SUPPORT DII{ENSIO!¡
I Increõsêd rêcognitio¡r by supervisors
2. IncrBased rêcognition by subordinètês
3. Incrêêsed r€cogni t ion by othêr coI lBêguag
4. Incr6ased rêcoBnilion by th6 commL¡nity
5. Incré¿sed s tôff sL¡PPor t

V] THE PERSONAL DIMENSION
t. Improved êwarenêss of local cond j'tions relôted to wor*
2. Improved r €êd ing ðnd study intêrêsts
3. Improvêd ski1ls iri ðrgumênts and cr j'ticê1 thought
4, Impr ov€d woak Pace
5. Improved problem solvi.ng ¿bil j'tiês
6. Iñprovéd self im¿gé
7, f mp( ovêd iob 3êtisfêct j.on
8. Impr ov€d profBssionè1 èr¡tonomy
9 . Improved Pef3¡onèI comfor t

VII THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION
1 . Increased oppor tun j. ty for occuPêt ionèl pfomot ion
2. Incre6.sêd ch¿nc€5 for êdvônced tr¿ining
3. fncrBa'sêd oPPortunity for ottler c j'vi.t 36rvicê positions
4. Inc!eês6d levêl of iob sêcutitY
5. Incre¿sed opportunitJ,' for salêry advanceñBnt

The above 49 variables were measured on ô ó-point equal-

intervai-Likert scale rehere¡ l=disagree strongly, 2=disagree' 3=
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tend to dísagree, 4=tend to agree' 5=agree' and ó=agree strongiy.

In addition to the closed-ended items, the respondents also

had the opportunity to respond to open-ended questions. After

eôch satisfactíon di.mension was scored using the Likert scale'

the questionnaire al lowed some space for respondents to write in

comments, In so doing, it was hoped to capture vital information

which might not have been addressed by the dimension variables'

This is further supported by Cox (1977)i p. 29) who feels that

these types of guestions:

. . . provide graduates with the opportunity to state
theii perceptions of program strengths and weaknesses
as we I I as the ir recommendat ions for program
improvement (Cox, 1977; P ' 29) .

The second part of the questionnaire was essential ly

concerned with demographÍc characteristics and school background.

The purpose tvas to determine whether any of the demographic or

school factors were significant in influencing the participants'

perceptions of the in-service programme, Table l6 shows the items

contained in part two of the questionnêire,

TABLE Tó
Heads' Demographlc end School Bâckground Factorg

PERSONAL FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEADMASTER/

HEADM I STRES S

L Sex: l4a|e / -----/ îemale / -----/2, Age group: -ã5:50 /-----/'-¡o:ss /-----/ '.35-40 /-----/45-50 / -----/ , ove'. 45 / -----/
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TABLE I6 (continued)

J.

6,

7.

9.

Highest academic gual ' (a) . Sec: J ,C, / ____-/(b). MCE or CSC /-____/
Exper ience as Headmaster/Headmi stress :

Less than 5 yr /___--/ 5-I0y /_----/ l0-l5y / -----/15-20y /__-__/ Over 20Y /-----/
Teaching experience: Less than 5y /-----/ 5-IOy /-----/
10-15y / -___-/ l5-20y /-----/ Over 20y / -----/t/hat is your teaching 1oad, ín periods per week?
Less than I0 /-----/ LO-20 /-----/ 20-30 /-----/
3O-4O /_____/ Ovel. 40 /-_--_/
How many in-service courses have you conducted for your
staff this school year? None /-----/ One /-----/
lwo /--__/ Three /-----l More than three /-----/
Give examples of topics covered during the in-service
courses that you conducted.

How many staff meetings have you conducted this school
year? Once per term /-----l Twice per term /-----/
Three times per term / -----/ More than three times per
tern / ____- /
State the purposes of such meetings'

SCHOOL FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS

l. Type of school: Urban / -----/ Model /-----l Rural / -----/
2, Number of teachers at your school: l-5 / -----/

'-to 
/_____/ ro-Is /-----/ 15-20 /-----/ 20-25 /-----/

Over 25 / _____/
g, Total number of PuPils at school:

Less than 4OO / -----/ 400-800 / -----/ 800-1200 /-----/
1200-1600 /-----/ 16oo-2000 / -----/ Over 2000 / -----/

4, Average class size: Less than 20 /-----/ 2O-4O / -----/40-60 /_____/ 60-80 /-----l 80-100 /-----/
Over 100 /_____/

5. How many classes are located in rooms and how many in
the open air? Room /-----l open Ait / -----/ (Please
indicate number ) '

8.

II
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TABLE 1ó ( cont inued )

ó. Availability of teaching materials rn schools where
l=does not apply, 2=not adequate, 3=needs improving,
and 4= i nadequa t e '(a) Reference books or manuals
(b) Library resources
(c) PupÍ1 books in Arithmetic
(d) Pupí1 books in English
(e) Pupil books in Chichewa
(f) Pupil books in Science and Health Education
(g) Pupil books in Social Studies
(h) Not ebooks
( i ) Cha l kboards
(j ) cha lk
(k) Pictures and chart s

It should be remembered that this study was addressed to two

sets of people: the trained School Heads and Inspectors in

Malawi. Therefore, two sets of guestionnaires were

administered. However, it should further be explained that'

since both sets of participants sat in the same classes and

learned the same curricula, Part One of both instruments was the

exact copy of the other. It was Pôrt Two of the questionnaire

which wðs different since it focused on the background

characteristics of the respondents involved in the investigation'

The background characteristics of the school Heads are different

from those of the Inspectors. Thus, Part Tvro of the Inspectors'

questionnaire was as follows:
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TABLE 17
Inepectors' DemogrôPhlc and Schooi Factorg

PERSONAL FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE D.I,S.
OR D.H,E.O

1 . Sex ; l4ale / ____-/ Fenale / __---/
2. Age groupt 25-30/_---_/ 30-35/-----l/ 35-50 / -----/40-45/ / Over 45 / -----/3. Highest academic qual . (a) Sec:J ' C. ' / -----/YICE or

CSC/ ____-/ A-Level s/ -----/ (b) Univ:Diploma/-----l
Deg'.ee / -_-_-/4, Did you serve as headmaster/headmistress before?
Yes / _-_--/ N o / -----5, If Yes, how long did you serve for: Less than
5y/_--_-/ 5-tjy/ ----/ r0-15y/----- / I5-2o/-----l More
lh.ar. 20y / _---- /

ó. How long did you serve as classroom teacher? Less than
5y / -----/ 5-Loy / -----/ Lo-L5y/-----/ L5-2ov/----l More
than 2 0? -----l7, Experience as D,I.S./D.H.E'Ol Less than 5y/ -----/s-LOy/ -----/ L0-L5y/-----/ I5-20y/-----/ More than
2ov / ----- /L which Ls your busÍest term for inspection and
supervi s ion? Lst/-----/ znd/ -----/ 34d/-----/

9. How many visits do you make in a week: OYLz/ -----/lwo/ -----/ Three/-----/ Fou¡./ -----l More than
f.our / _____/

10, ilow mãñÍ-ãcfrools do you actually see in a week? Less
than 5/-----/ 5-Io/-----/ Io-15/-----/ L5/20/ -----/

11
More than 20 / ___--/
List some of the more common problems that you find in
the schools

1., How many in-service courses have you
school year? Noîe / -----/ one/ -----/Three/__---l More t}].ar¡ 3 / -----/What topics did you cover during the

conducted this
Two / __-__/

inservice courses?
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TABLE 17 ( cont i nued

II SCHOOL FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS

Directions: Rate the availability
in those s choo 1s that
school Year us ing the
t = Does not apply
3 = Needs i mprov i ng

Please circle the number that appl ies '

of teaching materials
you have vÍsited this
f ol l owing scale I

2 = Not adequate;
4 = Adequ a t e

1

2.

4.
5.
ó.
7.
L
9.

10.
11.
12,

Reference books or manua I s
Library resources
Pupi I books in Arithmet j.c
Pupi I books in English
Pupi I books in Chichewa
Pupil books in Science & H'educ.
Pupil books in SociaI Studies
Notebooks
Cha I kboards
ChaIk
Pi ctures and chart s
List items that the schools
school year would need most

you have visited t
for the coming sch

34
J+
34
34
34
34
34
J+
34
34

2

2

2

2
2
2

2

2
2

his
oo I

Other important characteristics of the questionnaires

included the use of directions and a Iow level of vocabulary'

The use of directions is important in guiding respondents on what

to do about the items contained in the research ínstruments ' It

also attempts to provide

admi ni s trat ion (Gay, 1987).

he would obtain comparable

of vocabulary promotes a high level of comprehension of the

questionnaire. Copies of the questionnaires can be found in

Appendix E.

It was also mentioned that the study t{ould survey the

perceptions ot a sample of teachers working under some of the

standard conditions of instrument

In this way, the researcher believed

information. The use of a low level
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trained School Heads. To achieve th j.s end' the following

i ntervi ew scheduie was used.

TABLE 18
Intervleìv Schedule for UBe l{1th a 9elected Sample
of Primary School Te acher s

l. Whd.t sort of things is your l'r€êdmaster/ñistress able to do
now t!ìèt s/he w¿s not able to do bêfore attênding thè coLlrse
ðt Domèsi?

2. How often hos s/he assisted you in Professiotrèl duti'6s? For
exð,mple, how oftên h¿s 3 /he ð,ssistêd you in lesson
prepèration?

3. How oftên hês s/hê obsêtvêd yotl giving ¿i lesson in cI¿ss?

4. How often has s/hB conducted itr-service coursês for thê
s ctroo L s taff ?

5. In wh¿t mènner are staff mé€t j'ngs conducted?

6. How wouLd you fate your school now on th€ fotlowing sc¿!l6l
éxcellent good, fêia, poor, r.nd 6xtr6meIy poor' with
f esPect to i

(a) Heêdmèstêr/ñistrêss-stèff rBtã'tions
(b) T€¿ che. - t êô che r r6Iations
(c) T6acher -3 tudent relêtior¡3
(d) Headmôst6./miet¡ess-student reIètions
(e) Sêhool-communitY relêtiong

7 , How !r¿s thê st¿ff ben€fitêd from thê Heêd'3 tr¿ining?

L Is ttrer€ ¿nything which hès not bêên covêred thêt you wish
to mêntion?

It should be reiterated that the training for the

Headteachers and School InsPectors in Malawi continues to focus

on two major Purposes. The first purpose is to deveiop in the

traÍnees' attitudes, knowledge, and ski 11s in the areas of

administration, inspection and supervision, and schooi
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leadership. The second is to enable them, upon the completion ot

the programme, to train others in the schools (Malawi lnstitute

of Education, 1985). The hope is to improve the teaching and

learning processes in the school system. These purposes are

frequently described in the literature as the enhancement or

growth f uncti.on of training and development (Haveiock and

Havelock, L973i Joyce and Showers, 1988; Smylie, f988) and also

as the transferability function of training programmes (Havelock

and Havelock' f973). Thus the questions in the above schedule

rvere asked in order to seek evidence of professional growth and

transferability of learning to the trainees' home environment -

the schooi settings '

VALIDITY AND VALIDAÎION OF DEVICES

Validity is an important characteristic which every research

measure must possess and which, a1so, every investigation must

report (Ary' et al,, f985).

Validity is the extent to which an instrument measures what

it is supposed to measure (Ary, et al., 1985; Borg and GalI,

1983). There are 3 maín types of validity: content validity'

criterion-related validity, and construct validity (Ary, et ai ',
1985), For the purposes of thís study, only the first and the

last types of validity are considered relevant for the

discussion,
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Content Val idity
Ary and his colleagues (1985), and Borg and Gall (1983) all

state that content validity is the degree to which the instrument

represents the content it is designed to measure' To possess

content validity' a measure must adequately sample the content

area that it has planned to measure. This type of val idation

involves judgment. It involves careful ly and critical Iy

examining the sample items as they relate to the intended content

area, It is even recommended that the instrument designer should

obtain an external evaluation of the content validity of the data

gathering procedure by asking a number of experts or other

teachers to systematically examine the instrument and evaluate

its relevancy to the specified content (Ary' et al. , 1985) ' If

all the members of the evaluatíon panel reach consensus that the

items adequatley represent the content domain, the measurement

device can then be said to prossess content validity,

Construct Va I Ídity

Construct validity is the degree to which a particuiar

measure, be it a test or any other procedure for collecting

information, assesses a hyPothetical construct (Ary, et al ' '

1985; Borg and Gall, 1983). Such concepts as intelligence'

motivation, anxiety, satisfaction, creativity, and self-concept

are common examples of constructs because, according to Borg and

Gal l ( 1983; p. 280) : "they are not directly observable but

rather are inferred on the basis of their observable effects on

behavi or. "
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There are a variety of procedures that may be used to

establ ish the construct val idity of an instrument. Two of these

procedures may be described' One approach is to ask if the

elements the device measures are the elements that constitute the

concept (Ary, et aI. , 1985). If the reviewers of the items

contained in the instrument are unanimous that these are the

elements that make up the construct' the measure can then be

described as possessing a construct validity. The other

procedure suggested by Ary and his coì leagues (p. 219): ". " is

to inspect the items to determine if they seem aPpropriate for

assessing the elements in the construct, " By implicationr if the

items appear relevant' then the measure has construct validity

and the reverse equal ly appl ies. From these descriptions ' it is

clear that construct validÍty is a further extension or

development of content validity. This is even supported by At-"" 
'

et al, , (1985) who state that construct validity includes content

validity as we11.

This background guided the instrument designer in his effort

to val. idate the research tools employed in this inquiry' Great

care\yastakentoconstructvalidinformationgathering
instruments, namely, a survey questÍonnaire and an interview

schedule, After considerable editing, the questionnaire was

presented to members of the researcher's thesis committee and

classmates ín order to establish construct va1ídity, The thesis

committee consisted of university professors and the reseôrcher's
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classmates were both graduate students as \?el I as practising

teachers in Manitoban schools in canada. Thus, it is reasonable

to assume that both sets of persons were familiar with the design

of questionnaires, One of the most important issues that the

committee raised was in connection with the 7 specified

dÍmensÍons of satísfaction, namely, "achievement of knowiedge

and skil ls", "job-performance", "administrative", "col legial",

Recognition-support" , "personal " and "economic" dimensions ' More

specifical ly, the thesis committee wanted to know from the

instrument designer how these particular dimensions were arrived

at. The reason was to find out how the dimensions related to the

concept of satisfaction, and also how the 7 elements of

sati.sfaction were related to the training programme in Malawi

which this study evaluated. It was explained that the specified

elements of satisfaction were derived from a critical review of

pertinent literature, particulâr1y the works of Herzberg and

Maslow. It rvas also further elaborated that the specified

domains of satisfactíon represented the goais and structures of a

training and development programme such as the MIE-BU Programme'

The revi.ewers also critically examined al1 the Ítems in the

guest ionnaire in order to check whether they l{ere re I evant 
'

specific, too vague or too long' This process resulted in some

items being added, modÌfied, or deleted, For example' one of the

7 dimensions of sôtisfaction was specified as the "convenience"

dimension. The commíttee felt that the term was meaningless and

advised the researcher to use the term "personal"there f ore 
'
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for that dimension. Terms like "several"' "most", and "usuô11y"

were recommended for exclusion since they do not have precise

meanings and therefore they can mis lead research participants.

The use of sexist language l ike "headmaster" was discouraged

because such language is discriminatory. The researcher was,

therefore, advised to use such terms or term phrases as "school

heôd" or "headmaster/headmistressl Items that rePresented two

different ideas and yet ciaímed one response had to be separated

into two independent items because it is possible that a

respondent may agree v/ith one aspect and disagree with the other.

To illustrate, items such as "planning and staff development" and

"my work pace and problem solving abilities" which appeared under

"achievement" and "personal" dimensions had to be separated into

4 independent items: "planning", "staff development" ' "my work

pace", and "my problem solving abilities".

The reviewers further recommended that each set of dimension

items be introduced by a stem such as "I feel that the programme

has improved my knowiedge and skills in": and the item to be

measured on a scale of t to ó would then follow, In this way'

the respondent would be caused to realIy feel that he/she was

measuring his/her ôttitude toward the item, This is consistent

with Burroughs' (197f) suggestion that vôlidôtion should also

include a consideration of the way the research measure is

administered. This item screening evaluation exercise was

conducted 3 times untÍ1 the thesis committee was satisfied wi th
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the instrument. This process resulted in a 4-paged guestionnaire

that was considered satisfactory for assessing the feelings of

in-service participants in Malawi,

Validation is also concerned with ensuring that a measure is

suited to its intended target audience (Burroughs ' 1971) ' This

principle influenced the researcher to further validate the

instrument in Malawi where it was intended for use, The

justification rvas that the people who had participated in the

validation of the device were Canadians who were unfamiliar with

the conditions in MaIawi. Further, since the reviewers were

Canadians, it impl ied that the instrument contained some

problems. These people were members of a different culture from

that of the reseôrch subjects in Malawi. Thus, they were

different from the Malawian subjects in many ways, Chief among

these aspects were levels of education and language. As already

stated, the thesis committee consisted of university professors

and the members of the researcher's class were graduate students'

Further, these people spoke English as their first language ' on

the other hand, the research partícipants in Maiawi, for whom the

instrument was validated, had attained only 4 years of secondary

education pius 2 years of primary teacher education '

Additionally, in I'falawi, English is taught as a second language'

Thus, there was a possibility that the approved instrument could

have been tuned above the level of understanding of the study

participants, To heip to deal with this possibiiity' the

instrument was subjected to the further evaluation and revision
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reasonable

was assumed

in MaIawi before its administration to the target audience '

For thi s purpose , the researcher used a sma I I group of

School Heads and Inspectors (N=10) who were at the Institute of

Education participating ín another session of the l'1IE-BU In-

service Programme. This sample was in many ways similar to that

of the planned research subjects. For example ' they were simi 1ar

in terms of educational background and training, teaching

experience, and the positions they occupied within the Malawi

educational system. Both the sample and the research

participants had 4 ye.rrs of secondary education fol lowed by 2

years of teacher education and training. It was, therefore 
'

that their command of the English ianguage

about the same, Further, the members of both

groups were also similar in teaching experience since in MalawÍ 
'

one cannot be promoted to the posítion of a School Head or

Inspector unless one has taught for at least 3 years'

The researcher, with this sample of School Heads and

Inspectors, examined the questionnaire item by item' including

the directions as we11. The group was advised to look for any

difficult or unclear words; vague or unclear statements;

inaccurate information or anything wrong or cultural ly

unacceptable' After approximately 40 minutes, it was learned

that the items were clear and straightforward' As a result' the

researcher felt that no changes were needed'

It should aiso be rePorted that the interview schedule for
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use with the primary school teachers who worked under the trained

Headteachers rvas tested in a similar manner. No changes were

made in i'falawi after the measure was validated in Canada'

ADMINISTRATION OF THE INSIRUMENTS

The survey instruments were administered in two stages '

Data arising from the questionnaire were col lected during the

period May-JuIy, 1988, whereas the information sought out through

the interview survey was obtained during the month of August'

1988. This procedure was undertaken to ensure that the

interviews did not interfere with the compietion of the

questionnaires. Thus, around mid-Mây, 1988 ' 145 instruments were

mai ied to al1 the study participants (N=I45) along with ð

covering letter describing the purpose of the study, and assuring

the respondents of confidentíality, the right to privacy' and

freedom to discontinue the study (see Appendix F) ' The reason

usually given for including a coveríng letter when using this

type of research procedure, is to improve the response rate

(Robin, 1969, of the above total of 145' 71 were Heads of

primary schools and the remainder (N=74)' were School lnspectors'

Further, 115 were male and 30 were female' By the end of Jul'v'

1988, 114 respondents returned the comPleted questionnaires

according to the following break-downl 54 were obtaíned from the

School Heads and 6O from the Inspectors; 95 tvere submitted b-v

male respondents and 19 by the female participants' The total of

114 survey instruments received represented a return rate of
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79? . This rate exceeded the 70% return rate whích is considered

a reasonable response rate (I.S.E.R. ' 1984) ' Thus, 21% of the

research participants did not turn in their evaluations '

Two factors may explain why 2l% of the study's population

fai Ied to return the evaluations. First ' it was later learned

thàt some of the |'IIE-BU graduates had been transferred to new

workplaces in the country since the completion of their in-

service training at Domasi, This meant that such participants

did not receive the research mail since it was directed to their

old addresses, Re-direction of the mai 1 to the new addresses

depended very much on the cooperation ot the new incumbents.

Thus, it can be suspected that some of the research devices were

Iost in the mail. Second, and imPortantly' as Ross (1984)

remarks, the issue of population inaccessibility in the

developing world should be recognized when performing research'

For example, in Malawi there are still some areas where, because

of difficult terrain such as deeply and extens.ively dissected

mountainous areasr a lack of adequate infrastructure such as a

well developed road-network system, and conveniently located

postal faci l ities, it ís extremely difficult for the guick

delivery of mail, In such areas' mail may take four to five

months before it reaches the addressee. It was therefore

possible that, even by the end of JuIy' 1988' which was the

proposed time-l imit for questionnaire data col lection' some of

the study instruments were stiil on their way to the research
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subjects. Thus, participants who worked in geogrâphical ly

difficult areas probably did not receíve the evaluation measures

on time.

Fol lowing the return of the evaluation questionnaires at the

end of July, t988, the researcher embarked on the intervi.ew

surveys with selected primary school teachers who worked under

some of the MIE-BU graduates. The motive was to obtain another

piece of evidence about their work in the school system' The

original plan lvas to select a sample of l5 teachers from the 4

districts of Malawi, namely: Blantyre, Chiradzulu, i'1achínga and

Zomba. These districts were selected on the basis of ease of

access, since the sample of the teachers could easily be reached

from the Mô1awi Institute of Education where the inquirer was

based. Before the survey began, it was understood that the

majority of the primary teachers in the nation were scheduled to

convene j.n the town of Zomba shortly in the first week of August'

1988, The purpose of the educational convention was the marking

of the Malawi Primôry School Leaving Certificate Examinations

that were written by Standard I pupils in July, 1988' This wês

the first time that the marking of the primary examinations was

to be undertaken in Zombô Tolvn, a fact that reflected the re-

organization of the Ministry of Education's functions as

specified in the 1985-1995 Education Development Plan'

This wôs useful in two ways, The town of Zomba is only 10

miles ôway from the Malawi Institute of Education at Domasi'

Therefore it was not difficuit to reach the teachers in the
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marking centres in Zomba. The other advantage rvas that

conducting the interview surveys with the teachers i.n settings

away from their schools helped to ensure privacy' so that the

i nformants might feel easier in providing the required

information during the conferences, At the same time' however'

this meant thôt it was no Ionger possible to hold the discussíons

with the sample of the 15 teachers from the identified 4

districts as had been prearranged. Therefore, the plan was

modified. The investigator visited each of the 3 marking centres

in Zomba and hetd the research-focussed discussions with only I

teachers who operated under the graduates of the programme '

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

A goal of evaluation is to inform practical decision-making'

This purpose applies to data analysis also (Patton' 1982) since

the process provides evaluation information which al lows

programme decisions to be made by decision-makers' This suggests

that the presentation of evaluation data is best done in a

simple, straight-forward, easy-to-comPrehend fashÍon' so that the

intended users can understand the findings more easily'

Thus, in this study, questionnaire raw data were coded and then

entered into a computer for storage, The data ìYere then

summarized in accordance with the research questions. Finaily'

the results were reported in the form of tables known as

descriptive statistics.
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CHAPTR V

RESULTS A¡ID DISCI'SffOT¡

REVIEH OF THE THESIS QUESTIONS

The inguiry was an assessment of participants' fee l ings of

satisfaction with the MIE-BU Teacher Project in lfalawi. The

trainees consisted of selected School Heôds and Inspectors

working in the primary educational system in the country. The

participants graduated from the Ín-service programme in 1986 and

f987. The present Ínvestigation was' therefore, undertaken in

order to seek answers to the following points of concern which

relate to the trainÍng received by the participants in Malawi '

1, (a) To what degree are the graduates satisfied with the in-

service training Progrêmme that they received at the Malawi

Institute of Education ât Domasi?

(b) l{hôt is the participants' ranking of satisfaction along

the fol lowing dimensions?

( i ) Achievement of academic knowledge and

techni ca I skii Is dimension

( ii) Job-performance dimension

(iii) Administrativedimension

( iv) Col legial dimension

( v ) Recognition-support dimension

( vi ) Personal dimension
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(vii) Economic dimension

(c) For each dimension' which areas reveal a relatively

high and Iow degree of satisfaction?

2, Are there any differences in levels of satisfaction

between:

(a) The first graduates who completed the in-service

training programme in 1986 and the second graduates who finished

in 1987?

(b) Heads and InsPectors?

(c) Heads of urban, model, and rural schools?

(d) Heads of large schools and Heads of smal I schools?

(e) MaIe and female graduates?

(f) Older and younger graduates?

3. To what extent are the graduates invoived in operating in-

service training programmes for the teachers in the school

system?

Through the questionnðire survey and ín-dèpth interviews'

the fol lowing results were obtained,

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

In presenting the findíngs of the study, two important

considerations must be kept in mind' First, in this research'

the concept of satisfaction was assessed according to the 7

dimensions presented in Table 19 below'
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TABLE 19
Dimene Í one of Sôti8fôction

Achiev6ment of ac¿demic knowledge ènd têchnica'l
skrlls.

2. Job pBrformênce

3. Admini.strativê

4. Co11êgiê1

5. Recognition-suPPort

6. Personê1

7. Economic

It should also be mentioned that each of these dimensions was

further divided into sub-dimensions which were rated on a six-

point equal-interval Likert scale, lvhere: I = disagree strongly;

2 = disagree; 3 = tend to disagree; 4=tendtoagree'5=agree;

and6=agreestrongly.
Last, it should be explained that in analysing the

guestionnaire data' scores of 5 and 6 were interpreted as

representing feelings of high satisfaction (HS); scores of 3 and

4 impl ied moderate feei inSs of satisfaction (MS) ; and final ly'

scores of l and 2 indicated feelings of low satisfaction (LS)'

Partlclpants' PercePtlon3 of SâtfBfactlon

The anaiyses of the 114 guestionnaires that were received

produced the findings presented in the table which follows'
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TABLE 20
ParticfpantB' p€rceptionB of 8âtiEfaction
wlth 1n-service Programme

LfQ -

HS=
LS=

High Satisfaction
Moderate Satisfaction
Low Satisfaction

HS
ó-5

MS
4-3

LS
2-r

iule a n

1 . ,{cttiêverñênt Diñ6ns ion

Z. Job-pêaformðncê Dimens ion

3. col legiè1 Dimens ion

4. Personõ1 Dimension

5 Admini.s!rativ6 Dimens ion

6. RÉcognition-suPPort
Dimens ion

7 . Economic Ditnension

87 .0

86 .5

82,4

79 ,I

75.0

72 . O

46 . L

1r.6

12.I

r5,4

L7 . O

20 .7

23 ,4

32 .4

4,6

zL.5

4.9

4.0

L.4 s.3

i.4 5.3

¿.¿ Þ r

3.2 5,0

4.3 4.9

Grand MBên

Overal l , the participants obtained satisfaction from

attending the MIE-BU Teacher In-service Programme since a grand

mean score of 4'9 as shown in Table 20 is quite high' The grand

mean is very close to the score of 5 which, according to earlier

assumptions, signifies participants' feelings of high

satisfaction with the in-service training in which they

participated. This point is further strengthened by the fact

that 75.5% of the research subjects (N=8ó) who responded to the

study rated their degree of satisfaction with the programme at

points 5 and 6 of the measurement scôle. This indicates that the

75.5 r.9.0
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majorit_v of the research participants were satisfied with the

traíning that the-'- had received.

Other observations are also in order. About I9'0% of the

respondents (N=22) were moderateiy satisfied with their training.

Approximately 5'5% of those who completed and returned the

reseanch instruments (N=6) indicated very low Ievels of

satisfaction. Thus, general ly, the graduates derived

satisfaction from the Programme as suggested by a 75% majorit-v

who indicated their levels of satisfaction at the positive end of

the sca 1e.

Table 20 also suggests that the respondents were most

pleased with the teacher in-service programme as it contributed

to their achievement of knowledge and skit ls (note 87% agreement

and a meatì score of 5.3); job performance (8ó'5% support and a

mean of 5.3); increased opportunities Ior collegial associations

(82,4% and a mean of 5.1); personal growth (79'8% and a meaÌ] of

5.0); increased admíni.strative involvement (?5'0%) and a mean of

4.9); and increased feelings of recognition-support (72'0% and a

mean of 4.9) . Thus, the trainees recognized the importance of

tlìe training in regard to the se dimensions.

On the other hand, it is also evident from the dãta

exhibited in the above table that the in-service graduates were

least satisfied with: the economic dimension, Although the in-

service participants reacted negatively to the economic

dimension, it can be argued that theír assessment of this
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dimension was unfair. The researcher's experience provides

evidence that- some of the trainees were promoted to senior

positions within the education system as a result of this

training.

Areas of Relôtively High and Low Degree of SatisfactÍon

The table that follows suggests evidence regarding areas ot

relativety high and Iow degree of satisfaction.

TABLE 21
Participants' perceptlons of satlBfåctlon ìvÍth 1n-
service progrômme: an examínôtlon of âreâs of
relatlvely high ånd low degree of såti6fôction for
each of the dimensionE

HS=Hi gh Satisf action
)lS=Moderate Satisf act ion
LD=Low Satisf action

ÀCH I EVEMENT OF ACAÞEMIC KNOWLEDGE
x

HS
ß

MS

ß
LS

2- |ND TECHN ICAL SK I LLS DIMENS Mean
D!mens !on var ì3,b!ês
Rank

I Undêrstandl.ng !hê learning
process

2. Supêrvision
3. Ev3Iuartion
4 Inlerpersonal relôtionshiPs
5. P I3.nnl.ng
Ë. communication
7. Stêff Developñ€nt
L Academic contet¡t ( subJêct areas )

93.8 6.2
s3.7 6.3
9r.9 7.2
89.7 r0.3
88.8 r0 4

a7.7 12,3
a7 2 11.0

0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.8
0.1
r.8

5.{

5.{
s.{

s2
4.6

DrrErstor rEAr 37.0 11 .6 1,4 s.3

THE JOB PERFORXANCE DIMENSION
Dimensìon vêr iables :

Rank
I IncrBèsêd conf idencé
2 ImprovBd skilIs rn êvêIuating

teèching ðnd Ie¿rnrng
performênce

3 Increêsed abilily j,n imProv!ng
!êêching añd Iesrning
performance

95 .7

93.0

s.5

0.0

0.s

0.8

5.7

s.5
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I^ELE 21 (continued)

HS=Hi gh Satisf action
MS=Moderate Satisfaction
LD=Low Satisfaction

4 . Improved intêrPêrsonôI -
communicõtion skills 89 6 f0.4 0 0 5 2

5. lmPf oved intef Pef sonôl
rê!ètronshj,ps wittt st¿ff 88 9 8.6 2 5 5 3

6. Incréased cre¿tìvity 86 9 13 1 0 0 5.3
7. Improved ¿bt1¡tY in initiôting

and manðging changa 86.1 13 I 0.0 S 2

8 Improvèd sktlIs in nêgotiêting
with stêff in d6cision-ñaking Ê4 7 L4 4 0 9 5 3

E Improved skills itr condL¡cting
s taff davelopñ€nt 84 3 f3 .9 1 8 5 1

t0. Improved êbilittes in solving
inst j,tutionêt problems 83.6 14 6 !.8 5 2

11. Improved skills in school-
community reld,tioris 80 3 f7 9 1 8 5'1

1,2 . Imp.ovéd re1¿t ions wi th
supecvisors 71,6 22 5 5 9 4 8

DII¡ETSTOT rE^r 86 S 12.1 r.4 5 3

THE COLLEGIAL DIMENSION

Dim6ns ion Va¡ i¿btês i

Rank
1. Impr oved worki.ng r6lotiong

wi th teêche¡s
2. Increêsed ¿ssociEtion wi th

o thêr ptofêss ionè1s in
t eã, ch i, ng fiêld

3. Incrêêsed oPPortunitY to
socialize with other p.of€ss ion4ls
outs j,de te¿ching f j.ètd 789 184 28 51

4. Incr6¿sgd coIleÊguê3' int6rest

88.r 8.6 3.3 s 2

86,9 r0.4 2.7 5.2

in my work
DlrEllSIOl IE^ñ

75.8 24,2 0.0 5.r
e2.1 15.¡t Z.Z S r

THE P ERSON,4L DIYENSION
Dimens.ion vèr iBb.¡,ês :

Rènk
1. Iñproved problém-3o!ving

êbilítiês 94 1 5 9 0 0 5 4

2. Imp.oved 3€1f -irnège 86 8 r1 4 f 8 s 2

3. Imprôved work pac6 86 0 lz 2 l 8 5 r

4. lmproved skills in êrgumentE
andcrilicatthought85ff¿z2753
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TABLE 2t (continued)

HS=High Satisf action
MS=Moderate Satisf action
LD=Low Satisf action

6. Irnprovêd ðw¿reness of !ocèI
conditions rêlèted to work 79 6 fg 6 0'8 5 2

7. Improvêd iob sét j.sfaction 76 8 20 6 2 6 4 9

B. lmp.roved professional èutonomy 76 7 19'8 3 5 4 I
9. Impro\'êd pBrsonat comfort 49 2 36 8 f4 0 4 2

DfxErsroF ¡¡E4r ?g'8 17'0 3 2 S 0

THE ADMIN I STRATIVE DIMENSION
Dimêns ion vð,f iables;

S. Improvêd reading ðnd studY
interests

Rank
1 Increêsed obi 1i ty in rnfluencing

s u b o r d i n¿ t ê s

2 lncréêsed involvêment in iob-
reialêd committêes

3 Incre¿sed involvèñênt in speci¿1
duties o¡ assignment3

4 Incrêêsed èbiIitY in dêa l ing
witfì the communitY

5, Inc¡eêsBd inf lr¡ence on
supefvisors

a4.2 14.0 1.8 s.2

g2.o 7.2 0.8 5 3

85.3 12,1 2 6 5 !

78.9 r8.4 2.7 5 1

75.9 24.! 0 0 5 t

s9.6 34.2 6.2 { 6

6. Incraå,sed .i'nvolvem€nt in
generê1 Pol i.cY making
(a.g , curriculum dêcision
mêkins) 58 2 28 3 !1 9 4 2

=:¡¡Er=:ar 
gE-^!¡ 7S'O 20 7 4 3 'l E

THE RECOCNITION_SUPPORT DIMENSION
Dimênsion vê!iabtêÉ:
R¿nk

1 I ncr 6ês êd t€cognition bY
subordi.n¿tês 85 3 13 1 1 6 S z

2 Increèsêd rêcognition bY
othêr colleôgues 77 7 Lq 7 2 6 4'9

3 Incre¿8ed st!,ff support 72 f 25 4 2 5 4 9

4. Increas6d r6cogn.i'1j.on bY
supervisors 64 8 24'9 10 3 4 6

5. Increasêd rêcognition bY thê
communilY 60 2 34 0 q q 4 7

prr¡ElsÎor rEA¡ 720 23' {â '9
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HS=High Satisf action
MS=Moderate Satisf action
LD=Low Satisf action

THE ECONOM IC DIMENSION
Dimênsion v¡trièbIes i

Rènk
I IncreèsBd chônces f or

advènced trèin.j.ng
2 IncrBased oPPortunitY for

occLlpð,t '''onèI Promot ion
3 Increð,sEd IèveI of iob

security
4 Increêsed oPPor tuni tY for

other c j,vìl se¡vice Positions
5 Increased oPPor tuni tY for

sè lêry ècIvðnc€men t

56.2 30

50.s 27

48,I 37

46.2 32

9

3

4

3

9

2

7

5

0

L2

z!

{.{

4.0

4 .o

Dfr¡Erf sroE t¡EA¡c 46 L 32 .4

Nrl14

Taking each dimension one êt a time, the following points

may be noted. The ranki.ng of the variables or sub-dimensions of

the achíevement dimension indicates that the research

participants acknowledged that the MIE-BU Teacher Project

advanced their knowledge and skil ls ín such areas as i

understanding of the IearnÍng process (93.8% and a mean of 5'");

supervision of tearning in the schools (93.7% and a mean of 5'ó);

evaluation of learning (9f'9% and a mean of 5'4) and so on'

There is also further evÍdence to the fact that the trainees who

graduated from the teacher in-service programme were not

completely happy with the breadth of coverage of the academic

content areas (63.3% and a mean of 4.ó), The academic content

areas refer to the primary curriculum subjects which are offered

in the school system, The regular schools offer L2 primary

21.5 {.0
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curriculum subjects, whereas the special schools offer up to l3

or 14. The training programme enabled the trainees to study only

2 out of the list of l2 or l4 subjects. Since these peopLe are

general educators in the Malawi primary education system' it may

be that the reduced support for this variable owed much to the

fact thôt they felt inadequately prepared for the primar-v

curriculum. They wished they had studied more than 2 primary

subjects during theír attendance at the in-service '

An examination of the job performance dimension shows that

the School Heads and Inspectors who were involved in the training

and the study reported being contented with the programme for its

relevance to their work. The fírst tl variables of the job

performance dimension (that is, trom "increased confidence" to

"improved skills in school-community relati.ons") rvere accepted

satisfactorily. However, the respondents expressed less support

for the variable on " Ímproved reiations with their supervisors"

(7 L 67" and a mean of 4. 8 ) . They appear to indicate that the

programme has not assisted them to bui 1d up or strengthen

trainee-supervisor re iations '

In Malawi, the supervisors for both the Heads and Inspectors

are the District Educational Officers. These officers are in

charge of primary school educatíona1 administration at the

district level. This group of people was not involved in the

project. Hence, one can suspect the development of psychological

fee i ings of inferiority on the part of the district

administrators. The district administrators could well share the
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feelings that the programme graduates are more knowledgeable than

they themselves. Hence, they may feel threatened to lose their

positions to some of the graduates '

An analysis of the col legial dimension as presented in Table

2l above exhibits similar patterns of relatively high and Iow

degrees of satisfaction among the variables. The study reveals

that the graduates agreed that the in-service teacher programme

that they had received assisted them in: improving their work

relations with teachers in the work setting (88.1% and a mean of

5.2), increasing their association with other professionals in

the teaching field (86,9% and ô mean ot 5,2), and in increasing

their opportunÍties to socialíze with other professionals outside

teaching (78.9% and a mean of 5.1) ' But there was slightly less

support for the variable, " increased col leagues' interest in my

work" (?5.8% and a mean of 5. 1) , Perhaps it may be due to

professional jealousies. It should be understood that the Heads'

colleagues are other School Heads who have not attended the in-

servíce course; and similarly, the Inspectors' colleagues are the

District Educational Officers and their assistants who have not

been at Domasi for the I'IIE-BU Programme' Thus, it may be

diffícult for these persons to be interested in the work of the

proj ect ' s graduates '

A look at the personal dimension highl ights these

observations: that the particÍpants valued the programme for

improving their problem-solving ski l ls (94' 1% and a mean of 5 ' 4) 
'
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their self-image (86,8% and a mean of 5.2), their work pace

(86.0% and a mean of 5.1), their skills in argument and critical
thought (85, l% and a mean of 5.3) , their reading and study

interests (84.2% and a mean of 5.2) and other aspects (see above

table). However, the variable on personal comfort received the

least support (49'2% and a mean of 4'2), It is not surprising

that the item wôs not very much supported because the factor of

personal comfort is linked to such matters as fringe benefits, or

salary advancement which the majority of these people claim not

to have rece ived.

The administrative component in the above table suggests

trainees' satisfaction with their degree of influence on

subordinates (92.0% and a mean of 5.3)' theír involvement in job-

related committees in their workplaces (85'3% and a mean of 5'1)'

their involvement in special assignments such as the supevision

of examination packing (78.9% and a mean of 5'f), and their

abilities in dealing with the local school community (75'9% and a

mean of 5.1). These findings mirror the impact of the programme '

Further, it is also clear from the available evidence that the

graduates' influence on their supervisors (59'ó% and a mean of

4,ó) as well as their participation in general policy-making'

such as curriculum decision-making was low (58'2% and a mean of

4,2), These findings are consistent with an eôrlier observation'

For example, the analysis of the job-performance dimension

disclosed unsatisfactory perceptions between the graduates and

their supervisors. Given this additional fact' it is doubtful
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that the graduates can be effective in influencing their bosses

in decision-making concerning matters affecting primary

education, Poor relations between the supervisors and the

supervisees (i.e. the graduates) further result in the trainees'

non-involvement in general pol icy-making since it is the Dístrict

Educational Officers who recommend names of individuals to the

Ministry for their consideration in policy-oriented activÍties.

In reference to the recognition and support dimension' the

respondents reported recognition of their achievement by theír

subordinates (85.3% and a mean of 5.2), other colleagues rorking

Ìn various government departments (77,7% and a mean of 4.9), and

the teaching staff (72,L% and a mean of 4.9). They aiso reported

less recognition by their supervisors (ó4.8% and a mean of 4'ó)

and the local community (ó0'2% and a mean of 4,7). There is less

recognition and support from the 1oca1 people on the grounds that

the primary schools pass few students to secondary schools each

year. Thus, the locai communities believe that the schools fail

to pass the students to secondary educatíon, when in fact, the

real reason is limited secondôry school places'

Finally,therespondentsindicatedleastsatisfactionwith

in-service with respect to its potentiai to enhance opportunities

for econimic enhancement, Not many of the graduates saw the

training as a stepping stone for further training (56'2% and a

mean of 4,4) for two important reasons. First, in Malawi' it is

hard for one to be considered for additional training once one
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has just completed a cycle of training. Second, there are many

people who would Iike to go for further education' but there are

very few openings. These factors explain the low rating for this

variable. AIso, not many bel ieved that the training they

received opened up their opportunities for occupational promotion

(50.5% and a mean of 4.0) since the issue of occupational

promotion for the teachers and others working on the various

government sectors is handled by a separate authority - the

Department of Personnel and Training, on the advice of the

Ministry of Education, thís divísion of the government creates

senior positions for the educators. These posts are then

advertised in the local papers. Qual ified persons are ca11ed to

report for interviews. There ðould be as many as 500 teachers

for only 30 posts ' Thus, the question of opportunities for

occupational promotion is a distant dream for mêny of the

graduates.

The íssue of job security was perceived negôtively as wel l

(48.9% and a mean of.4'2). The majority of the graduates dÍd not

acknowledge the in-service training as a source of job security'

Since teachers in Malawi are civi I servants, they are subjected

to the same ru1es, reguiations, and conditions of service as the

other members of the civil service' Thus, partÍcipation in an-v

form of traÍning by a teacher or anybody in the civil service

woúld not provide one with any additional security on the job'

Simi larly, low degrees of satisfaction were also reported with

respect to the two variables: "increased opportunity for other
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civi I service positions" (46.2% and a mean of 4.0) , and

"increased opportunity for salary advancement as a result of the

training" (28'8% and a mean of 3.3).

Perceptlon8 of Flrst ând Second Grâduâtes Compared

Of the 114 guestionnaires which were received and then

analysed in accordance with the specific purPoses of the study'

76 guestionnaires came from the first graduates who had ended

their studies in 198ó, and 38 from the second graduates who had

finished in the following year' 1987. The following table

presents summaries of the reactions of the two groups toward the

in-s ervi ce training.
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Tâble 22
Comparâtiv€ Particlpant Perceptlone of In-Servlce
Programme: FlrEt and Second Graduôtes

HS
MS
LS

Satisfied
Moderate Satisf action
Low Satisfaction

(F) = % of
(S) = % of

fírst graduate s
second gradua t e s

DIMENSIONg HS
6-5

MS
4-3

LS
2-I Me an

I. Achlevement of Academlc Knowledge
D i mene lon (F) 87.7(s) 84.e

II. The Job Performance Dlmeneton

(F) 86.4
(s) 86,0

III, The Admlnletrative Dlmenelon

(F) 73.5(s) 74.r

IV, The Col legfal DlmenElon

and Technical SklIIB

11,0 1.3 5.3
r3.8 1.3 5.2

12,2
12.5

2r,7
22,4

14. I
18.4

25.5

14. 9
22 ,2

3ó. I
24 ,7

1.4
t,5

4.8

5.3

4.9
4.S

v.

vI,

(F) 83.2
(s) 80,3

The Recognltlon-Support D lmens l on

(F) 69,5
(s) 72.6

The Pereonal D imene I on

(F) 82,s
(s) 73.4

(F) 40.0(s) s5.8

2,6 5,2
1.3 5.1

5.0 4.8
4,2 4.8

2,6 5.1
4,4 4,9

23,2 3,8
19.5 4,2

VII, The Economlc Dlmenslon
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Both groups of graduates shov/ed degrees of convergence and

divergence in their opiníons regarding the training Programme as

measured along the 7 dimensions. The members of the first group

of graduates who responded to the study (N=76)' and those of the

second group (|l=38), reported high agreement in their Ieveis of

satisfaction with the programme only along 3 dimensions' The-v

indicated high satisfaction with the achievement of knowledge and

skills (87.7% and 84,9%), the appropriateness of the new

learnings to their job performance (8ó.4% and 8ó.0%) , and the

collegial dimension (83.2% and 80.3%)' There was also

concurrence in their perceptions of high satisfaction aLong the

administrative dimension (73.5% and 74,L%), and the recognition-

support dimension (69.5% and 72.6%), though comparatively Iower

than in the above cases.

There were sma I I di fferences in participants' reactions

along both the personðl and economic dimensions' The first

graduates registered high levels of satisfaction with the

personal dimeusion (82.5%) whereas, on the other hand' the rating

of the second graduates along the same dimension was slightl'v

lower (73,4%). The fol lowing explanation is in order'

The primary school teachers in llalawi are graded as foliows:

T1

12

IJ

= Promot iona I post

= 4 years of secondary education and 2

years of teacher training

= 2 years of secondary education and 2

years of teacher training
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T5

Temporary
Teachers

I years ot primary education and
years of teacher trainíng
5 years of primary education and
years of teacher training

Untrained/various educational
qualifications.

Tl is a promotional post from the T2 or T3 grade, The School

Heads in the country are either T1, T2 or T3' There are also

Deputy Heads, who hold the grade of T1. t'/hen the MIE-BU Teacher

Project tvas under plan' it was agreed that the retraining

programme would be focused on the School Inspectors and the

School Heads with Tl and T2 grades' first beginning with the Tl

Heads, The first 1984 intake of participants exhausted the

numbers of heads with the Tl rank' Because of staff turn-over

at the I'linistry Headguarters, the pol icy for selecting candidates

for training was not followed. Thus, during the second intake of

1985, the project received some students who were Deputy Heads

with T1 rank. Their numbers are not available' These people

completed the training in 1987 and they are a part of the 38

second graduates who responded to the study, A further re-

examination of the questionnaire raw data confirms low scores of

I and 2 along the 6-point scale for the following variables of

the personal dmensionl " improved job satisfaction", "improved

professional autonomy", and " improved personôl comfort or

satisfaction" . It ís possible that such 1ow scores were a resu I t

of the evaluations of this set of people, These people felt
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feel ings of frustration because they could not exercise their

professional autonomy under their untrained School Heads' In

turn, this affected their perceptions ot job satisfaction and

personal comfort. This may have helped to further reduce their

overal l satisfaction with the personal dimension'

Addítionally, 11 out of the 38 second graduates were female

Inspectors known as District Home Economics Organizers. They are

charged primarily with the supervision of specific home economics

subjects, such as house-craft and needlework, These subjects are

offered in selected primary schools in the country' Such

subjects reguire the provision of material resources for their

effective ímplementation in the school system. The persons to

influence pol icy in this direction are the District Home

Economics Organi zers. But economíc real ities are such that it is

difficult to provide schools wi.th adeguate resources to suPport

the teaching of these subjects. Although a lack of adequate

instructional materialg is general in the Malawi Primary

Educationalsystem,itismuchworseinthehomeeconomicsarea'
where books and appropriate materials are lacking (Malawi

MinÍstry of Education and Culture' 1987), By ímplication' a lack

of materials in schools can limit a supervisor's professional

autonomy in performing the advisory services' This condition can

lead to frustration since a supervisor's opportunities for

considering alternative soiutions to a teacher's problem(s)

become restricted. This further reduces the supervisor's levels
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of job satisf dct j.on and personal comfort. Simiiarlr', a re-

anôlysis of the raw data disclosed Iow ratings of the same

variables: "job satisfaction", "professional autonomJ-' , atld

"personal comfort or satisfaction", The two reasons combined ma,v

he 1p to explaitr why the second graduates rated their fee I ings of

satisfaction along the personal dimension at 73'4%'

B¡' contrast, the first graduates (fi=7ó) were relativel-v

happ-r' with al l the variables of the dimension and this explains

wh,r' the¡. f avourably rated the d j'mension at 82.5%.

Thene was also a difference i'n participants' feelings of

sat isfaction regarding the economic component ' The evaluation of

this component by the first group of trainees gave a rating of

satisfaction of 40.0%, whereas, the second group rated the

dimension at 55.8%. First, it should be noted that both groups

rated the dimension very Iow, comparôtively. Second, it should

be remembered that the economic dimension consisted of the 5

variables, namely: " increased opportunity for occupational

promotion" , " increased chances for advanced training" , " increased

opportunities for other cívi 1 service positions" , " increased

level of job security", and "increased opportunity for salary

advancement". Both groups of graduates matched in their

evaluations of the varíables: " increased chances for advanced

traìning" , " increased opportunities for other civi I service

positions", and "increased level of job security" ' The ratings

ranged from I to 2 on the measurement scale for reasons already

discussed in previous sections. However, the groups differed in
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their perceptions along the 2 sub-dimens ions of " increased

opportunit-v for occupational promotion" ' ðnd " increased

opportunity for salary advancement". 0f the 76 respondents among

the first graduates, 49 were school lnspectors. The highest

promotional level that this group of people can hope to attain is

that of a District Educational officer only. By comparison, the

School Heads, most of whom were among the second graduates

(n=27), can hope to rise to the position of a School Inspector,

an Assistant District Educational 0fficer, or a District

Educational officer, Thus, the members of the second group of

graduates viewed " increased opportunity for occupational

promotion" more favourabiy than their counterparts ' This also

influenced their evaluations of "íncreased opportunity for salary

advancement", This explains why there was a difference in the

rating of the economic dimension between the first trainees

(40 . 0%) and the second ( 55 ' 8%) '

Perception6 of HeâdB ând InspectorB

Of the 114 respondents, 54 were School Heads and 60 were

Inspectors. Their comparative perceptions of the training

programme are summarized below'
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TABLE 23
Comparative Perc ePt i on e

programm€: s choo I Heade
of eôtisfactlon wlth in-eervlce
and I nspe cto r e

High Satisfaction
Moderate Satisfaction

(H) = School
( Ins ) = Schoo I

Heads
Inspectors

HS MS LS

DIllENSIONS ó-5 4-3 2-! Mean

1. Achievement of Knowl edge
and Skills (H) 88'4 1O'2 l'4 s'3

(Insj 85.6 12.9 1'5 5'3

2. The Job Performance
Dimens ion (H) 90 ' 6

( Ins ) 82. 5
8.8

15,4

3. The Administrative
Dimension

4. The CoI legial
Dimension

(H) 78.4 17.3
(Ins) 7L'6 24,1

0.6 5.4
2.1 5.1

4,3 5.0
4,3 4.8

1,,J J.¿
2,r 5,2

4.5

5.0

4,5

(H) 85.7
(Ins) 79,2

83, 7
ó0, 3

83.7
75,9

12.0
18.7

14,I
32.0

13.4
20.6

7.7

2,9
3,5

13,0

5, The Recognition-SuPPort
Dimension (H)

( Ins )

6, The Personal Dimension (H)
( Ins )

7. The Economic
D ime ns ion (H) 58.5

N (Héads ) = 54
N ( Inspectors ) = 60

The School Heads' (N=5a) responses indicated higher levels

of satisfaction along all the 7 dimensions. By implication' the

Heads appeared slightly more satisfied with the programme than

the Inspectors. This is not surprising' The Heads have never
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had any in-service training throughout their period of service,

The above data are representative of their positive feelings

toward the MIE-BU Teacher In-service Programme. On the other

hand, the Inspectors had some previous experience of in-service

In the past, they attended short-t imee duc at ion.

seminars/conferences organized by the Ministry of Education,

They also participated in curriculum workshops conducted by the

Malawi Institute of Education' although such experiences were not

as systematic and formal as the MIE-BU In-service Project. Thus'

there was not as much excitement with the programme on the part

of the Inspectors. The other reasons ôlready given in previous

sections equal ly apply in expiaining the dífferences in

percept ions ,

Percoptlon8 of Heads of Urban, Model ônd Rurâ1 Schools

The programme involved Heads from the 3 types of primary

schools in Malawi: urban, model and rural. The urban schools

referred to those located in the cities of Blantyre ' Li longwe,

and Mzuzu, as well as those in Zomba Town, On the other hand'

the model schools tYere those insititutions which where built

beginning in the 70's through the 80's in order to provide local

communities with standards for erecting new schools. The rest of

the schools which fell outside the two classes were considered

rura L
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Fifty-four School Heads returned the

questionnaires for this evaluation' The breakdown

fol lows: 12 urban, 9 model ' and 33 rural, Table 24 is

of their perceptions towards the training.

comp I eted

was as

a s umma ry



TABLE 24
Comparatlve PårticlPant PerceptlonB of In-Service
Programme: Heade of Urbôn, Modelr ând Rural Schoole

H- = Satisfied (U) = Urban schools
MS = Moderate Satisfaction (M) = Model schools
LS = Low Satisfaction (R) = Rural schools

%%%
DIMENSIONS HS MS LS

6-5 4-3 2-l Mean

L Achlevement of Acqdemlc Knowledge ând Technlcô1 Sklll6
Dfmenrlon (u) 9r.7 7,3 1.o 5'.,

(M) 93,1 5,ó 1.4 5.s
(R) 86.0 12.s 1.5 5.3

II. The Job Performãnce DfmenElon

(u) 93.1 6,2 0'7 5'4
(M) 96.3 3'7 0 5.6
(R) 87,9 LL,4 0.8 5.3

III, The Admlnfetratlve Dfmeneion

(u) 79,2 18'1 2,8 s.0
(M) 94,4 5.ó 0.0 5'4
(R) 73,2 20,7 6.1 4,9

IV, The Col1egla1 D lmene l on

(u) 89,6 8.3 2.r 5'3
(M) 94,4 5'6 0'0 5,4
(R) 81.8 15.2 3.0 s.l

V, The Recognltlon-Support D lmenE I on

(u) 93,3 6,7 0.0 5'4
(M) 88.9 11.1 o'o 5.5
(R) 78.8 18'8 5'0 5'0

VI, The Pereonal DinenElon

(u) 88.0 ll'1 o'9 5'3
(M) 9?.5 r'2 L'2 s.ó
(R) 78'r 17.8 4.0 4.9

VIL the Economlc DlmenElon

(u) 53.3 4s.0 1,7 4'7
(M) 68.9 22.2 8.9 s'o
(R) 57,6 24'2 r8'2 4'2
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It is evident that the samples of urban (N=12) and model

primary Heads (N=9) were both small. This reduces the level of

conf i denc e in the results.

However, what can be pointed out is that all the categories

of Heads appeared highly satisfÍed with the achievement of

knowledge and skiils, the job-performance dimension' the

administrative dimension, the col legial dimension, the

recognition-support dimension, ônd the personal dimension' Both

the urban and rural Heads showed slightly lower Ievels of

satisfaction along the economic dimension than the Heads of model

schools,Theresu]tSa]soshowedthatHeadsofmodelschoois
were almost always at the top of the 3' similarly' the Heads of

the rural schools were the Lowest. It wôs pointed out in Chapter

II of the study that rural primary schools in the country are

generally poorer in the supply of resources than modei and urban

schools. The rural schools are poorly equipped with

instructional materials, buildings and teaching staff (Heyneman,

1980; cameron and Hurst, 1983) ' According to Lam' (1979) and

Smyl ie ( 1988) , these school properties have the potential to

discourage the rural Heads from experiementÍng with innovative

ideas acguired during their in-service trôining' This may help

to explain why this Sroup of Heads was the lowest of the 3 with

respect to the assessment of the dimensions of satisfaction'
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Perceptlone of lleâdB of Large and Small Schools

Large primary schools were described as those schools with

student enrol lments of above 1000. This defÍnition is ôcceptable

to the Maiawi Ministry of Education because they pay

administrative al lowances to those heading primary schools with

student populations of over 1000. The schools wÍth enrollments

under 1000 were considered small schools.

Of the School Heads who responded to this investigation

(N=5a), 22 were Heads of large schools and 32 of smal I schools.

Their feelings regarding the MIE-BU Teacher Programme as assessed

by the survey questionnaire are portrayed in Table 25,
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TABLE 25
Comparative Partfcipant Perceptions of In-Servlce
Programme: Hecde of Lârge and Small Schools

HS
MS

LS

= Hi gh Satisf action
= Moderate Satisf action
= Low Satisf action

(L) = Large schools

(S) = Small schools

,b.þ6

HS MS LS
6-5 4-3 2-L

DIMENgIONS
Mean

L Achfevement of Acâdemlc Knowledge
Dlmenelon (L) el.s(s) 86.3

II. The Job Performance Dlmeneion

(L) e2.0
(s) 8e,3

III. The Adminlatratlve Dlmenaion

(L) 83.3
(s) 74.5

IV, The Col legial Dlmeneion

(L) 8s.2
(s) 85.9

V, The Recognltlon-Support Dtmens lon

(L) 88.2
(s) 80.6

VL The Pereonal DlmenE lon

and Technlcal Skl l 1e

ó.8 L7 5,3
i2.5 r,2 5,3

0,4 5.4
0.8 5.3

3.8 5. r
4.7 4.9

2,3 5.2
2,3 5.2

0.9 5.3
t,9 5. r

4.0 5.2
2,r 5. r

(L) 83,3(s) a3.7

65.5
53.8

7,6
9,9

12 ,9
20.8

12,5
11,7

t0, 9

L2,6
r4,2

VII. The Economlc DlmenElon

(L)
(s)

26,4 A,2 4.1
30.0 16,2 4.3



Both the Iarge and small School Heads recognised the value

of the training with respect to the achievement dimension (91.5%

for 1ðrge school Heads and 86.3% for smal I school Heads), the

job-performance dimension (92.0% for large school heads and

S9.3% for smal l school Heads) ' the administrative dÍmension

(83.3% and 74.5%, respectively), the col legial dimens ion (85.2%

and 85.9%), the recognition-support dimension (88,2eÁ and 80'6%) 
'

and the personal dimension' (83.3% and 83.7%). These high rates

of assessment as well as agreement suggest how the Heads valued

the in-service programme especiai Iy with respect to these

dimensions of satisfaction. Agôin, this record of perceíved

satisfaction is a reflection of the fact that the Heads had never

before been involved in in-service education experiences '

Table 25 also points out that both sets ot School Heads

recorded low ìeve1s of satisfaction on the economic dimension

(ó5.5% for Heads of Iarge schools, and 53,8% for Heads of small

schools), The reasons for this observation have already been

given in previous sections.

However, the two groups of Heads differed in their

assessments of their feel ings of satisfaction along the

achievement dimension, the administrative dimension' the

recognition-support dimension, and the economic dimension' Heads

of the large schools (N=22) hôd 4 years of secondary education as

disclosed by the guestionnaire survey data' By contrast' some of

the Heads of the small schools (N=7), had 2 years of secondary

education only' This figure seems rôther low and this
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investigator believes that there were more people among the

category of the Heads of the small schools who had attained only

2 years of secondary education. Some people feel Iess

comfortable when they are asked information regarding their

educational achievements, especial ly in a country where

opportunitíes for secondary education are very iimited. It can

therefore be speculated that the Heads of the smal l schools

assessed the achievement dimensíon less positively than their

colleagues in the iarge schools because some members of the grouP

had lower entry qualifications to enable them to benefit greatly

from the in-service Programme. They were short of appropriate

entry skills such as an adequate language facility to enable them

to closely follow the instruction which was conducted in English,

This might have accounted for the slÍghtly Iower level of

satisfaction along the achievement dimension for thÍs group of

peopie since learning development is a process which builds upon

already existing knowledge (Berman and Friederwitzer' f981). If

an individual does not have appropriate background information'

he or she may not profit from instruction.

The 2 categories of Heads dÍffered also in their evaluations

of the administrative dimension, The large school Heads'

assessment gave results of 83.3%, whereas their col leagues

produced results of 74'5%, Large school enrol lments suggest a

situation of complex problems and the reverse is probably true

aIso. By impiication, Heads of large schools mêy be busily
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involved in negotiating with students, staff ' and the community

on the best procedures for running the schools in order to

real ize educationai goals, The results of such discussions ma,v

lead to the formulation of agreed school pol icies ' These aspects

were some of the variables of the administrative dimension which

the research participants evaluated on a ó-point scale ' The

results of the large school Heads along the administrative

dimension were an indicatíon of acknowledgement of the usefulness

of the programme in giving them appropriate administrative skills

which they were able to apply in the work situation' This may

have beerì the reason why the Heads of the large schools scored

siightly higher along the dimension than their counterparts '

The recognition-support dimension was also a source of

differences in perception ômong the Heads' The large school

HeadsindicatedaslightlyhigherleVelofsatiSfaction(88'2%)

than the smal l school Heads (80. ó%) ' Since the Heads of the

large schools serve a iarger body of students and' by

implication, a larger community, and aiso work with a large staff

(over 20 ôs shown by questionnaire data) ' it may be that their

participation in the MIE-BU Programme acted as a booster of their

feelings of self-esteem and recognition' Hence' these Heads

s I ight 1y surpassed their friends on the evaluation of this

particular dimension of satisfaction'

Final ly, the Heads differed also along the economic

dimension: 65'5% and 53.8% for large and small school Heads '

respectively, As prevíous1y stated, in Maiawi the large Primary
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school Heads are paid an administrative al lowance by the Ministry

of Educôtion, whereas the rest are not. This may help to explain

why the Heads of Iarge schools were slightly more positive with

the rating of this dimension than the Heads of the smalI schools.

Perceptlons of Mâ1e ând FemâIe GraduateE

The 114 survey guesti.onnaires that were received gave a

breakdown of the sexes as fol lows : 95 male and 19 female. This

represents a sex ratio of 5:1 which is far too unbalanced to

enable ôny reasonable comparative interpretations of the

evaiuation findings, although it does reflect the composition of

the Malawian teaching force. However, it is sufficíent just to

point out the trend of the findings as displayed in the following

table,
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TABLE 2ó
Comparatíve ParticiPônt PerceptlonE of In-Service
Programmei Mâle and Female Participanta

HS = Tf¡i;-s a t i s f act ion
lls = Moderate Satisfaction (M) = Percentage of iïales
LS = Low Satisfaction (F) - Percentage of Females

%%%
DIMENSIONS HS MS LS

ó-5 4-3 2-L itlean

I, Achlevement of Academic Knowledge and Technlcal Skllla
Dlmenaion (M) 89.8 9.0 r'2 s.4

(F) 76.3 2L,7 2'o 5.0

II. The Job Performance DlmenElon

(M) 89.0 9.8 1.2 5.4
(F) 77,2 r9'7 3.1 5.0

III. The Adminletrative Dlmengion

(M) 75.4 19,7 s.0 4 ' e
(F) 69.3 28.9 1.8 4'8

IV. The Col legial Dlmenelon

(M) 83'2 L4'4 2,4 5'2
(F) 81.ó r7'1 1.3 5 l

V, The Recognitlon-gupport Dimenefon

(M) 71,9 23,6 4's 4 e

(F) 67.4 26,3 ó'3 4'6

VI, The Personal Dlmeneion

(Þr) 81,8 15.1 3.1 5'2
(F) 7L'9 24,s 4'l 4 8

VI I, The Economlc Dlmensfon (M) 45,7 32'3 2r.9 4 o

(F) 45.3 3l'ó 23,2 4 o
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The evaluations indicate that the male appeared more

satisfied with the training on most dimensions than their female

counterparts . This observat ion appi ies to the achíevement

dimension, the job performance dimension' the administrative

dimension, the reognition-support dimension' and the personal

dimension. It is difficult to comment on these observations

because the female sample was smal l.

Interestingly, both sexes agreed in their degrees of

satisfaction wíth regard to the assessment of the col legial

dimension, and the economic dimension.

Perceptlons of 0lder ônd Younger Partlclpante

The retiríng age for civil servants in Malawi (teachers

included) fluctuates between 50 and 55 years of age' This is so

in order to create employment opportunities for the rapidly

increasing young population. Therefore, in the present research'

an older participant was defined as one who had exceeded the age

of 40 and anyone below that age level was considered younger'

Of the people who had answered the survey instrument

(:!=114), ó1 were categorized as oider graduates and 53 as younger

graduates. The perceptions of these people in regard to the

treatment that they received are exhibited in the table which

follows,
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TABLE 27
Comparatlve particlpanta' perceptlons of eatlefactlon
wtiil in-aervice programmel Older and younger graduâtes

lfS = Moãerate Satisfaction Y = Younger graduates

= Low

HS MS

D I M E N S I O i'{ S ó-5 4-3 2-l Mean

1. Achievement of Know I edge
and Skiìls 

' (O) 86'r r2'2 L'7 5'3
(Y) 87.7 tl,3 1'0 s'3

(o) 85.8 r2'2
(Y) 87,3 rl.9

73.1 20.9
74.9 22,6

LS

2,0 5,2
0.8 5,3

ó.0 4.8
2,5 4.9

3.3 5.0
1.0 5.2

5,6 4.8
3.4 4,8

3,4 5.0
2,O 5. I

2. The Job Performance
Dimension

3. The Administrative
Dimension

4. The Col legiai
D imens i on

5, The Recognition-SupPort
Dimension (O)

(Y)

ó, The Personal Dimension (O)
(Y)

(o)
(Y)

(o) 80.9 15'8
(Y) 84.0 15.0

l¿.¿ ¿z'z
70.0 26,6

78.5 17.l
81,1 16.9

7. The Economic" ;i;";;;;;"-- (?ì 
i3 : 33'å î3'å ; ?

The evaluatíons featured that both the older and younger

trainees ciosely matched in their levels of satisfaction with the

training on al1 except 2 dimensions, namelY, the col Iegial

dimension (oiderl 80,9% and younger: 84'0%), and the economlc

dimension (oIder: 43,8% and younger 48.2%). However, the
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differences are small and may therefore be attri.buted to chance,

Graduatee' Involvement In operatlng In-aervlce

The research subjects were asked to write down, on a S-point

scale, the number of times they conducted in-service education

activities for the teachers in the schools, This was a very

crucial question as it related to the thrust of the teacher

project: to train a cadre of professionals who would in return

traín others on the job. Data analysis yíelded the results in

Table 28.

TABLE 28
Percent of graduatee fndicatlng conductlng ln-Eervlce
activltfes for teachlng ataff durlng 1987-88 school year

Cat e gory None Once Twice Three More Than
Times Three Times

Schoo I Heêd E

Schoo 1 InspÊctors

MEAN

13.0 22 .2 35.2 14.I r.4.I
7 7

19.85 30 .25

The above result6 suggest that the graduates of the MIE-BU

Teacher Project made some effort to conduct in-service activities
for teachíng staff in the school system, However, 13.0% of the

Heads and 26,7% ot the Inspectors who participated in this case

study reported failure to organize in-service programmes for

teachers in the schools. A number of reasons may be suggested
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for fai I ing to operate in-services:

!. It is possible that some of the graduates were not

clear about what they were expected to do after their graduation.

Lack of clarification of the ultimate goals of a staff

development programme is often given as one of the barriers to

the transfer of an innovation to the work site (Berman ' l98l ) '

2, Uncertainty of practice is also a possibility (Smylie,

1988). It is possible that some of the graduates díd not develop

the skitls for planning and delivering in-service activities'

Hence, it is possible that they lacked confidence in operating

in-service for teachers in the schools.

3. Negative social inf luences in the workplaces (Joyce and

Showers, 1988) may block some parti.pants from trying to conduct

in-service programmes. It should be understood that a school is

a political system (Fírestone and Herriott' 1981) ' Thus, there

may be certain members of staff (informal social forces) who

could be opposed to innovations. The existence of such

informal forces would discourage some of the trainees from

conducting in-servi ce training programmes.

4, Joyce and Showers (1988) point out that teachers fall

into three classes with respect to their 1eve1s of activity'

There are high-activity People who always try out somethíng'

Then, there are those who display a high degree of dependence on

others, Their 1evel of activity depends on who they are with'

Then, there is a third category of teachers who are reluctant to

implement chônge in schools. Thus, it is Possible that those who
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fai Ied to conduct in-service courses might belong to one of the

last two categories.

5. Leadership of the central district administration is

also a possible reason. The in-service graduates are civil

servants. In Malawi, Heads and Inspectors cannot organize ilt-

service courses for teachers without the approval of the Ministry

representatives at the central district admínÍstration, It is

therefore possible that some of the trainees were not able to

conduct such training programmes because of lack of support from

the centrai district office.

ó. Finally, it is also possible that a lack of

instructional resources, which is a general problem in the

country, might have made it difficult for some of these People to

attempt such training programmes.

The MIE-BU trainees wère further asked to provide some

examples of topics covered during the in-service courses they had

organized for the schools. The purpose was to seek evidence that

the graduates actual ly operated the programmes ' Those who

indicated they had performed the activity mentioned the following

topics or areas ¡

1. Hoìv to Plan a lesson
2, The imPortance of teaching aids
3. Writing a test using a test Plan
4' Using the mean to assess pupils' work
5. Class management, supervision, and administration
6, ComPleting records of work
7. Teaãhing ót fnglish grammar ônd oral English
L Teaching of Sc ience
9. The art of imProvisation
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10. Ef f ect ive teaching

The above topics fal I into 3 general clusters, namely, planning

for teaching, aspects of lesson delivery, and evaluation of the

learning process. Thus ' the topics that the partícÍpants covered

during the in-service activities were of a practical nature.

This is a reflection of what they were taught during the i"lIE-BU

Programme. l,Jhile a practical orientation to in-service training

is a good idea, it can be argued that it would have been more

appropriate to focus the staff development activities on, for

example, some important perspectives of the learning process and

child development before going into the specific areas. A

perspectives approach not only Ímproves a teacher's understanding

of classroom instructional processes, but it also gives him or

her a frame of reference for believing in what he or she does in

the c I as sroom,

RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEW SURVEY

The sample of the I teachers who were interviewed in Zomba

Town during the month of August, 1988 came from the ó districts

of Malawi, namelyl Blantyre, Dowa ' Mchinji' Rumphi ' Thyolo and

Zomba. The interview conferences focused on the fo1 lowing

questions:

L What sort of things is your headmaster/mistress able
to do now that s/he was not able to do before attending
the course at Domasi?
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2. How often hôs s/he assisted you in professional
For example, how often has s,/he assisted you in
preparation?

How often has s/he observed you giving a lesson
class?

How often has s/he conducted in-service courses
schoo I staf f ?

duties?
lesson

in

for the

In what manner are staff meetings conducted?

How would you rate your school on the following scale:
excellent, 8ood, faírr poor and extremely Poor' with
respect to:
(a) Headmaster/mistress-staff relations
(b) Teacher-teacher reiations
(c) Teacher-student relations
(d) Headmaster,/mistress-student relations
(e) School-community relatíons

How has the staff benefited from the Head's training?

Is there anything which has not been covered that you
wish to mention?

The I questions were asked to seek evidence to support or

contradict the information dísclosed through the questionnaire

survey, For example, the first 4 questions searched for facts

regarding the Head's involvement in such activities as staff

supervision and development, The latter ís the ultimate goal of

the MIE-BU Teacher Project, Questions 5 and ó were addressed to

evaluate the degree of Ínter-personal relationshiPs in the

schools headed by the programme pôrticipônts, However, the above

interview schedule has two important lÍmitations, First' there

is no standard for comparison to assure that the trained Heads

actually ímproved their practices, attitudes and values in the

schools as a result of the training, In other words, it would

5.

6.

7.

8.
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have been better if there was a pre,/post-test interview. Second,

is the point that al1 of the questions above are more directive.

It ìvould have been more appropriate Íf questions were more

indirect. The results of the interviews are given below.

TABLE 29
A summèry of the reBulta of lnterviewe wlth a Eampl€ of
prlmäry schoo I t e achere

Heads actrvrtres f FrequBncy

2

z
l. Oper¿tion of in-servicê Progrèmmes for st¿ff
Z. Supervision of tê¿chêrs
3. Imp!amentètion of eff Êcti.vB school

¿dministrative, org¿niz¿tional ênd
m¿nègêment Prècticès Exèmples:
incre¿sed division of lèbour, improved
Hêad-Staff rê1ê.tions, ônd j.mproved
s têff meelings

4, Re-org¿nizètion of procêduces of prêp¿r ing
schemes of woak a,nd !esson plôns.

Spéc j.f icêtion of obiectivês 8nd taaching
procedures whên prep¿tring ¿ lesson p1ên,

5. None

ànd t e of rof
givên by H€ôd

1. once: lesson orgeniz¿tion and Plsnning
2 . Once: approach6a to EngI is!t Ianguag6 Iassons
3 . once: cl¿ss orgênization ¿nd m¿nêgñÊnt
4. Non6

6

!
1

I

Nurnbêr of tiñes of lesson observÈtions by HÊêd

l. Oncê
2, Twica
3. N€ver

4
1
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TAALE 29 (continued)

Numbêr
for staff

1. Oncê conductad è week-1ong i'n-servieE on èddit j.on'
mu!tiplicõtion, ðnd add i t ion. He4d also org¿nized
a, seminèr for 5 o ther schools in th6 nê ighbourhood

2. TwicB on thè following tl-remes: Prêpêr¿tion of
schemês of work, ð,¡rd lêsson p1¿trs, têst prêpõrêtion
and tl'rè te¿ching of èritl-rmêtic

3. Three limês on school manêgemer¡t ênd methods of
teãching

4 . None

è!-d cônductéd

Conduct of staff meetings in thê schools

Open discussions ôt staff me€tings

Eva-luation àtions in school

(E:exce11ênt' G=good I F=fðir I P=Poor and EP=ex trêmê1y poor)

EP

1 Hêèd - s taff rêiations

2 Te¿cher-teacl'rer r€lotions
3. Teachef-student relètions
{. Head_student rslations
5. School_com¡nunity rêl!t,tions

x
25.0

0.0
0,0

12 .5
ôo

Ãx
25.0 50

87.5 !2
r00.0 0

75.0 L2
/5 U Z5

5

0

5

0

ß
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

x
0,0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

I
2

4

6
7

Perceivêd bênÊfits resulting from Head's Trlining

Impr oved S tsff -H€ad rêlêtions
Improvêd rêcord-keeping
Impr ov€d c1¿gsroom oag¿niz¡!tion skills
I ncr ê¿ s ed r es o ur c ef u I net s s

Incre4sed inte!ê3t in rêading ênd study
Improved co-oper¿tion omong t6êcl'€r3
fncrêasêd t€¿cl1€f involvêmênt in school
administrètiotl
Improvêd 165son preparêtion 8nd têst j.ng
skills
None due to lack of sup€rvison ¿nd
in-se¡vìce êcti.vi tiê9

I
I
)
I
I
I
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TABLE 29 (continued)

Other Remarks

FoIIow-ups wou!d hel'p to rêmind the Hêèds of the
j.mpof tèncê of pr3ct is ing the ski!Is thêy dêveloped
3t Domèsi

The above fíndings reflect the opinions of only the I

teachers who were contacted. Therefore' they are less useful in

making practical interpretations, But it is important to

highlight the trends they seem to indicate:

i , There is greater interest in staff deve lopment

activities. The interview data sholY that the SchooI Heads had

involved their teachers in in-service activities focused on the

teaching of arithmetic, preparation of teaching plans such as

schemes of work and lesson plans, test preparatíon, classroom

management ski I ls, and general teaching methods, The data

further emphasize that the Heads had been involved in the

supervision o! instruction in the schools' For example' the

Heads provided teachers with professional assistance in Lesson

planning and organization ( including the specification of

objectives), and approaches to the teaching of English language

lessons, Additionaily, they also observed Iessons given by their

school staff. These practical activities are nutrients for staff

growth (Hunter, 1988) and have the potential to improve learnÍng

in the Malawian prÍmarY schools.
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2, There is evidence for improved skills in the areas of

school administration, organization' and mênagement. The

teachers who were interviewed reported that there was increased

division of Iabour in theír schools which implies teacher

involvement in school administration, organization, and

management. It is reasonable to assume that this trend can lead

teachers to develop a sense of ownership of a school. The Iatter

can affect school improvement since a sense of ownership impl ies

that school staff share a common understanding of a school's

mission (Griffin, 1987). Thus, al I teachers at a school

cooperatively work toward cÒmmon school goa1s.

The above table also reports improved procedures for school

staff meetings. School staff meetings were reported as being

more "open" implying that the Heads encouraged teacher

participation in decision-making during the meetings. This trend

is a positive gain of the MIE-BU Teacher Project' Staff meetings

of this type help to improve relationships among staff' It is 
'

therefore, not surprising that the interviewees also reported

signíficant improvement in school-site inter-relationships'

Improved relatÍonships at the iocal sqhool site are a necessary

pre-condition for school improvement (Joyce and Showers ' 1988)'

Improved relations imply that the school teacher group becomes

cohesive (Griffin, 1987) and members of staff are then forced to

share common values regarding the purposes of schooling' Other

things being egual, shared values of the goals of schooling can

have an influence upon school improvement.



To summarize, the interview results show "trickLe down',

effects of what was covered by the graduates during their
attendance of the in-service programme at Domasi.

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSES

In addition to the closed-ended Ítems, the survey

questionnaire also accommodated open-ended forms of responses.

For example, at the end of each of the 7 dimensions, there was an

"other" categor-v. This was done in order to obtain additional

data which the researcher mÍght not have addressed at the time of

i nstrument deve l opment,

L. The open-ended responses were grouped into categories'

in which similar responses were totalled.

2, Obviously this was only an approximate process' due to

inherent difficulties in i.nterpreting responses and of trying to

decide what respondents realIy meant'

3, Nonetheless, most of the responses were fairly clear

and strai ght forward,

4, Certain common themes emerged as exhibited in Tables 30

and 31 that follow,
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TABLE 30
Analyses of Questionnalre Open-ended Responses:
Heads of Schoo 1s

I, ACHIEVEME}IT OF KNOWLEDCE DIXENSION
Th eme s

I Feel!ngs of improved personal competênce
3 t wo f k

2 Improved sbilitiês in wo!k¡ng with s1èff
3. Problems of j.mplementation (ovêrloðd ènd

ttônsf ers )

I I . TIiE JOB-PERFORMANCE DIMENSION
Themes

FREOUENëY

l. Improved rêIêtlonships in the work sêtt j.ng 32
2. Increèsecl conf ìdBncê 19
3. Improved skrlls in the Perf ormèncê of in_serv j.ce l4
{. Crèàter l'mprovsmênt ,.n stõff pecformônce 7

5. Feel-ings of implov€d performèncê 35

I I I . THE ADMIN !STRATIVE DIMENSION
ThBmes
I. Crea ter tnvo!vêmênt in sdmini.stration
2. 53trsfôctory wor k rêI3lions wi' th stBff
3 Incre¡sêd feet!ngs of 3dminìEtrative competênce
{. FeeI ings of uns¿tisfactory work !ÊIations with

supervisofs

IV THE COLLECIAL DIMENSION
Th eme s
l. Improvêd relations in working with te¿chers 19

V, RECOGN ITION.SUPPORT DIMENS ION
T¡1emes
I Lack of support from êuthoritiès 9

VI. THE PERSONAL DIMENSION
Themes
'j. Enha,ncsd fealings of Pêrson¿1 Saowttr
2. Ir¡cre¿sed desi.rê for ôdvancecl trêin j'ng

VIT, THE ECONOUIC DIMENSION
TI'r am e

l, Absencê of a reward suPPort sy3tem

30

e,

2D
L7

r0

27
16
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TAELE 30 (continuÉd)

VIII, THE CENERÁL REMARKS ' DIMENSfON
Theme s
! Creater recognition of trê.ining pfogrð,mmê
2. Absence of a rÊword support system
3. Nêed for follow-up
{ Need for adva,nced lra,1nj.ng

zî
10

6

6

r=54

It should be emphasízed that the frequencies in the above

table do not tally with the actual number of Heads (li-=54) who

responded to the questionnaire survey. The reason is, some of

the research informants did not react to the open-ended

questionnaire responses. Nevertheless, several themes emerged

overwhelmingl_v:

t , Increased Fee I ings of Personal Competence

The Heads repeatedly emphasized that the training progrômme

had assisted them in ímproving their competence at work' defined

as improved teaching skills (planning, communication, and

evaluation) , improved skil ls in instructional supervÍsion' and

improved administrative/management ski I Is. ThÍs represents

growth in professional skilts. These positive feelings of

competence also contributed to their feelings of confidence in

discharging their duties and functions. A high ievel of feelings

of confidence is most closely associated with certainty of

practice (Smyl ie, 1988):

. Before I attended the programme, I feared the headship
position or responsibility because I didn't know how to
go about doing it. Now, I do it well.
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, I am at present more confident of what I do and my
members of staff are given opportunities to participate
in most activities at school.

2, Improved Work Relationships

The above data provide evidence that reiationships in the

workplaces had improved, This implies increased coilegiality

among staff in the schoois which' in turn, can affect school

improvement, as already discussed in previous sections of the

present chapter. These two statements support the view that work

relationships have Ímproved in those schools headed by the

trained Heads:

. I am now better able to communicate with the teachers
and have developed a democratic style of decision-
making '

. This time, I understand that working as a team is the
onl_v wa-v to raise perf ormance ' unl ike in those da-vs
when I took leadership to mean dictating my staff.

3, ImÞroved Skills in In-Serltlç1PglqgImônce

One of the goals of the MIE-BU Teacher Programme is to trarn

a cadre of professionals who would, in return, train others in

the ùÎa1awi primary school system. The results in table 30 above

provide evidence that this intention is being attained' For

exampì.e, the School Heads who responded to the questionnaire

reported that their in-service ski 11s had considerôbly improved

and that they were involved in the operation of school-focused

in-servÍces for their teaching staff:

, I now feel confident to conduct in-service courses for
the stôff at my school, In effect, I have so far
conducted two in-service courses - one on the teaching
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of arithmetic (addition), and the other on how to
produce an exami nat i on scheme.

4. I nvo l vement in School Administra

The Heads also acknowledged that the trairring programme

assisted them to broaden their horizons regarding school

administration. As a result, they indicated greater involvement

in school administration which' in turn' has helped reduce

problems in some schools '

. I remember some members of the community commenting
that there are now fewer problems at the school because
the man in authority has had training at Domasi. He
now knows how to handle the school better.

5. Greater Desire f g!' Advanced Training

one of the unintended effects of the training programme is

the creating of desire for continuing education. About ló Heads

reported interest for advanced training fol lowing their

participation in the programme. This is a logÍcal observation

because training does create other interests and expectations in

traÍnees.

Al l the above gains

in favour of the training

Educat i on at Domasi:

. I find my job easier
cÕurse I attended at
Domasi,

caused the Headteachers to speak highly

they had received at the Institute of

now because of the Profitable
the Maiawi Institute of Education'

The leadership training programme should contínue in
order to impròve the standards of education in Malawi'

The programme is an asset to whoever attended it'
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Personally, I must assure ,vou of the great importance
that I attach to the course. Not only has it improved
my professional abi I ities, but also my private I ife. I
carì now mix freely with people with various
bôckgrounds.

However, some responses drew attention to lack of monetary

reward for personal advancement, and problems of horizontal

transfer of training to the work site. The more common examples

of such problems were overload, transfers, lack of support from

the central district administration (for example ' lack of

material resources to enable Heads to operate effective in-

services) and lack of follow-up vísits by change tacilitators

(for example, MIE staff), It should be emphasized that there

were not many who voiced concern regarding probiems Óf

impiementing the innovative ideas developed during the programme '

Table 31 that follows presents a summary of the reactions of

the School InsPectors.

TABLE 31
Analy6es of Questlonnâfre open-ended ResPongeE:
Distrfct School InâPectorB

ACHIEVEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE
Th er¡ e s
t. Compê tBncé ðt work
2 . Improvad r61Et ions wi th teachêrs
3, Crea,ter utrdêrstonding of the 1e¿rning
4 Probtems ( limited êcêdêmic cove.ôge

supervis ion dt¡a to i.ong distènces)

THE JOB -PERFORMANCE DIMENSION
Tlteñês
,l' lmproved work rèI¿tions with teðche's

FR EQUEN C Y

35
I

paocess 4

ènd I rmi ted
5

II

2. Improved êbilitiês j'n conducting in-sarvicê
3. Rêleva,Írce of Programm€ 1o work
.1 . Lêck of Eupe¡vi3or suPPort

2A
35
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T,{BLE 31 (conl!nuêd)

IV

THE ADMI N I STRATIVE DIMENSION
Th êm€ s
l. Incrêèsed èdminj.str¿tivê ê,nd orga,nizètronèI

3bilrties
2. Lêck of êdm!nrstrètive opportunj.ties

THE COLLEC IAL DIMENSION
Themê

3S
L2

tL
I

z2
r0
I

36

2I
40

t. Creètêr collegiô!ity w j.th tea,chers

V. THE RECOCN ITION - SUPPORT DIMENSION
Themês
l. Lock of supervìsor support
Z. Absence of 5, rêw¿rd systern

VI THE PERSONAL DIMENSION
ThBmês
l Iñp¡ovBd p6rfo!mancê
2. Créater des ire f or Iearning
3, Feel ings of acêdemrc success

VII. THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION
Themê
I Creè,ter dê3ire fof a rew¿¡d suPPoft system

VIII THE CENERAL REMARK'S DIMENSION
'f h Bme s
L Neèd for inc!e¿sed support services
?. Usef Lllness of tr¿rning programme

X:60

The themes obtained from the Inspectors' oPen responses were

in many ways similar to the Heads' themes. For example' the

Inspectors stressed:

1. Increased comDetence in the ooeration of their duties and

functions, as supported by these statements:

. My supervision is highly appreciated by both my feIlow
officers and teachers in the schools'

. I rate myself as an effective supervisor in working
with teachers in the school system.
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. I am more comfortable during inspection and
supervision,

, yy personal professional performance hôs greatly
improved because of the programme,

. I am doing my job more effectively than before.

2. lmoroved relations with teachers in the schools, as

evi denced here.

, Before the programme started, i was viewed by teachers
as a fault finder. But, now I am viewed differently,
I am seen as an advisor, a guider or a professional
colleague by the teachers in the schools.

. The relations with teachers and school agencíes . , .

have improved

. Some teachers write to us so we can pay them visits in
their schoo I s.

3. ImDroved ski 1l s in perlorming in-service

the schools, as shown below:

, Now I conduct in-service courses for teachers in
schools more effectivelY,

. As a newly appointed Inspector, I had no idea regardÍng
the delivery of in-services ' but now I am able to
plan, organize, and evaluate in-service programmes more
easily.
4. Increased administratÍve and organizational skil1s' as

supported by these statements:

. The programme has eguipped me wíth useful
adminisarative, organizational and management skil Is
which I use to settle problems whenever they erupt in
schools.

, I am able to plan and organize school displays more
successful Iy foi lowing my studies at M. I. E.
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5. lncreased dçSjre for advanced learning, as suggested

belowr

, I feel my interest for reading and study has increased
because nor{, I use the l ibrary more often than I used
to do before the in-service at Domasi,

The other benefit that the Inspectors recognized (although a

small number) was an increased understanding of the learning

process. It should be emphasized that al I the above aspects

suggest that the programme was relevant in meetÍng the

Inspectors' professional needs. This real ity moved the

Inspectors to rate the programme as being extremely useful in

heiping improve the quality of learnÍng in the schools.

However, a smal I number of Inspectors cal led attentíon to

such problems as i (a) I imited supervision due to lack of supPort

from supervisors in providing them with transport ' and (b) lack

of administrative opportunities, implying that their supervisors

díd not involve them in administrative tasks. But ' a large

number of Inspectors expressed concern for the absence of salary

advancement following the programme they had attended:

. The programme has been very useful to us in many
aspecti, but one wonders how the Ministry is looking at
it. Most ol us expected an incentive.

In addition to the information summarized in Tables 30 and

31, both sets of participants made the fol lowing suggestions for

action,
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PARTICIPANTS' SUGGESTIONS FOR ACT I ON

l. Al1 the participants wanted continued CIDA support

for the programme so that their col Ieagues too could have their

professional skil Is upgraded.

2, They requested the Project Executives to persuade the

i'linistry of Education to re-evaluate the I"lIE-BU Award so that it

could be recognized for the good of their salary advancement.

3. The participants suggested implementation of follow-ups

of the programme's ex-students,

4, The-v also recommended that the District Educational

Officers be considered for training of the same kind:

The DEOs should go through the programme because the,v
supervise us. why shoutd they be ignorant of what is
expected of us?

5, The participants recommend that the Ministry of

Education should plan effective strategies to ensure effective

util ization of its trained personne L

ó, They also emphasized coverage of more primary related

content in future programmes '

7. They recommended that the Institute of Education should

consider estabi ishing a postal book loan to enabie the

participants to borrow books from the I'lIE Iibrary'
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CHAPTB VI

SIJTI,IARY. 0oiIü.USIOI¡S.

AT.¡D OPRATIOT.¡AL IilruCATIOTIS

SUMMARY

Through the use of the mai I questionnaire surve-v

methodo I ogy, the research obtained data from 145 trainees who

graduated from the )fIE-BU Teacher In-service Programme in 1986

and I98?. The participants were School Heads and District

Inspectors of Schools in. Yalawi. The primary purpose of the

investigation was to evaluate the traitrees' perceptions of

satisfaction with the in-service programme they received' The

construct "satisfaction" was defined as achievement of knowledge

and ski11s, job-performance, acquisition of administrative

ski11s, improved collegiality in the workplace, recognition-

support, feel ings of personal growth, and economic advancement '

However, a further purpose ot the research activity was to

determine whether any selected biographical elements of the

graduates were significant in influencing their perceptions of

the programme. The scope of the research was defined withÍn the

framework of this set of questionsi

l. (a) To what degree are the graduates sôtisfied with the 1n-

serl'ice training programme that they received at the Malawi

Institute of Education at Domasi?
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(b) What is the participants' ranking of satisfaction along

the foi lowing dimensions? ( i ) Achievemetìt of academic knowledge

and technical skills; (ii) Job-performance; (iii)

Administrative; (iv) Collegial; (v) Recogllition-support; (vi)

Persona I ; and (vii) Economic.

( c ) For each dímens i on, whi ch areas revea I

high and Iow degree of satisfaction?

2, Are there any differences i.n levels

between:

a relative:-r'

of satisfaction

(a)

training

in 1987?

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

3.

in-service

system?

The first graduates who completed the in-service

programme in 1986 and the second graduates who finished

Heads and Inspectors?

Heads of urban, model, and ruraL schools?

Heads of large schools and Heads of smai I schools?

l'la I e and female graduates?

Older and Younger graduat e s ?

To what extent are the graduates involved in operating

training programmes for the teachers in the school

However, j.t should be emphasized that, in addition to the

quest ionnaire survey which the above questions imply ' ôn

interview scheduie was also used in the study as explained in

Chapter IV on Research Methodology. The analyses of both the

questionnaire and interview survey data produced the following
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results.

RATING OF PERCEPTIO¡iS OF SATISFACTION WITH PROGRAi'1ME

L, Overall, 75.5% of the Il4 subjects who responded to the

guestionnaire agreed that the in-service was highly satisf actor¡-,

and !9% indicated moderate satisfaction. Only 5.5% revealed low

feel ings of satisfaction with the training they received,

according to the pre-determined indicators of satisfaction,

2. The informants strongly agreed that the programme assisted

them in (a) achieving knowledge and skills (87.0%); (b)

performing theír work effectively (86.5%), (c) promoting

collegiatity at the workplace (82,4%); (d) enhancing personal

growth (79.8%) ; (e) improving their administrative ski I Is

(75.0%); and (f) achieving recognition-support (72,0%) '

3. A small number of people agreed that the programme helped

them to ôchieve economic advancement (46. l%) .

AREAS OF RELATIVELY HIGH AND LOW DEGREE OF SATISE.ACTIO¡i ALO}¡G
EACH DIMENSION

A. Achievement Dimension

1.. The research partic!pants strongly agreed that the )lIE-

BU programme helped them to gain knowledge and develop skills in

the fol lowing aspects: learning progress (93.8%); supervision

(93.7%); evaluation (91.9%); interpersonal relationships (89.7%);

planning (88,8%) ; communication (87,7%) ; and stôff development

(87,2%),
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2, Fewer people agreed that the programme was useful

covering academic content areas adeguately (63.3%).

IN

B. The Job-Performance Dimension

1. The School Heads and Inspectors revealed strong

agreement that the in-service they attended was instrumeutal in

increasing their confidence at work (95.7%); improving their

evaluation ski 11s (93.7%); increasing their abilities for

improving teaching and learning performance in schools (93.0%);

improving ínterpersonal communication skilts (89.ó%); improvíng

inter;,ersonal relationships with school staff (88.9%); íncreasing

their creativity (86.9%); improving their skills in initiating

and managing change (86. l%) ; r-mproving their ski l l s in

negotiating with staff in decision-making (84'7%); improving

their ski I1s in operating staff development programmes (84' 3%) ;

improving their abitities in problem-solving (83'6%); and

improving their skills in maintaining good relations with the

communi ty ( 80. 3%) .

2, The particÍpants' support for " improved relations with

supervi sors " was s I ight iy less (71,6%),

C. The Col legial Dimension

1. The trainees acknowledged strongly that the programme

greatly assisted them i.n improving working relations (88 1X);

increasing their association with others in the teaching field

(86,9%) ; and increasing their opportunity to social ize with other
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pro f ess iona I s outside t each i ng (78.9%).

2. There vsas a slightly reduced Ievel of agreement

regarding the element "increased colleagues' interest in m,v work"

( 7 5 . 8% ) .

D. The Persona I Dimension

t. The in-service participants strongly supported that the

programme enôbled them to improve their problem-solving abi I ities

(94,1%); their self-image (86.8%); their work-pace (8ó.0%); their

skills in critical thought (85. f%; theír reading and study

interests (84.2%i their awareness of Iocal conditions related to

work (79.6%); their feelings of job-satisfaction (76.8%); and

their feelings of enhanced professional autonomy (76'7%),

2, There was reduced support for the variable " improved

persona I comf ort ' ( 49. 2%) '

E, The Administrative Dimension

1, Four elements of the administrative dimensÍon were

strongly supported by the respondents ínvolved in the research'

These were "increased ability in influencing subordinates"

(92.0%) ; " increased involvement in job-related committees"

(85.3%) ; " increased involvement in special duties or assignments"

(78, 9%) ; and " increased abi l ity in deal ing wíth the community"

(7s.9%).
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2, Support for the fo I lowing e lements of the

administrative dimension was lower: "increased influence o¡-r

supervisors" (59.6%) ' and "increased involvement in general

policy making" (58.2%).

F. The RecoFniti.on-Support Dimension

L The research data revealed that the Ì1IE-BU graduates

agreed strongl-v that the training programme did the fol Iowing for

them: increased their recognition by subordinates (85.3%);

increased their recognition by other col leagues (77 ,7%i and

increased their staff support (72,L%)

2. The data also revealed that there tyas less agreement

regarding increased recognition by supervisors" (ó4.8%) ' and

"increased recognition by the community" (ó0.2%).

G. The Economi c DimensÍon

l. The results emphasized that a lot of people did not

agr-.e with the elements of the economic dimension as suggested by

the fo l lowing ratings: " increased chances for advanced training"

(56,2%); "increased opportunity for occupational promotion"

(50,5%); "increased levei of job securÍty" (48.9%); "increased

opportunÍty for other civil service posÍtions" (46'2%); and

"increased opportunity tor salary advancement" (28.8%)'
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PERCEPTIONS OF FIRST AND SECOND GRADUATES

Of the 114 research subjects vrho responded to the inquÍry,

76 consisted of the first graduates, and the remaining 38 were

the second graduates. The following observations were noted.

I . Both sets of partic ipants strongly supported the view

that the in-service enabled them to make a lot of gains in the

fol lowing areas: (a) achievement of knowledge and ski l ls (87 ,7%

for the first graduates, and 84,9% for the second graduates) i (b)

job performance (86.4% for the first graduates, and 8ó'0% for the

second graduates; (c) administrative dimension (73.5% and 74,L%

respectively)i (d) collegial dimension (83,2% and 80.3%); (e)

recognition-support dimension (69.5% and 72,6%i and (f) personal

dimensíon (82.5% and 73 ' 4%) .

2, Both the first and second graduates did not show strong

agreement regarding the economic dimension (40.0% and 55,8%).

PERCEPTIONS OF SCHOOL HEADS AND INSPECTORS

Fifty-four School Heads and ó0 Inspectors provided data for

the research. The following reactions were noted.

1. Both the Headteachers and Inspectors reported high

agreement with the following dimensions of satisfaction: (a)

achievement of knowledge and ski1ls (88'4% for Heads and 85.ó%

for Inspectors); (b) job-performance (90.6%) for Heads and 82'5%

for Inspectors); (c) administrative dimension (78.4% and 7l'62

respectively); (d) collegiai dimension (85.7% and 79.2%); (e)
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recognition-support dimension (83.7% and ó0.3%); and (f) personal

dimension (83,7% and 75.9%). These high levels of agreement

provided evidence that the programme was very useful to the

partícipants. However, the Inspectors' rating of the

recognition-support dimension was less than that of the Heads.

2, Both the Heads and Inspectors did not show strong

agreement with respect to the economic dimension,

PERCEPTIONS OF HEADS OF URBAN, MODEL ' AND RURAL SCHOOLS

The breakdown of the Heads who participated in the study was

as fol lows: 12 urban, 9 model, and 33 rural, These total led to

54.

l, Atl the three categories of Heads acknowledged with the

view that the training programme was instrumental in enabl ing

them: (a) achieve knowledge and ski1ls (9r.7% for urban' 93' 1?

for model , and 86.0% for rural ) ; (b) improve their job-

performance (93.1% for urban, 96.3% for model, and 87 '9% for

rural ); (c) improve their administrative ski11s (79,2%, 94'41"1

and 73.2%); (d) promote coltegiality at school site (89'6%'

g4,4%' and 81'8%); (e) increase their recognition-support (93'3%'

88.9% and 78.8%) ; and (f) promote their personal growth and

development (88,0%, 97,5%' and 78. t%).

2, Further, the data indicated that the Heads of the model

schools were always at the top of the three' Similarly' the

Heads of the rural schools were the lowest.

3, All the three types of Heads did not show strong
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Eupport for the economic dime¡rsion (53.3% for urban, ó8.9% for

model, and 57,6% for rural).

PERCEPTI IOIIS OF HEADS OF LARGE AND SMALL SCHOOLS

of the 54 Heads who made their contributions to this stud¡',

22 were Heads of large schools and 32 of smal I school s ' The

f o1ìowing observat i ons were noted.

1. Both groups of School Heads reacted positively to these

aspects: (a) achievement of knowledge and skills dimension (91'5%

for Heads of large schools, and 8ó'3% for Heads of small

schools); (b) job-performance dimension (92.0% and 89'3%); (c)

admir:istrative dimension (83.3% and 74.5%); (d) collegiaL

dimension (85.2% and 85.9%); (e) recognition-support dimension

(88,21. and 80.ó%); (f) personal dimension (83'3% and 83.7%).

2, Both types of Heads showed less support for the

economic dimension (65.5% for Heads of large schools, and 53.8%

for Heads of smal l schools) '

PERCEPTIONS OF Î'IALE AND FEMALE GRADUATES

There were 95 males and 19 females ' This reflected the

composition the Malawian teaching force. However ' the

fol lowing trends were noted.

L Both male and female respondents indicated strong

agreement with: (a) the achievement dimension (89.8% for males 
'

and 76.3% for females); (b) the job-performance dimension (89 0X
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and 77,2%); (c) the administrative dimension (75.4% ònd 69.3%);

(d) the collegi.al dimension (83.2% and 81.6%); (e) the

recognition-support dimension (71.9% and 67 ' 4X,); and (f) the

personal dimension (81.8% and 71.9%).

2, Both indicated less support for the economic dimension

(45.7% for males, and 45.3% for females). In other words, the

programme did not assist them in personal economic advancement.

PERCEPTIONS OF OLDER AND YOUÌçGER GRADUATES

Sixty-one graduates were considered older persons and 53 as

younger people. Their reactions were noted ôs follows.

1. Both the older and younger participants showed a high

degree of agreement with the fol lowíng guestionnaire variables:

(a) achievement of knoìvledge and skil ls (8ó.1% for older

participants, and 87.7% for the younger clients); (b) job-

performance dimension (85.8% and 87.3%) ; (c) adminístrative

dimension (73.1% and 74.9%); (d) collegiality (80.9% and 84.0%);

(e) recognítion-support dimension (72,2% and 70.0%); and (f)

personaì. dimension (78.5% and 81. 1%) .

2. Both índicated less support for the economic dimension

(43.8% and 4.2X).

INVOLVEMENT IN OPERATING IN-SERVICE PROGRAI"IMES

The informants were further asked to indicate on a 5-point

scale the number of times they were involved in the operation of

in-service progrômmes in the school system, The fol lowing
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results were obtained.

I . About 19.8% (mean) indicated they were not able to

implement any in-services in the schools.

2, About 30.3% showed that they planned and conducted such

act ivit ies only once,

3, About 2ó.8% revealed they operated in-service courses

for teachers twice.

4, .{bout 9,9% assured the researcher that thel' pianned and

delivered in-service activities three times.

5. About 13.3% revealed that they offered the in-service

more than three times.

ó. when they were further asked to provide some examples

of the topics they dealt with during such programmes ' the-v

indicated topics within the general areas of planning for

teachìng, aspects of Iesson delivery, and evaluation of the

l earning process,

INTERVIEW SURVEY RESULTS

The purpose of the interviews was to seek further evidence

regarding the performance of the Heads in the schools' Due to

circumstances as explained in Chapter IV, only I primary teachers

in different schools were interviewed. The trends of the results

were as fo I I ows ,

1, There was evidence that the Heads were involved in

professional development activities such as the operation of in-
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service on a variety of primary school-related topics,

supervision of the learning Process, and the provision of

professional assistance to the teachers.

2. The procedure for conducting school staff meetings had

changed considerabl-v. The teachers who were interviewed

indicated that staff meetings were more democratic in approach

than ever be fore.

3. The teachers also reported that inter-relationships in

their schools had greatly improved.

RESULTS OF OUESTIONNAIRE OPEN-E}IDED RESPONSES

The questionnaire al lowed space so that respondents would

write in additional information which might not have been

addressed by the investigator at the time of questionnaire

development. Fol lowing the classification of such information

into themes, the fol Iowing emerged overwhelmingl-v:

1, Both the Inspectors and Heads of schools expressed

repeatedl-v that the MIE-BU Teacher Project greatly assisted them

in improving their competence at work.

2, Both sets of participants acknowì.edged that the

programme assisted them in improving their in-service skills.

3. They, further, reported that their confidence was

raised.

4. The Inspectors reported that their administrative and

organizational ski 1 1s had great iy improved, 0n the other hand '

the School Heads emphasized greater involvement in administrati\e
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funct ions at schoo I .

5. There was al.so a great deal of evidence that

nelationships in the workplaces had signíficantly improved,

6, Both indicated greater desire for advanced traíning as

a result of their participation in the course.

7. All the above observations moved them to talk highly of

the importance of the programme that they received.

8. Nevertheless, the participants also indicated problems

of implementing the innovative ideas. However, the number of

people who reported problems was small. But the following

concerns were ' nonetheless, voiced: over-1oad, teacher transfer,

problems of travel ling long distances for supervision, and lack

of support from central district administration.

9. Man,v participants voiced their concern over the

monetary reward issue.
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coòtcx-usrot¡s

On the basis of the findings of this research, the following

conc lus ions can be made:

l. The 1986 and 1987 graduates of the itfalawi Institute of

Education - Brandon University Teacher Programme reported that

ishlv satisfied with the or thôt they rece ivedthey we

at Domas i , Ma I awi .

2, The participants were most satisfied with al l the pre-

determined elements of satisfaction' except one - the economic

dimension. The training programme assisted them in: achieving

knowl edge and ski I I s 
'

enhancing their .job-performance, further
tv at

oromotins their personal qrowth, But the training did not assist
the work site 

'
enhancinø their feelinss of recognition, and

develonins their administrative skills,

advancement.

3. The clients were happy with aIl the sub-variables of

satisfaction as contained in the measurement, except the

following: coverage of academíc content related to pri.mary

education in Maiawi, relatioqq with their supervisors ín the

schoo I system, I comfort, their level of involvement

in qeneral ool icv-makins, rel.ations with the community, and

evervthinø rrnder the economic dimension.

4, There were no notable differences in leveIs of

satisfaction between: (a) first ônd second graduates i (b) Heads

and Inspectors; (c) Heads of urban, model, and rural; (d) Heads
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cf large and small schools; (e) môÌe and female graduates; (f)

older and _vounger graduates. Al I emphasized gains from the

programme with respect to the ó dimensÍons of satisfaction

already listed above. Al I stressed the opposite with respect to

the economic dimension. Nonetheless, the latter may also be

viewed as another important indicator of programme success.

5. There r,¿a s evidence of horizontal transfer of ínnovative

ídeas to the home environment: involvement in practical in-

Eervice activities, supervisíon of the learning process,

provision of professional assistance to teachers in the design of

teaching plans, atrd operatìon of democratic school staff

meetings. There was also evidence that there was increased

col legiat it-v among teachers, Heads, and Inspectors in the

schools. These are the nutrients for successful school

impro'uement. Thus, it can be concluded that the goals of the

)1IE-BU Teacher Proiect are beinÊ attained in the llaiawi primarv

educat i on svstem.

6. Further, it can also be conciuded that the operation of

the above teacher programme in }Ialawi is consistent with the

research I iterature on in-service training. The research

l iterature on staff development emphasizes consideration of four

important elements when conducting staff training and development

programmes: context, assessment, content, and process ' Chapt€r

II has revealed that the programme gives attention to all the

f our aspect s .
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OPTRATIOTiAL I}.IPLTCATTOì¡S

As a result of the major findings and conclusions of this

research, this investigator gives credit to the ì''lIE-BU Teacher

Project for a job well done. Nevertheless' the following

recommendations can be made in order to strengthen the impact of

the in-service training programme in Malawi '

l The research l iterature on evaluation ín this studv

emphasizes that one of the practical purposes of an eval.uative

study of a programme is to provide valuable information to

various categories of decision-makers (pol icy-makers, programme

ôdministrators, staff developers, and participants) so that they

are able to use it in making important decisions that côll

contribute to further improvement of a particular programme,

ThereIore this investigator recommends that the suggestions that

are to follow should be considered for incorporation into the in-

service teacher project in Malawi so that the programme continues

to have greater impact on the educational system of i\falawi.

2, The evaluation has revealed that the SchooI Heads and

Inspectors were very satisfied with al l the dimensions that were

examined in this research, except the economic advancement

dimension, The participants had hoped that the training would

assist them achieve economic advancement. Unfortunateiy, this

has not been the case. Hence, they voiced concern over lack of

it. On the basis of this finding, this researcher recommends

that the Malawian Pol icy-makers should re-evaluate the llIE-BLi
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Award so that it is recognized as a Ðiploma. In doing so, the

salaries of the cl ients wi I. I increase automatical ly, A lack of

such re()ognition may block the transfer of training to the work

site.

3, The research also revealed that the participants, who

provided information for the study, were not happy with the

coverage of academic content related to primary education in

llalawi. T)rey wanted more breadth. Therefore, it is recommended

tÏrat these people should be exposed to the study of as many

primar-v subjects as possible. For example, they could study two

subjects during each of the three sessions of their training.

This reou id al low them to study six primary content areas b,v the

time the,v completed the programme, as opposed to the study of

only two subjects during the entire training cycle. It should be

recognized that the participants of this programme are

genera I ists, not specialists.

4, It has al so been observed that the programme

participants voiced concern regarding their relations with their

supervisors, They indicated that they did not receive support

from the central district administrators on issues related to the

implementatíon of the new ideas developed at Domasi. 0bviously'

this condition is a barrier to implementatíon of change. This

author therefore recommends that the programme should make eifort

to hold meetings or seminars with the district administrators so

that they could be explained about the mission of the training
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programme. In effect, the district administrators should aiso be

invoived in the supervision of the trainees.

5. The research also revealed that the particiÞarìts

required supportive resource materiêls to work with in the

schools, On the basis of this finding, it is recommended that

funds be made avai Iable for the purchase of Ínstructional support

materials. The Malawi Institute of Education should also

identif-v an âppropriate strategy that would assist in speeding up

the transportation of books to the schools so that the graduates

can have an adequate suppty of resources to work with.

6, Lack of follow-ups was frequently mentioned in this

study. It is therefore recommended that fol low-ups should be

conducted as often as possible in order to improve the curriculum

of the programme and to assist the graduates in their attempts to

bring about change in the schools. One-day district or regional

seminars should be planned and conducted with the graduates of

the programme in order that the trainees can exchange

experiences. It should be understood that staff development does

not end with the training programme at Domasi ' It is a

continuous process which must be supported all the time in order

to improve schoo I s .

7, The study provided evidence that some of the graduates

were not able to supervise their teachers in the school system

because of high overload. In view of this finding, it is

recommended that the responsibilities and functions of the

trained Heads shouid be reviewed to enable them to deal with



aspects of staff professionai deveiopment more effectively.

Further, the stud-v also disclosed that some of the

Inspectors and School Heads were not able to conduct in-service

training for the teachers. It is possible that some of the

clients failed to transfer the training because of lack of

clarification of the expectations of the programme. It is

therefore recommended that before the participants are enrol led

in a particular session of t|., programme ' they should undergo ê

preparation period. District or regional seminars should be

conducted to prepôre the "would be trainees" for entry into the

programme. The reðson is to clarify the goals of the programme '

Simi larty, at the end of each session and at the end of the

period of training, such conferences should also be organized in

order to explain clearly the mission of the project.

8. The research literature on the transfer of innovations

suggests that people fail to implement change because of lack of

skí 11s. Thus , it ís possible that some of the graduates of the

progrômme were not able to be Ínnovative in their schÕols because

of lack of skills. This evaluator therefore recommends that the

teaching approaches of the progrômme should focus on theory'

demonstration, practice, feedback, and coaching so that trainees

are able to develop appropriate skills for school change.

Further, this author recommends that staff developers involved in

the MIE-BU Programme should read Joyce, B.R. and Showers ' B'

(1983) I Power in Staff Development ThrouÍh Research 0n Traininl'
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Lehming, R, and Kane ' )Î. (Eds. ) ( l98l ) : Improvin

Lsins What we Ktrow, and Ful lan, Y. ( 1982) : The iïeaninq of

Educational Change. These three books are extreme ly useful in

t ra i n i ng and deve I opment ,

9, Ås a result of the extens ive research rev i ew undertaken

by this investigator in completing this study, the researcher

wishes to recommend that: (a) the course "In-service Education"

which is a component of the MIE-BU Progrômme should be revised so

that it can include the study of stages of concerns as suggested

by Hal l and his associates, This should help clients develop a

psychologicai orientation about issues associated with the

implementation of innovatio¡rs; (b) a I ink course focused on the

issue of "Implementation and Change" be created. These peopLe

are being trained as change agents in the school s,vstem. It is

therefore reasonable that they are exposed to problems associated

with implementation and change, Unfortunately, this asPect is

often forgotten in change programmes,

FUTURE RESEARCH

The major aim of the study has been repeatedly stated as an

assessment of participants' feel ings of satisfaction v¡ith the

llIE-BU In-service Teacher Project in Malawí ' This author has

already acknowledged that such ô purpose was also a further

limitation of the investigation since perceptions of satisfaction

may not be good indicators of programme success, In the light of

this limitation, the investigator recommends that future research
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directions shou I d focus on:

1, The impact of the programme on pupi I learning

deve i opment at the schoo I s i te .

2, The effect of the project on the untrained teachers

participating in the school s-vstem.

3, The factors that block the transfer of innovative ideas

to the work environment.

Further, this inquir]' has reviewed different types of

research methodologies. It is therefore recommended that future

investigations should apply other types of evaluation

methodologÍes to obtain evaluative data.
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APPOIDII( A

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THE STUDY
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The fo t lowing terms, which are

education s-vstem, have been used often

it is necessary to provide definitions

specific to the llalawian

thi s study. There fore ,

the terms.

tn

Aesisted Primary School6: Yalewezi (1988) describes
assisted primary schools as those schools whj.ch receive financia!
support from the central government. Ownership of the assisted
primary schools is in trvo parts: some are owned by the voluntar-v
agencies such as missionaries, while others are owned by the
Iocal educationô1 authorities, The local educationai authorities
own more schools than the voluntary agencies.

of

Curriculumi As used in this
specific content or subjects
system.

context, curriculum refers to
of study in the ltlalawi school

DÍstricti tlaiawi has three political administrative
regions, namely, the Northern Region, the Central ' and the
Southern Region. Each region is further divided into political
administrative areas known as districts' AIl together, there are
24 districts in the countrY.

Drop-outs: According to Loxley ( I987) the term' drop-outs 
'

refers to those students - "who leave school before the end of
the final year of an educational cycle in which they are
enroI Ied" 1p. ó3).

Experfenced Head/Inspector: An experienced Schoo I

Head/Inspector is one who has served in that position for a

minimum ot three years. This is the period of service required
when the Ministry of Education and Culture advertises promotionai
posts for District Educational Officers ' District Inspectors of
Schools and Headteachers.

Form li Yalawi's model of education is an I - 4 - 3/5 type.
This means that students spend I years in primary education' 4 in
secondary education, and then 3 to 5 years in the universit¡',
depending on their areas of study. The classes in the primar-v
schools are referred to as standards, and those i.n the secondar!'
as forms. At the end of I years of primary education, students
write a public secondary school selection examination. The few
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students who are selected for secondarv education enter Form L as
their first secondar¡'' school class,

Inspector of Primary Schools: A school inspector is an
education official charged with responsibilities of educational
supervi s ion at the district leveI and is referred to as District
Inspector of Schools. There is also another type of inspector as
wel l : the District Home EconomÍcs 0rganizer. The District Home
Econonlics 0rganizer is charged primari ly with the responsibi i it¡'
of supervising the deli.very of home economics subjects such as
needle-work and house-craft at district level. Thus, in the
present stud-v both the District Inspector of Schools and the
District Home Economics 0rganizers are simply referred to as
Pr imary Schoo I Inspectors.

Large Primary School: A large primary school is one with a

student enrol Iment of over 1000 students ' Any school under 1000
is considered a smal l school for questionnaire purposes.

Model Primary School i llode I Primary Schools have been built
in the countr-v with assistance of external-donor agencies. One
of their functions is to provide bui lding standards to be
tol lowed b-v local communities when the-v wish to erect new schooi
buildings. llode I schools are well served with facilities and
resources.

Older Participant: Since the retíring age for pubL ic
servants in Malawi varies between 50 and 55, at: older participatrt
in this study is one who is above 40 years of ôge. Anyone below
this age is consÍdered younger.

Push-outE: Push-outs is a fairly new term in the
educational literature. According to Kaluba (1986,' p. 203):

It has been found that in educationai systems where
al location of a few availabie school places is by means
of in-built screening and selection mechanisms ' it is a

misnomer to apply the term "drop-out" to pupils who are
Ieft out without places. The most suitable labei
shou i d be push-out , because that i s what the
system doe s to them .

Repeater: According to Loxley (f987): "a repeater is a

pupil wiro in a given schõoi year, remains in the same grade as in
the previous year . " ( Lox 1ey, 1987 ; p, 63 ) .
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School Head: The term school head as used in the study
refers to a primary school headmaster/headmistress in the context
of llalawi or a principal in the context of Canada.

Unaeelsted Primôry Schools: l{hile the assisted primar,v
school s receive funding from the central government, the
unassisted schools do not receive any funding from the central
government. Funding can onl-v be provided to these schools when
the-v meet the requirements prescrÍbed by the Ministry of
Education and Culture (l'{alewezi ' 1988) ' When they do 5o, they
become lssisted primary schools.

Urban Primary School i For the purposes of the questionnaire
survey, urban primary schools are those schools Iocated in the
cities and towns of BIantyre, Zomba, Lilongwe and l'lzuzu ' The
rest of the schools are categorized as rural schools,
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APPR¡DI'( B

CANADIAN TEAM VISITS MALAWI

FOR A NEEDS ASSESSMENT
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TAL.\WI INSTITUTE OF EDUCATIOI'I

PROGRAI1ME OF THE VISIT OF DR. K. DANIELS, ìÏR. C. CONI.¡OR A\D
TR, J. GOMAN FROI1 BRANDON U¡iIVERSITY, CANADA TO }IALAWI FROM

r9TH JLrNE, 1983

Sundayr 19th June, 1983 - 1139 p'm.

- .{rríve at Chiieka Airport on Flight No. QN 37ó and
met by )lessrs N.T. Kapermera, S.A. Hau and H,F. Gonthi '

Arrive at the Government HosteL.

Monday, 20th June' 1983 - 8:00 a.m.

- Arrive at the MaLawi Institute of Education and met b-v

the Registrar and the course Coordinator.

- Tour of the Malawi Institute of Education with the
Registrar and the Course Coordinator.

- 9100-10:30 Â,m,

- Meeting with the Director to discuss Pre-assessment
approach and instruments to be used.

- Tea/Coffee with the Director.

- l0 't 45 - 12: 00 noon

- Meeting with the Profess ional Staff in the
Conference Room.

- 12:00 - 1:45 p.m,

- Lunch at the Government Hostel.
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Monday 20,th June 1983 - 2100 p,m'

- Arrive at the Institute and met by Mr. B.M. )itandikò

- 2:00 p.m. - 3r00 p.m,

- Meeting with Dr, H. Marchant, Messrs F.G. Mtunda,
P.S. )lzumara and S.D.D' Safuli in the Conference Room

- Tea/Coffee in the Conferetìce Room

- Return to Government Hostei.

Tueeday, 21et June, 1983 - 8100 a.m.

- Arrive at the )lalawi lnstitute of Education and met b-v

Yr. D. P. ChiPeta.

- 8100 a.m, - 10130 ô.m,

- Xeeting with llessrs D.P. Chipeta, C. Lawrence and
B,Y. .l..tandika in the Conference Room.

- Tea/Coffee in the Conference Room.

- 10i40 a.m. - l2:00 noon

- Meeting with Messrs S,A. Hau, t,i.E' Chauluka and
P,S, iïzumara in the Conference Room.

- I2100 noon - 1 145 P, m '

- Lunch at the Government Hostel.

- 2100
- Arrive at the Malawi Institute of Education and met b-v

i'tr . N, T, Kaperemera,

- 2 i00 P,m. - 5100 P.m.

- Meeting with Dr. G,N, Sharma, Messrs N.T. Kaperemera
and H'F. Gonthi in the Conference Room

- Tea/Coffee in the Conference Room.
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- Return to Governmetrt Hostel '

Þ/ednesday¡ 22nd June 1983 - 8:00 s,m,
- Arrive at the Malawi Institute of Education and met bv

Yr. W.E. Chauluka.

- 8i00 a.m. - l0:00 ô.m.

- fleeting wíth the District Inspectors of Schools
current I_v at the ilalawi Institute of Education with the
Course Coordinator, Hr, D.P. Chipeta and
Mr. W, E. Chau l uka.

- Tea/Cof fee in the Conference Room

- L2:00 noon - l:45 p,m,

- Lunch at the Government HosteI.

- 2:00 p,m,

- Arrive at Chancel ior Col lege with Messrs F.G. Mtunda
and S, D, D, SafuIi

- 2 r00 p,m. - 2r45 p,m.
- Courtesy call on the Príncipal, Chancellor College.

- 2145 p.m. - 5r00 p.m.

- lfeeting with Head of the Education Department ' Dean of
the Faculty of Education, Miss H. Meredith' Messrs
F.G. Mtunda and S.D.D. Safuli.

- Return to the Government Hostel.

thuraday, 23rd June' 1983 - 8150 å,m,

- Arrive at the Malawi Institute of Educatiôn and met b-v

Mr. C, Lawrence and Mr. P,S' Mzumara'
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Thursdôy, 23rd June, 1983 - 9100 a,m,

- lleeting with the fol lowing Heôdmasters/Headmistresses
of the fol lowing primary Schools with the professional
staf f of the Ma I awi lnstitute of Education in the
Con ference Room: -

- Headmaster : 8iiìl;.o;.t:li:åt
Domas i Govt ' P. Schoo I
Likwenu P. Schoo I

,: Malemia P' School
- Minama P. S choo I

- Headmistress - Mponda P. School
- Headmaster - Namwera P' School

- Songani P. S choo I

- Headmistress - St. Joseph's P, School.

- 12 i00 noon - 1130 p.m,
- Lunch - Staff Common Room.

- 1:45 p.m.

- Arrive at Chancelior College with llr. S.A. Hau
and N. T. Kaperemera.

- 1r45 p.rn.

- i{eeting with I{r' A.E. Ashworth' S.A. Hau and
N.T' Kaperemera '

- 3r30 p.m.

- Visit the A-V Center at Chancellor College with
Dr, H. Marchant and Mr. S'D'D' Safuli.

- Return to the Government Hostel'
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Fri.day, 24th June, 1983 - 8:00 s,m,

- Depart for BIant-vre Teachers' Col lege with
Yr' B.M. Ntandika.

- 9:30 å.m.

- Arrive at Blantyre Teachers' College and met b,v the
PrinciPal.

- Meeting with the PrinciPal.

- ¡{eeting with all Staff.

- f2 i00 noon - l:15 P,m.

- Lunch at Shire Highlands Hotel.

- 1r30 p.m,

- .4rrive at the Regional Education Office'

- i'leeting with the R.E'0. (S) '

- 2:00 p.m,

- ]leeting with the District Inspectors of Schools
(Blantyre Urban and Blôntyre Rural) at the R'E'0.'s
0ffice.

- Visit one or two Prímary Schools in Blantyre'
(R.E.o' (s) to arrange).

- Return to the Government Hostel' Zomba'

Sâturday, 25th June 1983 - l0 i00 â,m.

- Depart for KuChawe Inn with Mr, H'F' Gonthi and
Mr. W. E, Chau i uka '

- Visit the Zomba PIateau.

- Lunch at the KuChawe Inn.

- Visit the Plateau.
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- Return to the Government Hostel.

Sunday, 2óth June' 1983 - FREE

Monday, 27th June, 1983 - 8100 a,m.

- Arrive at the District Education 0ffice, Zomba with
)1r. P. S. Yzumara,

- Courtesy calls on the D.E.0s Zomba Urban and Zomba
Rura I .

- Meeting with the District Inspectors of Schools, Zombô
Urban and Zomba Rura I .

- f2:00 noon - l!45 p.m,

- Lunch at the Government Hostel.

- 2:00 p,m,

- Arrive at Mponda P. School with l1r. P.S' i'lzumara and
met by the Headmistress

- Visit the School '

- Arrive at Bwaild P. School with Mr' P.S. Mzumara and
met by the Headmaster.

- Visit the School.

- Arrive at St. Joseph's P. School with Mr. P.S. ¡lzumara
and met by the Headmaster '

- Visit the School

- Return to the Government Hostel.
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Tuesday, 28th June, 1983 - 8:00 a,m.

- Depart for Li Iongì{e with }fr. N.T. Kaperemera.

- Arrive at Capital Hote i.
- 12:00 noon - I | 45 p. m,

- Lunch - Capita I Hote I

Tuesday, 28th June, 1983 - 2100 P.m,

- Courtes¡' cal l and meeting with the Principal Secretary,
llinistry of Education and Culture.

- lleeting with the Chief Inspector of Schools, Inspectors
aÌìd others.

- Return to Capital Hotel.

wednesday, 29th June 1983 - 8:00 6,m.

- Arrive at Litongwe Teachers' College with l'1r ' Il .T.
Kaperemera and met by the Principal.

- ì{eeting with Principal, Li longwe Teachers' Coi lege '

- Yeeting with Staff .

- 12 i00 noon - 1145 P,m,

- Lunch at Capital Hotel.
- 2:00 p.m.

- Arrive at Regional Education Officer's Office.

- Meeting with the R.E.O. (C).

- Meeting with District Inspectors of Schools (Li Iongwe
I-rban and Lilongwe Rurat) at the R,E.O,'s offíce.

Return to the Capital Hotel.

Thureday, 30th June 1983 - 8:00 a,m.

- Arrive at the Ministry of Education and Culture
Heôdquarters with Mr. N'T. Kaperemera'
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- Further meetings with the Chief Inspector of Schools,
Inspectors, and others.

- 12 i00 noon - 1:45 p'm,

- Lunch at the Capital Hotel

Thursday' 30th June, 1983 - 2:00 p.m.

- Arrive at the R.O,E,'s 0ffice (C).

- Visit of some Primary Schools in Lilongwe Urban and
Lilongwe Rural - R.0.E. (C) to arrange the Schools to
be visited.

- Return to Capital Hotel.

Friday, lst July, 1983 - 8:55 â,m,

- Arrive at the Ministry of Education and Culture
Headquarters

- 9t00 ô,m.

- Final Briefing Meetíng with the Principal Secretary'
Chief Inspector of Schools, Inspectors and others.

- 72:00 noon - 1:45 p,m,
- Lunch at Capitai Hotel

- Depart for Government Hostel' Zomba '

Saturday, 2nd Juiy 1983 - 8100 ô.m.

- Arrive at the Institute and met by Mr. B'M. Ntandika'

- 8:00 â,m. - 10100 â.m.

- Meeting between Mr. J, Goman and Dr. G.N' Sharma,
Messrs N,T. Kaperemera and H'F, Gonthi.

- Yeeting between l'1r. C. Connor and ìrlessrs, D.P' Chipeta
and B,M. NtandÍka,
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- )leeting between Yr. K.
and S.D,D. Safuli.

- Tea Break.

Saturday, 2nd July' 1983

- feeting between Ir. J.
B. M. Ntandika.

- Meeting between Dr, K.

- lleeting between Mr. C.

Lunch at the Government Hostel,

- 8:00 a,m. - 10:00 å,m.

Daniels and iïessrs F.G. )ltunda

- 10t15 ô,m, - 12:00 noon

Goman and Messrs C. LarYrence and

- 10:15 a.m. - l2:00 noon

Daniels and Mr. D.P. Chipeta.

- 10: 15 â.m, - l2:00 noon

Connor and Mr. S.D.D. Safuli,

- 12:00 noon - 2t00 p,m,

- Free

Mondôy, 4th July 1983

- 2:00 p.m. - ó:00 p.m,

- 8:00 ô,m,

- Arrive at the Malawi Institute of Educatíon and met b¡
Mr, S. A. Hau.

- 8100 ô.m, - 10100 â,m,

- Meeting between Mr. J. Goman and Hr. S.A. Hau.

- Meeting between Mr. C. Connor and Dr, H. Marchant 'Messrs, F.G. Mtunda and S.D'D' SafuIi.

- Meeting between Mr. K' Daniels and llesrs D'P' Chipeta
and B. M. Ntandika.

- Tea Break.
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- 10i15 ê,m, - 12i00 noon

- Meeting betlreen Mr. C. Connor and Messrs P,S, Mzumara,
N,T. Kaperemera and B'11 . Ntandika.

- Meeting between Dr, K, Daniels and Dr. H' Marchant,
Ìïessrs. F.G. )Itunda and S.D.D' Safuli,

- Meeting between ì'f r. J. Goman and Mr. C. Lawrence and
Yr. D. P. ChiPeta.

Monday, 4th July 1983 - 12 i00 noon - lll5 p.m,

- Lunch - Staff Common Room.

- l:30 P,m,

- Depart for Chiluwe Primary School with
ì1r. P.S. Mzumara.

- Visit Chiluwe PrimarY School,
- Visit Songani Primary Schooi.
- Visit finama Primary School.
- Return to Government Hostel' Zomba '

FrÍday, 8th Juiy 1983
- Programme to be arranged.
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APPD{DD( C

A SAMPLE OF THE MIE-BU COURSE STRUCTURE



COURSE SlRUCTURE

CoURSE TITLE: Curriculum Studiea in Aríthmetic

TIME ALLOCATI0N I 40 Contact Hour6

Genera I Objectives

The course is intended to help course parti.cipants to:

- improve their understanding of the objectives of Malawi
Pr imar-v schoo I Arithmetic.

- improve their understanding of seiected topics in Primar,v
Schoo I Arithmetic.

- improve their knowledge of the various methods of teaching
Primary Schoo I Arithmetic,

- understand the process of instructionai material s

deve l opment in Arithmetic.

Speclflc ObJectives

By the end of the course participants will:

- prepare a schematic diagram illustrating the scope and
sequence of the Malawi Primôry Arithmetic Syllabus.

- examine the objectives, scope, and seguence of the Yalawi
Primary Schoo I Arithmetic Syiiabus.

- work out the congruency of an artÍculated scope and sequence
with a Primary School Arithmetic textbook.

- analyze the guality of the prímary school arithmetic
textbooks current 1y in use.
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- discuss the advautages and disadvantages of developing
thought processing in respect of arithmetic teaching.

- explain the importance of organization in the teaching of
specif ic arithmetic content.

- design and justify a set of criteria for a good primary
arithmetic program.

- demonstrate the abilit-v to use a minimum of 12 different
techn iques in problem solving.

- demonstrate the newly acquired skil ls in a mini-lesson that
is analyzed by using the microteaching technique.

- design, deve lop and produce appropriate instructional
materials.

Course Content

1, Malawi Prlmôry School Arithmetic Syl labus ånd TextbookE '

- Goals and Objectives of Malawi Primary School
Arithmetic.

- Scope and Sequence of the Malawi Primary School
Arithmetic Syl l abus.

- Quality of the Malawi Primary School Arithmetic
textbooks.

2, Learnlng Theorleg êpplled ln Arithmetlc Teachlng

- Behavioural ly 0riented Theory
- Cognitíve1y Oriented Theory
- Sociological Iy Oriented Theory
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3, Se I ected Topics

- Number work.
- The four ru I es .

- Place-value
- Probiem Solving
- Rate, Ratio and Proportion.
- Graph i ca I representation

4, StrategLes in TeachÍng Arithmetlc

- CIass discussion
- Forma I demonstration
- Guided discovery
- Group/pa i r work
- Dri 11

5, InBtruct ionô 1 Mâterials

- Design, development, and production
- Eva I uat i on.

Teachíng Strategíee

The teaching strategies wi L I inc Iude :

- Lectures
- Demonstrations
- )ficroteaching
- class discussions
- Participant's worksheets

Assignmente

Reeldentlal
- Read selected parts of the textbook.
- write responses for selected textbook questions.
- Write an instructional unit '
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Field

The participants will submit to the institute details of a
teaching/learning aid which he designed for a topic in
Arithmetic.

Assesement

Qui zzes 20%
Tests 30%
Participation I0%
class Assignments 2O7.
Field Assignments 2Of.

Textbooke

Heddens, J. r,J. : Today'I Môthemâtica ' Fifth EditÍon.
Chicago. I I l inois: Science Research Associates ' Inc. ' 1984

Rêferenceg

Ashlock, R.B. et al. I Guidlng Eâch Child'8 Learning of
Mathematice, Columbus, 0hio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing
Company, 1983

Ministry of Education and Culture, : New Arlthmetic Pupils'
Booke 1 to 8, Dzuka Publishing Company'
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APPD{DD( D

A SAMPLE OF AN INSTRUMENT USED

IN ASSESSING RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMI'ÍES

AT MIE



ASSESSMENT OF THE 1985 RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMME

T.I.E.-8,U. IN-SERVTCE TEACHER EDUCATION PROJECT T985 PROGRAM}IE
EVALUATION FORM

Check One: Hll Year I ----- Year lI -----DIS
DHEO ____ .

RHEO ___
AREo ___ _

t. For eôch course you have enrolled in rate its usefulness to
your work on ô scale of I - 5, whereby I represents least
useful and 5 is most useful, by circl ing the appropriate
numbe r ,

(a) Stud,v Skills
r2345

(b) Educational Administrati.on
12345

(c) Educational PsYchologY
r2345

(d) Agriculture
12345

(e) Chichewa
r2345

(f) English
L2345

(g) Science and Health Education
r2345

(h) .Arithmetic
12345

( i ) Civics
L2345
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(i )

(k)

(l)

History
t2345
Ge o graph_v
12345
Aud i o-V i sua I Education
r2345
Trends in Primary Education
r2345
Inspection and Supervis ion
r2345

(n)

For each course stud i ed indicate its leveI of diff iculty on
a scale of 1- 3 whereby I represents eas-v, 2 is average,
and 3 is most difficult by circLing the appropriate number.

(a) Study Skills
t23

(b) Educati.onal Administration
123

(c) Educatíonal Psychology
t23

(d) Agriculture
t23

(e) Chichewa
r23

(f) English
L23

(g) Science and Health Education
t23

(h) Arithmetic
IZJ

( i ) Civics

(m)
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(j ) Histor,"-
123

( k ) Ge o gr aphy
r23

(l) Audio-Visual Education
123

(m) Trends in Primary Education
123

(n) Inspect ion and Supervision
123

3, Each course has been allocated either 20 or 40 contact
hours. For each course you have enrolled in do you feel
this time al location has been satisfactory. Place a tick
( ) in the appropriate space.

{Yes or No _______________ )

(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
(c
(h
(i
(j
(k
(1
(m
(n

Study Ski I 1s ( 20 )
Administration (20)
Psycho I ogy (40)
Agricu lture (40)
Chichewa (40
Engl ish (40)
Science (40)
Arithmetic (40)
Civics (20
History (20)

Y _____ f,lo _____
Y _____ No _____
Y _____ No _____
Y _____ No _____
Y _____ No ___-_
Y _____ No _____
Y _____ No _____
Y _____ No ____-
Y _____ No __-__
Y _____ No _____

Geography (40) Y _____ No -----Audio-Visual Education (20) Y ----- No -----Trends in Primary Education (20) Y ----- No -----Inspection and Supervision (20) Y ----- No -----
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4, A variety of teaching strategies was used in delivering
courses. These i nc I uded:

I ectures
discussions
ro Ie-pl aying and simulation exercises
practical work
workshops
fi 1m-viewing
read ing assignments
se I f -instruct i ona I materials
field trips (e. g. school visitations)
de mons t rô t ions

In the columns below list the strategies according to their
effectiveness or ineffectiveness in presenting course
material.

Effective Strategies Inef fect ive Strategies

5, This in-service programme has been designed to improve the
quality of educational administration, supervision, and
instructional leadership in the schooi system. Rate the
progress that has been made towards achieving this goal by
placing a tick ( ) Ín the appropriate'

Some pro gre s stitt tã-p;õñãs;
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ó. lndicate your impression of the programme and time-table.
(a) The number of courses scheduled was:

---Tão-;ã;t---- --SãtI;¡ãõtõ;t-

(b) The weekiy time-table was:

--r;;-hãã;t---- --Sãt i;rããIã;t-

Too few

- --= -- -:_':-- -:- - --loo I r gnt

(c) The qualíty of the academic programme was:

---Þ;;;-------- --Sãtï;?ãõfõ;t- ---ExõãTTã;t---

7. List generai strengths of the programme.

8. List general weaknesses of the programme.

9. What suggestions do you have for improving the programme?
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10. Indicate your level of satisfaction with each of the
fol Iowing extra-curricular activities and support services.
0n a scale of 1- 3 whereby 1 represents dissatisfied, 2 is
satisfied, and 3 is ver,v satisfied, circle the appropriate
number.

(a) General admínistration of programme
123

(b) Boarding faciiities
123

( c ) Food
123

(d) Cafeteria services
123

(e) Library hours
123

(f) Use of senior common room
123

(C) Fi lm shows
r23

(h) Video shows
t23

( i ) Dance
!23

(j) Educational tour
t23
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(k) Learni ng Soc ietY
r23

( I ) S po rt s /Game s
123

11. Additional comments on any aspect of the residential session
wÍll be appreciated.

Thank you for providing the professional staff with valuable
feedback.



APPT]ì{DII( E

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS FOR THE EVALUATION

OF PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTIONS OF SATISFACTION

WITH THE MIE-BU TEACHER PROJECT



EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE :

MALAI{I INSTITUTE OF EDUCAÎION-BRANDON UNIVERSITY

LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAMME

PART ONE

Directions: How would -vou assess your feelings of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with respect
to the Leadership Traini.ng Programme which
you attended at Domasi? Using the rating
scale below, circle the appropriate number
that best represents your f ee).ings of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction toward the
item.

Scale definltlon:
L = Disagree strongly 4 = Tend to agree
2 = Disagree 5 = Agree
3 = Tend to Disagree ó = Agree strongly

I, ACHIEVEMENT OF. ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE AND TECHNICAL SKiLLS

I feel that the Programme has improved my knowledge and
ski I I s in:

t , Academic content (teaching areas )
2, Understanding the learning process
3, PlannÍng
4, Staff development
5. Evaluation
6 , Communi cat i on
7, I nt erpe r s ona I relationships
8. Supe rv i s ion
9. Give specific examples to indicate your

dissatisfaction with some of the element

2

sat
sa

3456
3456
3456
345ó
3456
3456
345ó
3456

Ísfaction or
bove.
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II THE JOB PERFORMANCE DIMENSION

I f eel:

l, ùly level of creativity at work has
increased I 2 3 4

2, iïy relatlonship with staff has
improved L234

3. Yy relationship with my
supervisor(s) has improved L234

4 , ì'1y conf idence at work has increased | 2 3 4

I fee I that I am more effectíve in:

5, Initiating and managing change
at work 1234

6.

7.

Improv ing teaching and learning
performance
Interpersona I and communication
ski I I s

123456

8. Staff development
9. So I ving i.nst itut iona I prob I ems

10. Evaluating teaching and learning
lL. Encouraging staff participation

in decision making

56
5ó

5ó

5ó

5ó

r234
l2J4
1234
t234

5ó
56
56
5ó

5ó
56
or

l2 Jt+
12, Promoting school-community relations | 2 3 4

13, Give specific examples to show your satisfaction
dissatisfaction with some of the above elements.

III, THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIMENSION

I feel that the Leadership Programme has increased:

1. lly involvement in general pol icy
making (e, g. Curriculum decision
making)

2. lly abi I ity to inf luence subordinates
3, My ability to influence supervisors
4, My involvement in special duties

or assignments

123456
123456
123456
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5, Iuly effectiveness in deal ing with
the community 123456

ó. My involvement in job-related
committees 123456

7, Provide specific evidence to show your satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with some of the above elements.

IV, THE COLLEGIAL DIMENS]ON

I feel that the Programme has:

l. Increased my abi l ity to communicate
with other professionals ín the
teaching field L 2 3 4 5 6

2, Increased my opportunity to
socialize with other professionals
outside the teaching profession I23456

3. Inf luenced col leagues to be
interested in my work 123456

4, Improved my working relations with
colleagues 123456

5. Give specific evidence to indicate your satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with some of the above elements,

V, THE RECOGNITION-SUPPORT DIMENSION

I f ee I thatl
l. My supervisors recognize my

achievement 123456
2, My subordinates recognize my

achievement 12345ó
3 , Other co I I eagues recogni ze

my achievement 12345ó
4, The community recognizes my

achievement 12345ó
5, There is an increase in

staff support I23456
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ó. Give specific instances
or dissatisfaction with

to indicate _vour
some of the above

satisfaction
elements,

VI, THE PERSONAL DIMENSION

I feel that the Programme has improved:

1. My awareness of local conditions
re I ated to work

2, lly interest for reading and
5LU(lJ

3. ìïy power of argument and critical
thought 123456

4. lty work pace 1 2 3 4 5 6
5. f'1y problem solving abilities 12345ó
6. i'l-v self image L 2 3 4 5 6
7, My job satisfactÍon I 2 3 4 5 6

8. lly professional autonomy L23456
9. Yy personal comfort I23456

10. Give specific evidence to show your satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with some of the elements above,

VII. THE ECONOMIC DIMENSION

I feel that the Leadership Training Programme has increased:

1. My opportunity for occupational
promotion 123456

2, My chances for advanced training r 2 3 4 5 ó

3. My opportunities for other civi 1

service positions 123456
4, My level of job security I 2 3 4 5 ó

5. My opportunity for salary advancement I 2 3 4 5 ó

6. Give specific examples to show your satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with some of the above elements.

t23456

t23456
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VIII. oTHER: Remark on any other aspects not covered,

PART TI{O

Directions: In the blank spaces provided against each item
below, indicate the most appropriate answer using
a check mark (X).

I. PERSONAL PACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEADMASlER,/
HEADMI STRESS

1 . Sex : Ma 1el_____ /Fema I e ___-_/
2, Age group | 25-30/_____/ 35-35 / _____/ 35-40 / _____

40-45 / _____/ Over 45/_____/
3, Highest academic gual , (a) Sec:J. C, / _____/

MCE oR C. S. C. / _____/4, Experience as Headmaster/Headmistress: Less than
5y / ____/ 5- t0y / _____/ t0- L5y / __--_/ t5-zoy / _____/
Over zoy / _____/

5, Teaching experience: Less than 5yl_____/ 5-l0y / --_-_/L5-2oy / _____/aver 2Oy / _____/
6. What is your teaching loôd, ín periods per week?

Less than Lo/ _____/ 10-20/ _____/ 2o-3o/ --_--/3O-4O / _____/ Over 40 / _____/
7, How many in-service courses have you conducted for your

staff this school year? None/-_--_/ One/-----/
lwo/ _____/ Three/___-_/ More than three/-----/

L Give examples of topics covered during the in-service
courses that you conducted.

9, How many staff meetings hôve you conducted this school
year? Once per lern/-----/ Twice per term/-----l Three
t imes per teîn/ _____/
More than three times per term /--_--/

10. State the purposes of such meetings
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II SCHOOL FACTORS AND CHARACTERISTICS

3,

4.

6.

PIease circle the number that applies:

a) Reference books or manuals
b) L ibrary resources
c ) Pupi 1 books in Arithmetic
d) Pupil books in English
e) Pupil books in Chíchewa
f) Pupil books in Science & H. educ.
S) Pupil books in Social Studies
h) Notebooks
i ) Cha I kboards
j) ChaIk
k) Pictures and chart s

L.
2.

T-vpe of school: Urban/-----l lvlodel/-----/ Rura i /-----l
llumber of teachers at your school1 L-5/ -----/
5-LO / _____ to-15/ ____-/ L5-20/____-/ 20-25/-__-_/
Over 25 / _____/
Total number of pupils at school: Less than 400/-----l
400-800/_____/ 800- 120o / _____/ r2o0-1600 / --___/I600-2000 / -----/ Over 2O0O / -----/Average class size: Less than 20l-----/ 20-40/ -----/40-60 / -----/ 60-80 / -----/ 80-L}o / -----/ ovel: r0o / -----/
How many classes are located in rooms and how many in
the open air? Roan/ -----/ Open air/-----l (Please
indicate numbe r )
Rate the avai iability of teaching materials in your
schooi using the fol lowing scale: I = Does not apply;
2 = Not adequate; 3 = Needs improving; 4 = .Edequate

23
ZJ

2J

ZJ

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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APPÐ{DIX F

A LETTER TO RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

SOLICITING THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY
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l.1a i aw Í Institute of Educatron
P. O. Box 50
Doma s i

i"lay 9, 1988

Dear Respondent:

RE: RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE

I am conducting a study regarding cli.ent or partícipant
satisfaction with the CIÐA funded Brandon Uníversity - Malawi
Institute of Education Leadership Training Programme, which has
been in operation at Ðomasi since I984. This study is for my
thesis in partial fulfillment for the Degree of i"laster of
Education (Curriculum) at the University of Manitoba, Faculty of
Education.

Your name has been selected because you participated in the
Leadership Training Progrômme, However, please note that you are
not obliged to participate in this study and that you may very
well withdraw from the study at any time without prejudice.
Further, shouid you respond to the attached questionnaire, be
rest assured that you will not be personally identified when the
results of .the study are reported. It will be greatly
appreciated, if you could take the time to answer all the items
that appear in the questionnaire.

Enclosed please find a stamped, sel f-addressed envelope for
the return of the completed questíonnaire.

Thank you for your attention in this matter,

Sincerely,

(Original SiSned By)
Fe I ix G' Mtunda
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